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HAZARDOUS WASTE MINIMIZATION AND CONTROL AT ARMY DEPOTS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated in meetings and facility tours at
eight Army depots between April 5 and July 19,1989. The purpose of these visits
was to acquire comparable information on waste minimization at the depots.
Information was collected both on tasks to be conducted in the near future under
the current Task Order and potential research projects that USATHAMA may select
for long-term effort. Projects that could be funded under PEI's current scope of work
include those related to VOC emissions, abrasive blasting (including plastic media
blasting), chemical paint strippers, degreasing, electroplating and generation of
metals-contaminated sludges.

Craig MacPhee and Paul Lurk represented USATHAMA on the Army depot
visits. PEI personnel present at various depots were Fred Hall, Bob Hoye, Jeff Davis,
Dick Gerstle, and Bob Ressl.

Currently, depots are experiencing a wide range of problems with inaeasing
environmental awareness and regulations. A list of hazardous waste generation
rates are given in Table I. All depots have given some consideration to hazardous
waste minimization as a potential solution to these problems,.but are constrained by
budget and lack of sufficient technical personnel. At all depots, we encountereo5
enthusiasm and willingness to cooperate and assist with USATHAMA's HAZMIN
program. A brief list summarizing pertinent information for each depot is provided
in Table 2.

The trip reports for the depot visits list 69 potential waste minimization
projects, which range widely in technical effort and budget required. From these
potential projects, PEI selected a shorter list of 24 projects based on the current scope
of work, interest of depot personnel, the applicability of the projects at other depots,
and the potential for waste or VOC reduction. These projects are listed in Table 3.
Many of the projects are related, and information from one study could be
transferred to the depot of interest in another related study. From these projects,
USATHAMA and PEI have selected three tentative projec that will be
implemented and one alternative project that may be implemented during the
remainder of Task Order No. 0004. These projcts ae listed below

* Conduct tests of paint application systems.

0 Extend lives of process baths (e.g., NaOH) at Letterkenny.

* Implement chromium recovery units for rinse water at Corpus Christi.

* An alternative project is to evaluate the ue of uircora alumina as a blast
media at Tobyhanna.

These projects are described in more detail in the conduslias section of this memo.

IAI.



Subtask 1: VOC Emissions

Most depots are undertaking some form of action where required by state w
federal regulations. These regulations are highly dependent on the state in which
the depot is located. The four depots in California and Pennsylvania (Sharpe,
Sacramento, Tobyhanna, and Letterkenny) are coming under the most regulatory
pressure to reduce VOC emissions because these are nonattainment areas. Some
depots, such as Anniston, have high limits set on VOC's, and Corpus Christi is
exempt from VOC regulations because it processes aircraft. Most depot personel
expressed the belief that control technology is too expensive and may not be
practicable because the sources of VOC's are spread throughout the depot. Most
depot's are therefore focusing on reducing VOC emissions by switching to low-VOC
paints and improving transfer efficiencies when applying paint.

Potential projects for this subtask include investigating the reduction of VOC
emissions from paint operations by changing paint VOC content or method of
application. A data base could be developed of low-VOC paints and vendors with
efficient paint application systems. This information would allow depot personnel
to compare available techniques for reducing VOC emissions. Demonstration tests
could be conducted with one or more of these paint application systems to
determine transfer efficiencies.

Subtask 2: Reduction in Waste Generation from Paint Removal and Degeasing

As shown in Table I, paint stripping and degreasing operations at depots
generate large amounts of waste. These operations are also sources of VOC
emissions.

The choice of a paint stripping method varies among depots, and depends on
the parts processed. For example, heavily corroded parts at Sharpe are not amenable
to plastic media blasting, whereas plastic media booths have been installed to
proce aluminum eleLtronics shelters at Sacramento and aluminum helicopter
frames at Corpus Christi. Sacramento is encountering contractor troubles in
bringing its booth on line, and Corpus Christ is searching for the specific type of
media appropriate for use on aircraft. Of those depots without PUB capabiities,
Tooele expressed an interest in purchasing a blast facility, and would be interested in
deveopng the informatomp red to justify implementation of PMB. Auistce
could be provided to either of these three depots.

A variety of abrasive blost medis is used, including walnut shell, steel sbet,
aluminum oxide, perldot, gloss beads, and plastic. A few depots W use some sood
as a blasting media, but It is being phased out as a remlt of helth conrns. A da
base containing information on the advantages and disadvantages of these media
(as well as chemical stripping) would be a useful tool to depot peonnel.

Most depots have swit&d from phnl-bad paint sripp r to methylene
rde-bsed strippers. Alkaline strippers are also frequently used. Corpus Christi

uses some 4rhd robienne. Sacramento and Red River are conductis
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Ustudies on nonhazardous alternate chemical strippers. Some depots expressed an
interest in minimizing chemical cleaning waste by extending the lives of stripping
agents by filtration or other means. A filter press could also be used to minimize the
sludge resulting from these operations; the liquid phase would require further
treatment.

Most depots change process tanks as required, after the tank has stopped
working or when laboratory tests indicate decreased chemical activity. Anniston,
however, changes its process every six months without testing the solutions;
changing this procedure may result in significant waste reduction.

Most depots use 1,1,1-trichloroethane as a solvent in vapor degreasers.
Anniston still uses trichloroethylene. Several depots have experimented with
recycling 1,1,1-trichloroethane, but have been plagued with a variety of problems,
including acidification of the product and equipment failure. Potential projects
include troubleshooting existing systems or purchasing a new system at interested
depots such as Letterkenny and Red River.

DESCOM had indicated interest in evaluating the use of a product called Rust
Eliminator to replace phosphoric acid baths for removing rust, and we acquired
information on this product at several depots. Personnel at Tobyhanna had
evaluated Rust Eliminator and concluded that it was not a promising alternative for
phosphoric acid because the solubility of some metals in the product would create aIhazardous waste, the product would need a large amount of agitation (during the
demonstration, parts were scrubbed by hand), the action of the product on the part

* was slow, and the cost is approximately six times higher than the phosphoric acid
solution. Finally, spent phosphoric acid and sludge from the bottom of the tank is a
very small waste stream at Tobyhanna; therefore, even complete elimination of this

*waste stream would result in only a small reduction in hazardous waste generation.
Tooele performed several tests with Rust Eliminator on a variety of different

parts. Personnel concluded that the product performed about as well as phosphoric
acUd, but that it was much more expensive. The manufacturer sold the material on
the basis of its being a nonhazardous waste; however, after use, the product is a
hazardous waste because of the solubility of some metals. Tooele also tested the
product for long-term rust inhibition, but again the product fared no better than
phosphoric acid. Personnel at Tooele ordered only one drum of the product, and
have some left over. Reports that Tooele personnel are satsfied with Rust
Eliminator and are planning to replace phosphoric acid solutions with this product
are erroneous.

Subtask 3: User Interface. SuporM Studie

For this subtask information was wleted on a vriety of ares, including
electroplating operations nd the geeraton of mieals-contamnated sludges.

e t operations do not directy contribute much w as at mst depots,
since the plating tanks are rarely changd. The Isgm mm t of wme resulting
from the operations resul from wastwaiu treatmn, which p mwt@d sludges
laden with heavy metals. Several depots generate large quantities of sludge; some

I I 3
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are planning simple methods for waste minimization, including segregati ,n of
nonhazardous and hazardous sludges, recharacterization, and the purchase cf filter
presses that can produce a sludge with less water, and therefore less volume.

The metal concentrations in these sludges are usually low, and therefore
metal recovery directly from the sludges may not be cost-effective. Many depot
personnel, however, expressed interest in reducing the amount of metals that must
be removed from the wastewater. Corpus Christi has been funded for two projects
to recover chromium in the plating shop, but personnel do not have time to
implement this technology. Letterkenny is interested in recycling chromium rinse
water. These efforts are potential projects under the current Task Order.

Tobyhanna's electroplating shop is old and has experienced some problems
because they have had to cut back on the amount of wastewater sent to the
industrial wastewater treatment plant. In addition, the work load does not always
allow personnel to follow the designed operating practices. Personnel expressed
interest in investigating methods for plating waste reduction. Some simple
housekeeping methods and small operational changes may also be useful in waste
reducticn. This plating waste includes pretreatment operations such as chemical
stripping and degreasing.

Several other areas were identified by depot personnel and PEI for potential
waste minimization efforts that are not covered under the scope of Task Order No.
0004. All depots use dry filters on at least some paint booths to trap paint
particulates. Some depots dispose of these filters as hazardous waste, while other
depots have shown their filters to be nonhazardous. All depots disposing of the
filters as hazardous waste should conduct characterization studies.

Paint sludge resulting from water-wash paint booths is a major problem at
several depots. A few depots are exploring the use of hydrocyclones combined with
detackfying agents to remove sludge from the water and to minimize the volume
of the sludge. Anniston has had problems with the cyclones gumming up, while
Corpus Christi may have found an effective detackifying agent which they plan to
implement to solve this problem. Red River is also interested in the use of
detaclfying agentL The existing systems could be evaluated and improved and the
information transferred to other depots. Anniston personnel were requesting
assistance from the manufacturer of the equipment. A demonstration test of
hydrocydo es and detaddfying agents could also be conducted at one of the depots.
Finally, Letterkenny and Corpus Christi expressed interest in reduin paint sludge
volume by filter pisses or other means.

Several d" expressed Interest in fuldizd bed p rts which will
be iesI@d at Red River under Task Order No. O0& Anniston and Laeerkenny are
planning to purda systems, and Tooele is as interested. Corpus Christi has
reested an aluminum ion vapor deposition system, which has not been funded.
A demonstration test will be conducted at Anniston under Task Order No. 0006.
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Following discussions between USATHAMA and PEI, three waste
minimization projects plus an alternative were chosen for implementation at Army
depots. The criteria used for selecting these projects were interest of depot
personnel, applicability of the projects at a number of.depots, potential for
hazardous waste or VOC reductions, and agreement with the scope of work for the
current Tank Order. The following projects were tentatively selected:

o Conduct tests of paint application systems. Several depots expressed
interest in increasing the transfer efficiency of paint application, which
would reduce both VOC emissions and paint sludge by reducing paint
overspray. Tobyhanna has looked at several low-pressure, high-volume
spray guns and plans to install one of these systems. This project will
evaluate these and other systems for efficient paint application. This data
can then be used by Tobyhanna and other depots searching for methods of
reducing VOC emissions and paint sludge generation.

Implement chromium recovery units for rinse water at Corpus Christi.
Personnel at Corpus Christi are interested in a unit that can recover
chromium from a chromic acid bath or chromium rinse water. By
recovering chromium from rinse water, the amount of chromium treated
at the wastewater treatment plant is reduced, thereby reducing sludge9 volume and potentially rendering the sludge nonhazardous. This projeci
will entail evaluating available chromium recovery units for use on rinse
waters. The data may be useful to other depots conducting chromium
electroplating or applying chromate conversion coatings.

" Extend lives of process baths (e.g., NaOH) at Letterkenny. Letterkenny uses
a large amount of alkaline paint-stripping tanks and methylene chloride
paint stripping. Personnel are currently collecting information on
extending the lives of these strippers by filtration or other means, thereby
reducing how often these tanks must be changed. Several other depots also
expressed interest in extending the lives of chemical stripping tanks. This
project will entail exploring methods of extending the lives of these process
baths, thereby reducing hazardous waste generation.

o Evaluate the use of zirconia alumina for use as a blast media at Tabyhanna.
Personnel at Tobyhanna are evaluating the use of zirconla alumina an
alternative to aluminum oxide blasting. Zircmia alumina is repa to
have a longer life than aluminum oxide, and will thus create less waste.
Tobyhanna personnel are currently planning to test zircolna alumina, and
this project would assist in evaluating its effectiveness.

5
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TABLE 2 SULAWAY OF INFORMATION COLLECTED FROM DEPOT VISISTS
ANNISTON

0 No regulaiMr pressure to reduce VOC emnissions.

*Orily depot 90a uses asoloa~yln a degresaer.
* a lotI of sludge from sWamn leaning.

CR Us Lee a bt of phosphoric adid, but it gnru eylf lde
Wastewater strams winl remain s*eat* throughout fte treatment proces
Sits of thsUSATHAMA almnminvo depo siinat
Are purchasing a fluidied bed.

0 Installed a larp PMB booth tat is not yet fully operaional.
- Have identified a list of lIAZMIN proOac tat tey do no have manpower to Implement.
- Use ortho-dmichlorobenzene as point stripper.
0 Brush methylene chiloride on aircraft to remove paint.
* Hired contractor to recover metals in plating shop.
* Inrested in aluminum ion vapor deposition, but has not been funded.

LETTERKENNY
Mave subittled bubble plan $or VOC emissions: Implementing chtanges to a polint booth would exempt the booth from the
bubble plan. theeby aflecting the average paint VOC content of the boot still covered in Vie bubble plan.

*USAT4AMA demonstration Nost of PUB was conduied here.
Walnut shols are still most widely used medi, jollowe by SteW.

0 Usenwft o chorid and4"nestrippers; Interest ilfesxinin
0 Plan Wo Install fluidized bed

RED RIVER
*Use stdntws to remove, sludge trom woterwashl paint boohs.
*No current interst in PMB
*CTX for nenoftlorhoagd solverits: wll try in flew deemig lie.
Have, a lot of stopile thot sludge
Site for the USATNAMA fluidized bed tng

0 CaW&iorni rgulales owanfer efficieincy and VOC ontet for points.
- Socraimft ftmst prepares VOC, irivesntr fr -WtSpo egmantions.
0 WEl use now plastic medlia blasting booMt on electrnims shellers. has some epesalional problems
* Is evloif aimtemt chemia sripper with USATHAMA mid CERL.

SHARPK
, Camtisa regiusg transfe eatalency and VOC c ites for paints.
0 Wisp mea P op per VOC Imasntery for 'N0 ot ugulawris.
* PamS we hteav rwsed.
- Use vowbt sh ia

Lbudted ID S0 Ito h r I br n g VOC emissions.
lo Sp or WWI ornla new eqeipliflem IS masetWill

*A lot of O~ reeds hm inweefmw INA Wtiis.
W mime Inrlou q em Moos il twos. AMs iiis etsW d ms adils.

Pufs In 0" Shop we not sqml00 * w. .i
ON* ~ekdp 6 S I uMm O"wwseem; te moIps Gm *
o Issl &W Bilewe--1-il iletemined go it oof 00*00ee

TOOKLE
" POedum W"@~ ld twen Isg"stm CARIC dpg Is 0e~e dp"s P~-em
" Nmesi m 111S,1.b hdo not "ue Uds.
" Roand &W M*W -W d ne~d 00u Nee wn oeseoe

* turee In kifsed bad parts clearin
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PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

TO: Craig MacPhee DATE: 7/12/89
Revised: 8/14/89

SUBJECF: Trip report: Anniston Army Depot FROM: Jeff Davis
Contract No. DAAA15-88-D-0001 Fred Hall
Task Order No. 0004 Bob Hoye

FILE: 3769-4 CC: Dick Gerstle

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated in meetings and a tour of the facilities at the
Anniston Army Depot (ANAD) on May 31 and June 1, 1989. The purpose of this visit was to
acquire information on the operations at ANAD that are relevant to the referenced task order.
Specifically, information on VOC emissions, plastic media blasting (PMB), chemical paint
strippers, degreasing, and generati,,n of metals-contaminated sludges was sought. This is one of
a series of visits to eight depots being made to acquire comparable data on these topics. In the
near future, USATHAMA will use this information to select and define research projects that
will be conducted by PEI under this task.

ANAD is located in northeast Alabama, approximately 110 miles west of Atlanta, Georgia.
50 miles east of Birmingham, Alabama, and 10 miles west of Anniston and Fort McClellan.
Craig MacPhee represented the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA).
PEI personnel present were Fred Hall, Bob Hoye, and Jeff Davis.

Our primary contacts at ANAD were Tim Garrett and Ron Grant. In addition, we met with
Tony Montoya and Steve Guthrie of Production Engineering, Directorate of Maintenance; Elvin
Hansen, Branch Chief, Building 114; Major Robert Ronne; and Ken Rollins, Section Chief,
Building 409.

The purpose of this trip report Is to document the Information obtained during the site
visit. The trip report is presented in eight sections to address pertinent topics included in the
scope of work of Task Order No. 0004. These sections are: Backound, VOC Emissions and
Paint Operations, Blasting Operations, Alternate Chemical Strippers, Alternate begreasers.
Electroplating Operations and Metal-Contaminated Sludges, Other Areas of Interest, and
Conclusions/Recommendations.

ANAD's primary mission is to maintain and supply combat vehicles (primarly tanks),
missiles, small arms, munitin, subassemblies. and other oomodiies, as well as upere parts.
ANAD employs almost 4,400 people. The depot overs 1,000 acres and contains 89
maintenance buildings and 78 shops. At peak operation, ANAD has rbuilt 700 tanks in a year.
along with 2 or 3 engines per tank.

BuildIng 466 and 512 are used for hurwdous wasN Illge. Bulk hazardous wastes
(i.e., abrasive media) are disposed at the Emil,A AImbmm 1O1601yof Chemical Waste Management
for 0.195 /lb. Wastes are disposed in 55.lon drums or in bulk (roll-off Containers). AN
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waste disposal Is currently handled by the Defense Reutilization ad Marketing Office (DRMO).
Although DRMO now pays for waste disposal, the procedure is being revised so that each depot
will pay for its own waste disposal in the near future. This action will make waste reduction
more visible and critical as the amount of waste disposed will direcly impact each individual
depots budget.

Most degreasing and chemical stripping tanks (phosphoric, nitric, hydrochloric,
sulfuric, and chromic acids, methylene chloride and caustic paint strippers, etc.) are changed
two times per year during scheduled operations shut-downs (Christmas and the Fourth of July).
This change-out occurs whether the process chemicals are spent or not (the tanks are not lesed
before they are changed). Thus, the results of any projects focused on extending the lives of
these chemicals would have to be implemented In conjunction with a change In operational
philosophy.

An EPA waste minimization study published in March 1988 focused on opportunities for
reducing waste generation at ANAD, especially In the electroplating operations. A copy of a
report summary is provided as an attachment to this trip report. The study also considered
options for extending the lives of paint stripping solvents; however, as discussed previously.
this is not an option that would result in waste reduction at ANAD under current methods of
operations.

The following is a summary of the buildings visited and a brief overview of the processes
conducted In each building.

* Industrial Waste Treatment Plant

* Building 114
- Chemical stripping (Penstrip NPX)
- Phosphoric Acid
- Hydrochloric acid
- Vapor degreasing (1,1,1-trichloroethane)
- Alkaline dip
- Chromic acid conversion coating
- Chromium stripping
- Chromium plating
- Cadmium plating
- Blasting (aluminum oxide, steel, Green Lightening, glass beads)
- Proposed site for AIVD equipment

* Building 409
- Steam Cleaning
- Vapor degreasing
- Paint stripping (Penstrip NPX, caustic)
- Phosphoric acid
- Hydrochloric acid
- Aluminum stripping
- Painting (4 water-wall paint booths)
- Blasting (Green Lightening, walnut shells)

* Building 130: transmission housings, crankcases
- Se-mi*
- Vapor d0In ng
- Phosphoric acid
- Chemical s ng (PenstrIp NPX)
- Sain0 (wa~ sheli
- Painting (water-wail paint booths)

2
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° Building 128 West: Engines
- Degreasing (Stoddard solvent)

o Building 433
- Blasting (Black Beauty)
- Painting (large drive-in booths with dry filters)

VOC EMISSIONS AND PAINT OPERATIONS

Current Alabama state regulations limit VOC emissions at ANAD to 100 tons per year per
stationary source. Each source (e.g., paint booths and degreasers) at ANAD is allowed to emit up
to 100 tons per year. As a comparison, Letterkenny and Tobyhanna Army Depots are required to
meet Pennsylvania regulations, which specify that no more than 50 tons per year may be
emitted from the entire depot for surface coating operations. As a result, there is no regulatory
Incentive for ANAD to use high-solids paints or to improve transfer efficiencies because the
depot is well below the VOC limits.

Operators will frequently increase the pressure and use a wide angle of spray In order to
paint parts quicker. Transfer efficiencies are therefore low, and heavy overspray is produced
in the painting operations. Many small parts are painted, which decreases the transfer
efficiencies even more. The regulations will probably become more stringent in the future, and
ANAD has been asked by the state to prepare a VOC Inventory. In addition, ADHA has conducted a
study on ANAD's VOC emissions (we are waiting for the results of this report from ANAD).

ANAD currently uses the two-component CARC system (which has a higher VOC content
than the single component CARC). Air-assisted Binks paint spray guns are used. Personnel are
considering buying high-volume, low-pressure guns to Improve the transfer efficiency. We
provided a list of manufacturers of such equipment.

Water-wall paint booths are used at ANAD. In these booths, water flows down a wall at
the rear of the paint booth, over an air vent through which the booth exhaust flows, and then
into a trough. The paint particulates are trapped in the water as they pass through the vent.
The water and paint mixture (sludge) collects in a trough at the base of the water wall. Disposal
of the sludge resulting when these booths are cleaned out is one of ANAD's biggest problems. The
paint sludge is manifested for incineration as a hazardous waste because it is ignitable (EPA
Waste No. D001). An estimated 7 to 8 drums of sludge are disposed per week per booth. An
estimated 1600 drums of sludge are disposed (incinerated) per year at a cost of 8 per gallon.
(These figures will be confirmed upon receipt of hazardous waste generation data from ANAD.)

ANAD purchased 16 cyclone separators to reduce hazardous waste genera ec by the
water-wall paint booths by separating paint solids from the liquid that then would be recycled.
Only two of these units have ben istalled, and ANAD plans to eventually Install a cyclone on
each of these booths if they can be made to function properly. Figure 1 presents a diagram of the
cyclone configuration. Water from the rough is sent to the op of the cyclone, in which liquid
and side ae separated because of their dierent densities. Uquld is -r ecled to the paint
booth and the solids are emptled ino a 55-gallon drum. The Ilquid from the top of the drum is
also recycled to the paint boot. Approximtely one drum per week of sludge Is generated krom a
booth with a properly operan con separator.

ANAD has eperlenced s eal p obis with te Installed cyclone p Becuse
of the low tranlfer efflcicies achieved,. a high voume of PiOnt IS nreppe by the alin water.

usng the ccolon to gum up. Alo, CARC is a problem because of t viscoelty. When fe booth
s shut down because of pObe with me cyclone. e water je used for agton becomes
cogged. Once me water iet becorme clogg ed, f booth is no lb Aperal ad rmust be shut
down Od cleaned out. The cyclone vendor (Rave) was scheduled to visit the depot on June 12 to
look at the system and offer suggestlons to improve the op eraton.
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Figure 1. Water-wash booth with cyclone separator
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ANAD personnel expressed interest in using filters to reduce the volume of the paint
booth sludge. Tim Garrett successfully used a filer press (JWI plate and frame unit) lo reduce
the volume of 3 small batches of paint booth sludge. ANAD has tried pumping the sludge to the
IWTP for treatment, but encountered problems with pumping and maintaining line puemare
because the paint settles in the pipe.

Spent Green Lightening blasting material was used as a dotaaldf agent, but personnel
experienced difficulty In cleaning out the booths. In addition, the Green Ughtning Insd the
total volume of sludge that had to be disposed. This tochnkque Is no longer used.

In a recent visit to Corpus Christi Army Dept (CGAD) In Texas by PEI and USATHAMA
staff, CCAD personnel reported that they had solved the problems with dleackifying •0e0 and
cyclones. Essentially, their solution was in finding a deacilfying agent that precipitated the
paint as a powdery solid, which could then be separated with a cyclone. MOAD Is in the process of
purchasing cyclones for their water-wall paint booths. Additional det ae contained In the
CCAD trip report prepared by PEI under this Task Order.

Two large drive-In booths in Building 433 use dry filtr collect paint parlulates.
These filters are changed two times per year and are disposed as non-hazardous wastes without
rinsing or other preparation before disposal.

The floors and walls of the water-wall paint booths are covered with a removable plastic
coating. This coating is occasionally removed and disposed as a hazardous waste.

BLASTING OPERATIONS

Numerous blasting booths are located throughout the depot, and several types of basting
media are used, Including walnut shells, aluminum oxide, steel shot, glEos beads. and pordoL
The spent media are not separated by type prior to disposal. Building 409 contains a Wlgq
walnut shell booth that is used for both aluminum and ferrous parts. Some peronnel uld likef to retrofit their walnut shell booths and add cyclones to obtain better recycle rates; the expected
installed capital cost would be $600,000 per year.

ANAD uses a peridot material called Green Lightening. Most hardware is blasted (at 120
pal) in a barrel blasting machine. Personnel would Ike to phase out the ue of Green tghtening
because of its silica content; however, they have not found a suitable relaemnL Although
previous reports indicated that the spent media was not hazardous. recent: Mt showed 1 to1 be
EP Toxic In 10 out of 12 sampling locations. The hazardous metls pirent were cadnium and
in some cases chromium. The reason for the change in tst rsults is not cewar sne te
recycle rates are about the same as previously. The only spet med used at e depot th is
not hazardous is "1ack Beaty", a copper slagmaerlal. Black Beauty Is the bulk of the
abrasive media used in Building 433.

ANAD uses both aluminum oxide and sel s blassing. iulding 114 contain a walk-in
aluminum oxide blasting booth that does not have a cyclone sparator. The bullding als contains
a barrel blaster and tre Wheeslbator rotl" bIlt macnes that use Green LigUen. The
spent media are collected in a ra-off box and etspied once a day. A piln i Mihigan d
accep spent steel shlot for recylin. Shape Amiy Deot is currently kei gap 1i Val option.

Maintenance personnel bellyv tha PMB may be good for non-lnbwos s lili o t
for ferrous metals. Elvin Hans ndicatd ta he Md Vied PUB on Vnk equipment buS 4 did
not work.

ANAD personnel are Interested in carbon dd t(0O) blatll-g. T'hicr Air FPc Oase
Is doing some work in this area, and a comspany called Cold Jet. basedl I Clncmat. Is wrntly
marketing ti tchnolog.
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ALTERNATE CHEMICAL STRIPPERS

Numerous stripping operations are used throughout the dept. ANAD uses a large
quantity of methylene chloride-based paint strippers (Penstrip NPX), which contains townc
acid as a major component. Previously, phenolic strippers were used. The Fine Organics
alternative stripper to begin Phase 3 testing at Sacramento Army Depot in July requires a
stripping time of two hours. Because of mhe production rat Owa ANAD must meet. personnel
Indicated that a two-hour strippi time would be unacceptable.

The stripper rinse waters are treated In the Industrial Waste Treatment Plant (lWTW..
However, this stream is not monitored for Total Toxic Organics.

The cleaning ae In Builing 114 contains several 2,000-gallon stripping tanks
containing Penstrip NPX and alkallre solutions. Sulding 409 contains a caustic paint stcr
we observed a thick layer of sludge floating on top. Builling 409 also has 3 phosphoric Eid
tanks to rerme stains from aluminum parts, a hydrochloric acid tank, a Penstrip NPX Mak ft
steel, and an aluminum strip tank.

As Indicated previously, most pro-ess tanks are changed two times per year regamido o
the remaining usefulness of the chemicals. The depot leboratory tests the hydrochloric and
phosphoric acid tanks every week and specifies make-up. During one of the twice-pergw
cleanings, only the sludge Is pumped out of the hydrochloric, salli, and Penstrip NPX taiiIt.
and the liquid returned for further use. The entire tank Is dumped once per year. The
hydrochloric and phosphoric acid tanks generate very little sludge, perhaps 1/2 a drum per
cleaning.

DRMO has discussed the use of waste acids in fertilizer manufacture With the Terimsm
Valley Authority (TVA).

ALWENTEDEGEASERS

Most of the buildings on the depot contain large (eg., 2000-gallon capacity) vapor
degreasrs usin trichloroethylene. For example, the cleaning ae In Bulingf 114 cont:
several 2,000-gallon tchoehyeedegreasing tanks and Builling 400 contains two
2,000-gallon dogreasers. ANl vapor degreasers have batch distillation columns that are
operated continuously. Testing of the still product by Auburn Universt has indicated a 1ow
acid contient. The stl are emipid of sludge about once per week generatin 20 to 55 Ven=
of hazardous waste per s9l. In addition, the stills are cleaned out two times per year, fw
about 10 drums of hazardous was per still.Builling 128 West (engines) contains many small cleanin tk using stoddar uoiint.
ANAD has written a specification to replace stoddard aelvet with Safety-Kise. Under shes
seivIce, Saety-Keen will remove and recycle the spent degreuser. No Freon Is used.

Engines and Warnmlealons are stea-eane before bein procesed. The moo* at.
fth ON and reas Is manu* all ltdd ol when a part Mess In to Biling 400. The sd
(gresse, rags, dIrt Is collected insa soparaor drum anid pit iunder t1he flor, while the 4.-0
flows to the rWTP. The 55-gallon drum is-emptied evety 6 weeks In 19l'm ', a tof
app exlmately 1I000 drum Is pumpe - *m the pit and desposed two Onfes pW year. 1ft
maei goes1 90 off ot bemse wastes, have 2.100 Ppm TTO anid on i n be dsposed In an vaf
sanitary landfill. ANAD owns three trucks costing $150,000 each to pump a oth oly sh:
but persoNnel are uncert about what to do wlh it.

The r minin oll and gra arn e remve wil stie. phising The wnsee b
procese- in an API separator and then trae -In the rWY. TOe 0081110 860s Is SIM 1b

dry and cnnotbe lendlilledbecauseof the free llqldnd hydrocabonwd con tent vn ths t O
wseIs not reguae as hazardous. The steam cleaning waste Is a MW nmble at ANAD.
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ELECTROPIATING OPERATION AND METAL-CONTrAMINATED SWODGES

ANAD conducts both cadmaum and chromium electroplating In Building 114. This
building contains an automatic barrel coating line that plates a lot of small hardware (bolts and
brackets) with cadmium. The cadmium solution Is cyanide based. By paying careful attention to
make-up requirements, the cadmium solution was used 11or 5 years. The chromium plating
solution Is recycled in a unit below ground and is never dumped. Personneal indWate a potential
Interest in recycling chromium rinse waters by removing Ohe chromIuW. ANAD personnel have
Instituted several process changes to their plating lines to reduce wastes. These changes are
described In an article published In the Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association, which
Is provided as an attachment to this report.

Building 114 also contains 2,000-gallon phosphoric acid tanks that are used on all
types of parts, a hydrochloric acid tank. chromic acid conversion coat. phosphat
chromium stripping, and associated rinses. All tanks In toe electroplating are except the
plating tanks themselves are emptied and changed two times per year. includin phosphoric
acid, nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, and sulfuric acid tanks. Phosphoric acid is used for rust
removal and personnel are Investigating selling or giving the spent acid to a fertilizer plant.
Building 114 has eight 2.500-gallon tanks, and additional tank are located In Buildings 130,
409, and 129.

The industrial waste treatment plant (IWTP) receives all rinse waters from the process
operations. Four types of wastewater are treated separately: chromium, codmium/cyanide,
steam cleaning, and general wastewater (all wastewater except steam; claning, cadmium/
cyanide, and chromium). Approximately 26,000 gallons per day of chiromium wastewater are
treated with sulfuric acid and sodium metablaulliteo for chromium reduiction after exitin1 equalization tanks. The water Is then neutralized with lime. afteor which III entr separate
flocculation and clarification operations. The 6,000 gallons par day of cadmium/ cyanide
wastoeter enters equalization tanks, then is treated with lime to a p4 great~er than 11 to
preclpltate cadmium. The rinse waters contain approxinmately 20 -30 ppm cyanide. Very
little sludge is generated from the treatment of the chromium anid cod__mcynd
wastwaters. Both of these streams are pretreated with activated wcaro to remo chlorine.
and the cadmium/cyanide stram Is polished with ion exchange. An actlate sludge operation is
used to treat a smnall flow containing phenol, which Is used in one vat for aluminum strilping.

Most sludge genrated at Mhe IWTP reuls from steam cleaning. The steam cleaning
water is processed In equalization arid flocculation tanks, ten bath sealed for pHt adjustment.
The sludge contais greatr than 100 ppmn hydrocarbons, and cannot be landfled.

The general wastewater stream consists of weulow flrom emuft soda, hydrochloric acid
and other tanks, and all rinse waters except thim contg olium cadmiumn or cyanide.

All sluidges are currently combined and sent to a Nite press. As a result, Vie entire
sludge volume contains chromium and cadiumw and Is a listeod hazardeus wase (FOOG). New
tanks are scheduled to be Installed this sumnmer that will keep theAW slde sparate . N sludges
will atEbedisposed as hazdous watsecORrtesug ieii e ta clerig,
which Is a majo portion of the sklge. Personnel expec tha t @ln alone wil reiduce the
sludge, disposed as a hazardous waste by hall.

The NWe press Is old and requires a large amount of malenIwice. The Owerpress;
achieves a Owe cake with 27.-30 percen solids. A raw priess made by Leftou& a SwedIsh
uonpony. is schdled to be Installed in FY-Ut. IT pres can p edune a Nie afe with 45

Ieoel sI : 1 and costa* epritel a $=M. These unft hae bee bauet usdIn toe
mfwsqsing bk Mouy B ase n t sotid onn of t aes psudimed &I ea* UMer puess, t new
Use pm wil reduc the geneation of hazardous w omsi by ans &PWI U peses Qver hat
of uUNWV ago.

The genera wast stramwhi~ is ootuined *limdyeeaimids) Is not
mnore for TOWa To*d Osganic (TM). HoeebooVr~Of BaIMP sihuen les
yea kkbmed no problmes
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OTHER AREA OF HTEREST

ANAD is the shte for demonstration testing of aluminum Ion vepor deposition (AIVD) to be
conducted under Teok 006 of Ot contract. During this trip. we visite the proposed site ior
location of Owe equiment and met with several of the personnel who will be involved.

anThe proposed location for t ANVD uni Is an t seconid foor of Building 114 in place of
an uktoaiphpatnbah The floor consists of a sOee grate; ANAD structural engineers

will determine If the floor Is suficent to bear the weight of the ANVD unit. Site support Io be
provided by ANAD Includes preparation of t facilities (Including providing an air-conditioned
room and utilities), engineerin support (Including Identifying what criteria must be met to
Justify the use of AIinstead of cadmium elcrpaiguse of their sell spray equipment for
corrosion testing, and operation of the equipment. Building 114 has Its own millwriht and
plumnber, thus prevenitin delays due to filling -out work orders when repairs are needed.
Sufficient power Is not readily available In the Immediate vicinity of the proposed location, and
ANAD will provide for the electrical hook-ups. ANAD has a lot of noisem on the power lines, so a
power line conditioner may need to be supplied. USATHAMA has allocated $100.000 for site
support.

In general, all equipment associated with the AND process should be dedictetd to the
process so that it will alay be availbl during the demonstration testing. Also, if cadmium
parts are blaste In the precleaning stage, all of the spent mea will be a hazardous waste;
spent medi from blast of aluminum parts will not be hazrdous. Building 114 contains a
chromate conversion Ste for aluminum tha could potentially be used lor the ANDO testing.

One Issu idetiie during our meetings Is whethe AND le able to coat the Inside of
hols. Several puts at ANdAD tat personnel want to see te sed wkth AND have holes for screws,
pins, et.. that were as sml a -1-nch. This issu will require exploration during
deonstraion testing.

During our visit, we met with Colonel McGill, head of t Directorate of Maintenance. A
tota of IS ANAD personnel were present at thi meeting. Colonel MOGIU fully supports the
ANDO initaIv, but pointd out that the biges stumbling block was getin te approval ol the
Army atere Coimmand (AMC) and users such as Detroit. He would also Mle a 6-month
mai-n*tenancei contract on the system.

Aber Ipsen, a potential vendor of the equipment, will visit AIIAD tlo specify what utilities
are needed. ANAD may need to prempare a permi-to-construct form before beginning shte
support preparations. Tim Garret sai he would check into the rnd for permits.

ANAD personnel wil tes some parts on the ANDO systemn at Werner Robbins Air force
Ows near Maon. Georgia. Reject parts wU be se asid for testN to entsure a sufficient
supply once deosrtOVetn begins.

AZIAD Is cuOrntl Mrpn spcfca -n ID buy a Usidized bed parts cleaner to
rpaedegreasin and chemia strIpping9 operations.

0N genrate ofan depo Is current burned In bollers, sold to Auburn University, or sold
tough ORMO. AN lele arid ts must lav Ohe depot with new oIL so ONl vehicles must
reuelve'an oll hwige even II ty have only been Okae on t tst tock once.

A chemical demOwitalon %acilty Is bocated on t1he depot. This Incinerator may be
uee@a as a pain waste Icinerato. However, currn regulations MCIate tha tes efteis be

The Wgset hazadous wasteso sems to de have bein One waswer Wastm ludgbie
md t pelrd both k. At4AD perso nel have widmri sbus I to av oh of thes
piolberns. SegregWun of t westeaWele *swt 00~e aridltaion ate new Uter prss

w eul n arerdutono hwou ate n ~tin VeADMOD il v~



Idecrease the amount of cadmium sludge generated. Cyclones have been purchased to decrease I
sludge generated from paint booths, but these cyclones are currently experiencing operationa
problems. The vendor of this equipment will attempt to solve some of these problems.

Because of the high limit set for VOC emissions in Alabama, ANAD personnel am not
currently interested in the control of VOC emissions. In addition, because process ta" ae
changed two times per year regardless of the condition of the remaining chemicals, edi IWe
lives of these baths would not result in the reduction of hazardws waste.

We are currently awaiting information from ANAD regarding actual hazardous
generation rates and some process flow diagrams. This report may be revised upon race"t ol
this Information.

The following list presents some potential HAZMIN projects on which USATHAMA CNN
provide assistance to ANAD.

" Explore the use of detackifiers to increase the effectiveness of the cyclone sepwallom.

Transfer the information learned at Corpus Christi Army Depot to ANAD.

o Investigate the use of a filter press for further dewatering paint booth sludge (pas
studies indicated this is worth further evaluation).

o Identify the kind of cyclone needed for walnut shell recycling and identify the

operational parameters needed for waste reduction.

° Conduct a comparison test of walnut shells versus plastic media for abrasive W est

O for the particular parts processed at ANAD.

o Identify options for disposal of the steam cleaning sludge.

a Investigate recycling of the chromium rinse water by removing chromium.

o Identify a fertilizer company willing to accept spent phosphoric acid solutions.

ANAD's interests and needs will be compared to those of other depots that will be vimed
in the near future. ANAD personnel should be kept informed of the results of any testing
relevant to their needs conducted under the current HAZMIN effort.
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United States Hazardous Waste Engineer g
Environmental Protect ion Research Laboratory
Agency Cincinnati OH 45268
Research and Development EPA/600/S2-88,01 0 Mar 1988

"EPA Project Summary

Waste Minimization Audit
Report: Case Studies of
Minimization of Solvent
Wastes and Electroplating.
Wastes at a DOD Installation

Marvin Drabkin and Paul Sylvestri

The U.S. Environmental Protection of worn Army tanks. This audit was
Agency (EPA) is encouraging hazard- aimed at developing WM options for
ous waste generators to develop pro- F002. F004. and F006 wastes.
grams to reduce the generation of The WMA carried out at the DOD
hazardous waste. To foster such pro- installation's electroplating facility
grams, the Agency'~s Office of resulted In the development of three
Research and Development Hazardous source reduction options and two
Waste Engineering Research Labora- recycle/reuse options for cadmium
tory EORD/NWERL) is supporting the cyanide waste as well as two source
development and evaluation of a model reduction options for chromium waste
hazardous waste minimization audit Successful implementation of appro-
(WMA) procedure using the EPA hier- priate combinations of these options
archy of waste minimization (WM) could result in the DOD installation
options, with source reduction being being able to achieve EPA delisting 01
more desirable and reacycle/reuse loss the F006 wastewater treated sludge
desirable. Treatment options, although Payback period for the incremental
not considered WM. are evaluated if investment needed to achieve 11 ',se
neither of the former alternatives is WM4 results. could range from four
available. The WMA procedure was months to 1.9 years depending on the
tested Iitially In several facilities in choice of options. Savings in present
1966. WMAswsreconducted at goner- F006 waste disposal costs could
ators of a number of generic hazardous amount to 6 120.000 annually.
wastes, including corrosives, heavy The WMA carried out at the DOD
metals, spent egivents. aWd cyenleS. Installation's paint stripping solvent

In 1937. the MWERI. WMA prograira facilities remulted in. two alterative
concentrated en OR D's top priority source reductlion options being dove-
RCRA K and F wastle et. Audits wets lope by the audit team. Im-plemnta-
conducted at generatot of K071 end twie.of eIthI Of these two optieould
K 106 wastes InteOMt se0mllbcrli result In Payback period for the incre-
plants). K0444052 wastes Isludges mental inemstment involved sanging
ond muds from petroleum refining), from" 6 to 9 months with saig! in
F002-004 wastes tepent solvnt), waste solvent disposal casts of
and P006 -wse twstetese treat- $53.000 annually.
mont sludgw asrm elcrpaigOpW- ThS is Pect Sunsnsar Was developed
etions). Thiis Project Summary Covets by ERA 's Narardous Wear. Enoghserhng
a WMA carried out at a 000 Mestal- Research lahetr.'eV. CincimN~. ON.
lation responsible for the refabiltain to announce kev findings of the



research project that is fully documented outside consulting /engineering firm, stropping operations and sent offsstein a separate report of the same title (see Following selection of the host facility for hazardous waste dispose! Spen:.Project Report ordering information at there were eight sequential steps solvents are preserst4 d-sposed of inback) executed by the audit team- bulk approximately every 6 months
IntrodctionDrummed hazardous paint sludges.

Thntadtion poiyojc.vsetb Preparation for the audit. are shipped offSie within 90 days o'

lashed under the 1994 Hazardous and 2Hs iepeadtvst cuuain
Solid Waste Amendments to the 3 Waste stream selection. * Wilstewaters from Stripped par-.$
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 4 HotSe waste minimization audit rinsing operations are sen: to 11,e
of 1976 include the goal of reducing or vii.ofsite wastewater ireaimew opIn:

* eliminating hazardous waste as expedi. ist where biological treatment is usec :
liouSly as possible. To promote waste 5. Generation of WM options. reduce phenol level to n"e: NPDES
minimization activities, the Hazardous permit requirements pt;rr c
Waste Engineering Research Laboratory 6 PreliminaryWM options evaluation discharge.

* (HWERL) of the U.S Environmental (including preparation of prelimi-
Protect ion Agency (EPA), Office of nary cost estimates) and ranking of The audit team studoodpossble sou,-
Research and Development, has under- options in three categories (effec- reduction and recycle/reuse options lc'
taken a project to develop and test a tiveness. extent of current use. and these wastes The focus otihis eflo., .
waste minimization audit (WMA) proce- Potential for future application) primarily on ways to prolong the fle c'
dure, It is envisioned that such a proce. 7 Presentation, discussion, and joint the paint stripping solvents as the ics-
dure would be useful to generators ol review of options with plant effective short-term options 'the lov'-
hazardous waste as the search for personnel term waste reduction options. a e
waste minimization alternatives The 8 ia eotpeaainadpe- development of non-solvent formula
present I4WERL project expands on an 6 ia eotpeaainadpe- tions and other paint rernova! tet-
audit procedure developed and tested in entation to host site managmeent. niques. could not be meaningfuli.
1956 by conducting additional WMAs in addressed in this study
cooperating industrial and government This procedure was followed in carrying The most promising source ieductio,

faiiisThis project is one of several out the WMAs summarized below, options for paint strippig solvent wast.e
crrent audit efforts being supported by reduction were.

HWERL Results of the WMA
This study presents the elements of a Conducted at a Generator of 0 Continuous centrilugwanolthepasn:
WMprogram, of which the audit proce- F002 and F004 Waste: Audit Stripping solvent to remove pai-:

dre is acentral component and includes at a DOD Installation Point $tufdseasit is gnerateld thujs pe~mn:
details of the WMA procedure, its ing buildup of this sludge in the-
development, and its final recommended Stripping Facility stripping tanks one significan..,j form A case study is presented using A DOD installation in the South. a extending the life of the solvent
this WMA procedure, and covers audits portion of whose facilities is devoted to
performed at a DOD installation that the rehabilitation of worn Army tanks 0 As an alternative to continuous ce-
includes facilities which generate listed was studied in a WMA for the reduction trifugation of the soliviem coniinuci.s
wastes F002 and F004 as well as a of F002 and F004 wastes. These listed 2-stage basket/canridce filtration~ c-
facility which generates listed waste F wastes are partially defined in 40 CFK the solvent to preven, paint sludiz.
F006 Findings and conclusions resulting 261.32 as follows: buildup.
from these audits are presented below

0 F002 Spent halogenated solvents In summary, it is believedthat success
including methylene chloride. ful implementation of either of ttes

Desripionof he MAoptions could result in solvent Ide be -Description ofteWMF 004: Spent non-halogenated Sol- extended to at least one vear prior :Procedure vents including cresos arnd eresylic replaeementl n thsregMtasmallscac
The function of the WMA procedure acid . test by a centrifuge vewndr en a sarnr,,as to force the use of an orderly step- of spent solvent heavily loded with pa; -by-step procedure for conducting an At three buildings in the DOD install*- sludge. indicated that ceer solvent coi:.::audit ot a host site. The initial WMA tion. tank part point stripping facilities be produjced by this lsdlwuious Each c-procedure was developed in earlier work, using mathylene chloride solvent frn- the six main saint string"slvent 1"'s.and was further refined during the lationsfcontaingngphenolic-ltypenstit at the faciity, would be eqNoftnpped~ w-course of the present EPA-sponsored wants to enhance solvent action). goner- either a solid-bowl type cow 49tie a- eam"dit ffort. This procedure is appicable ate P002 and F004 wastes. F002 and basket/cartridge tMp 2-stae" lilte-to the development of both categories of P004 wastes include. TObW I atimarias the ratuss of t'e* WM options (source reduction and proliminrwy tecfnWti a"d sonotr!crecycling /rouse) as well as to the 0 Approximately 20.000 gallons per feasiblay Study of these two oetorsdevelopment of treatment options, year of spen methyfene chloride- Annual waste solvent disposall cos,The teamn employed in carrying out the based paint strippin sollvent and would be cut in half Saoultotvaudit described in the full report was about sixty. 95-gal~ *ums of paint 050.000 per year savwagf II o~e CAcompoosed entirely of employes of an sludge are generated in the point these two options were adoelod w'*i-
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Table I. Tabulated Projected Costs and Required Site Modifications WM options for DOD installation F002 and F004 Wastes

Estimated
Estimated Annual P440CAc

WM Proposed Equipment Installed Direct Operating9 Required Site Period
option, Waste Source option Description Modifications Cost fsi Cost'/ S yr0 Modifications Ivears)

11) Waste paint Continuous removal Add a pump a000 solid 50.000 5.000 Adequate floor space is 05
stippinlg solvent of paint sludge from bowl cent ifuge to each available in front of
disposal solvent fusing a solid of the sixr paint stripping each of these stripping

bowl centrifuge) solvent tanks.; unit tanks to permit
Solvent replaced operates at about 5 porm installation without
annually flow fre major existing

equipment ,elocaio

12) Waste point Continuous removal Add a pump and twvo 60000 9.000 Adequate floor space is 06'
stripping solvent of paint sludge from Stage filtration unit te available in front of
disposal solvent fusing a two- each of the six paint .each of these stripping

stage filtration unit) stripping solvent tanks tan*$ to permit
Solvent frplaced Ifirst stage is basket type installation without
annually filter for large pieces end major existing

second stage #I' a porous equipment relocation
metal filtration cartridge
for micron-size particlesi

'All options shown are Source reduction options
4Other than the cost of replacing speJt pain., strippirg solvent. which i-, estimated separately

payback periods ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 A study of the electroplating operations could amount toS6 120.000 a nnually tf the
year. that generate F006 waste (including F006 waste can be delisted

discussions between the audit team and
plant personnel), led the audit team to

Results of the WM A develop a total of five WM options for
Conducted at a Generator of Cd/CN plating-related waste and two
F00S Waste: Audit at the DOD WM options for Cr plating-related waste.
Installation Electroplating These options include commercially

demonstrated processing techniques
Facilities designed to minimize or eliminate Cd, Cr.

Electroplating operations at the DOD and CN levels in the rinsewater wastes
installation are conducted in one building as well as reducing the amounts of
and include cadmium plating of miscel- wastewater. These options together with
laneous cleaned and/or irmachined their estimated capital and operating
tank parts using cadmium/cyanide (Cd costs are summarized in Table 2. One
Cli) solutions in either an automatic proposed source reduction option: elec-
barrel plating line or a manual rack trolytic reverse current destruction of CN
plating line Chromium (Cr) plating of (both simple anl1 complexed) in the still
appropriately prepared tank parts is rinse tanks of the Iwo Cd plating lines
conducted in a rack plating line Both during the plant downtime period. is
plating operations are fairly standard- currently being evaluated at the facility
8810d. One proposed recycle/reuse option.

The facility has been experiencing recovery of Cd from the two plating lines'
significant problems in "meting liPOES stilt rinse tanks, has since been imple-
permit imiastions for Cd and CN in the mantled and appears to have resulted in
treated wastewater discharge. Thus. the the facility being able to consistently
audt mem focused primarily on waste meet the Cd limit in their NPDES permit
reduction options which could reduce or It is believed that successful imple-
eiminate Cd and CM levels in the raw meantation of approprit combination* of
waeste iprineepally rinsewevters from both these* WM options could result in the
Cd pat lines). Aeproimataly 2.000 DO0 installation being able to achieve
gedne. per dy ef these wastwaltors EPA datsong of the F006 wastewater
typicaly cerowanietg 20 mg/I of Cd and treameont sludge as wolleas meeting Cd
25 mir CN are discharged from the and Ct4 permit limits in the 'NPOES
electreplating facility. About 35.000 discharge. Payback periods for the
gaes per day @f Cr-baaring wasite Incremenwfl investment involved range
aeraging I110 to 120 mg/I Cr are also from 6 months to 1.9 yaeers. Savings in
discharged from this facility the present F006 waste disposal costs
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Table 2 7abulated Prolected Costs WI~V Options for DOD Installation A006 Wastes'

Estimated Estimated An7.u.
WM Optior, Pioposed Eqwpment Insla!'ed Operat;ng Cosa

Option W~aste Source 7yoe Option Description .Modoitons Cost 1S;' Is vri

all I I CO., CN Ba'trtPlatingt Source Use Dfie ectrocleany inse Water piping and pump S 7,000 sSoo0
.ine reduct ion waters as feed to pickling

rinse Water lanA

tall?) Cd/CNl Manual Source Use of electroclean rinse Water piping and pump 1,000So
Plating Line ,edfuctivn waters as feed to pickling

rinse water tanA

(bill Cd1C0VBarrel Platiing Source Destruction of cya nides Insertion of SS cathodes and 2.000 10.0w3
Line reduction in still rinse tank anodes in still rinse taonk

anid opaerat ion in a CN
destruction mode during
plating lint downtime

w2f?) Cd CII Man~ual Source Desvruction of cyanides Insertion of SS cathode$ and 2.000 1.Oi
PI.qving I ine reduction in still rinse tanA anodes in still rinse yank

and Poeration in a CN
destruction mode during
plating line downtime

(c)iti Cd/CV Manual Source lImproved dlagout Add drain board betwee-n Cd 1.60C ?.000
Plating Line reduction recovrer. plating lank and still rinse

drain board spraj.'fog tankt. install spray/log rinse
rinsing rIozzies over
platng tan*

fc#i Chrcrrtri. tl'an~a Sr),Ce Imiproved drag&. Add drain board between Cr I .500 1.O0C
Piating L. ine fed..ct'o' recovery. drain plating tanyk and still rinseIboard. spray/fog taonk install spray/log, rinse

tins mo nozlies 0vgr.oA& tog...Laa

Id,, 6oI Ce C I Pla'4 , e F le vaotonof Cd,'CA' install evaporation unit and 79 .000 27.0
Lines reuse rinse water discharge auxiliaries in Building 7 74

67fn10C =el to basement near Cd/CIl
both plating lines waste sump
in appropriate
Quantities to
maintain individual
rpia:ng ba it,

fe)/II Cd' Ct Barrel Pia'~n- IFec(,te Pta .ig out of coodmur Insertion of SS cathodes and Use the 20.000
L ine remit ri Sil rinse tano anodes in stiff rinse tank SaME

to operate in a Cd plating equipment
mode during plating line as in fbI
downtime

let(2; CC C., Manus/ Fercle Plaing out of cadmium Insertion of SS cathodes a no Use the 20.OOC
Plating Line reuse in) still rinse IpIriAk anodes in still tense tanA some

to operate in a Cdplating euipment
mode during plating bite as in fb)
downtime

it) Chromium Manual Source Improved dragout /1nslallsuitable banks Of 5.000 2.0C
Playing Lint reduction recovery spray noz~os in empty

reiplocemen! of running running rinse tanA
rinse tanM with spray
chamber

Ill chromium Manual Source Reduction of chromium Add leyer of plastic balls Nil her
Plating lioe reduction metal lApses from on surface, of Chromium

hood vents over platingo lanks

'Or&Vr af magnitude costs I: 50 Percent accuracyl



M Drabkin and P. Sylvestri are with Verser. Inc. Springfheld, VA 22151.
Harry F. Freeman is the EPA Project Officer (see below).
The complete report, entitled "Waste Minimization Audit Report Case Studies

of Minimization of Solvent Wastes and Electroplatinc Wastes at a DOD
installation. "'Order No PB 88.166 780/AS Cost S 14.95, subject to change)
will be available only from

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield. VA 22161
Telephone: 703-487-4650

The EPA Project Officer can be contacted at.
Hazardous Waste Engineering Research Laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Cincinnati. OH 45266
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WASTE MANAGEMENT
HAZARDOUS WASTE MINIMIZATION: PART V11 1A)

Hazardous Waste Minimization within the
Department of Defense

Josep A. Karnindd Edlor
01149. of the Deputy Assist Secrelmy of Dowen (EuwonQt

Ahezani. Vfrgnin

To achiev this, extensive jwqrams are
ThU article is a series of representative case studies of Department of inpae
Defense hazardous waste minimization. Each Mlitary Department and the
Defense Logistics Agency describe actual accomplishments. Areas covered emroduslmn to Cas 91mame
range from production line modification to product specification change. Th folwn ae oe variety of
72hese efforts are part of a Department of Defense plan composed of waste Miiization topics from De-
individ ual programs; executed independently by each military service and partment'of Defense organizations
defense agency. with different missions. Casel,. from

Part VII of the hazardous waste minimizati series appears, in two the Anniston Army Depot. descrbes
separate iostailrnents this installment Part Vff (A), deals with Department plating waste reduction. Casw 2, from
of Defense waste wiaition efforts in vehicle repair operations, th Hoo m Awmto Plant

focse -0 dlisin. Cie3.from
explosives manufacturing, and abansve blastig proceses; Part Vft (A) will Headquarter. Naval Sea Systemns
cover shipboard mercury' wastes, industrial chemical control solvent Command smsa prdespecification
reclamation, and hazardous property sales efforts. change. Case 4. from the Navy's Das-zd

Taylor Research Codtarismn th devel-
opmnent of a shipboard mercury ion fil.
tor that reduces west. volmme. Case 5.

The Depanument of Defense is a cabi- implementation of hazardous waste from the Son Antonio Air Loistics
net-level organization of the Executive minimization is delegated to the Mii- Center describes a comprehensive baz-
Branch of the Federal Government. Its tary- Departments and Defense Agen- ardous material control program. Case
componnts are the Office of the Secre- cies who assign execution reponsibil- 6, from the Warner Robins Air Lcgis-
tary of Defense, the Organization of the ities to various subordinate commands. tics enter is on solvent and product
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Military De- The Military Departments have all recovery. Case 7 from the Defense Lo-
partinents and the Defense Agencies, adopted goals of 50 percent reduction gistics Agency is on recycling hazard-
The 1968 defense budget is 283 billion in hazardous waste disposal by 1992. om materials.
dollars. Over 1,100 installations world-
wide support the defense mission. Ma-
jor repair of weapons systems is accom-
plishe at 40 mawstance depots. Pro. 1. Platin and Paintn Urm Mkiiwton o a
pellent and ordnance associated with

n yses sprodudnoh- Larg Vehicl Repair OpwatImo
thes industrial intiltsgenerate 71mQ~ mo To" Pulard
about 60 percent of DoD hazardous Aniso _A"Deo

Waste. AwsmAb

The Anniston Army Depot is a major ad the Army% nw M1 Abramns main
rework facility of the US. Army loot- battle tank.
ed in Calhom Comty, Alaama. The Other Depot manions hebe stor-

Hazardous Wadke bna~NM Pofey facility occupies 15,0K) acres and is a age and -em-we66o of ammunaition,
and I tiep! n aionimao employer Nridsd and semi- storage of all he Army's amell arms,

sildworkes in mortbsstrn Ala- repair of m s and reesil $iles, re.
A hazardous waste minimization pol- hams. Often refere to as Tank pair of eptise sW ad a 1,i fire coan-

icy has been hosud by the Depuy As- Rebuild Center efthe Free World, An- trol Itemis, epair of muon sloipping
sistant Secretary of Defense (Environ- niston Army Depo repeirs, overhauls @onWine. ,n orge ad msaiue-
ment). Program guidance stresses and convertsa combat vehicles. The aceo of several missle iwsm in-
source reduction but also urges actions bigest shar of It. mWAOMene Work- eluding Shillslsg, TOW and DRAG-
that reduce hazardous waste disposal. load is concentsated an the MW tank ON-

1042 JAPGA



Hazardous Wadte GeSSIrtIon Table 1. Anniston Army Depot hmgrdous wmws generation
Each yea industrial operations at

the Depot generate hazardous wast in- mt 1966 1966 1M6
cluding paint sludge, obsolete ammuni- Pitn 3,6 9,6 4.6tion, ash residue from demilitarization Stipn/oslet 291.M6 211.266 453,65
processes, sludge from the Industrial no e~a aaniftg
Waste Treatment Plant, and spent so- Clssnderressint 160,23 I31 164.661
luioms fromn chemical cleaning and fin- 11WTF sludge 663.846 1,400..66 1.246,951
isbing operatic... Tab" 1-1 ahows has- Munitions 2.210183' - 1*606^4 1,8761
ardow wM generated by the major
industrial Operations. The Anniston
Army Depot is cohstantly pursuing the
reduction of hazardous waste volumes
vA toxicities by implementing new ,; * *

wechnques for minimization in the in- WAIVOWAE1001 .. 1
dauUal~ocee5.Teseegongteh. AI44.IL51t' -CN /Cd SUMP

niques incud recycling/reusing spent
solventse and cutting oils, filtration and
subsequent reuse of chemical paint
stripping compounds, metal plating/A
fanishing p rces modifications, spray
painting sludge reductions, new paint
formulations, and segregation of indus-Lon
trial waste treatment plant sludges
with subsequent delisting actions.

The metal plating/finishing opera-
tions at Anniston Army Depot include
an automatic barrel plating line and a
mammal plating line. The automatic
baruel Plating ros(Fisffe I1) con-
sstsb of clessing, pickling, plating and

lionafter adasus plating. Originally
ao inses Were ountericurrent, over- ''" .

& w systm controlled by conductiv. ,-~..s

Ity meters. 7Ue automatic line is nearly Plpne 1.1. Oft" ils owgatioRn ol Saonn bWrol ownkernpm mlad** uin.

S .

WOWN!^ CW

Uk.

----- ----

... Comw

rieivo-2 Noa ON s owmso o ownesaf h NOMON Usj
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*WASTE MA NA GEMENT

AI AVCU'V14AI1* A111l1 with a reverse current process en-
I'' I AiI';IA-:, abling plating the cadmium in solu-

WOI~L ~ *~\ _______tion onto stainless steel cathodes to

P ~ ~ *U ..i~:.:g'i, -be rused in the primary plating

I i.i.~ .,, *iLUC~iSimilar changes were made in the
anual line as indicated in Figures 1-3

I I and 1-4. The manual line operates at a
J L...iparts load of approximately 800

I WA.It WVAl It 1", 4Wnde ho
I a. a ./UA~ -~ .wThes chage in the cadmium plat-

- I4.I~ "' ~W 7- 1 ~~-- L....... ~v~a wtit ii .u'i.i.:.l~ing process have resulted in a recovery
A'M" Lof an average of 5 pounds of cadmium

* .9 IIA Ut'per day and. m importantly. have
WA ,*l rduced the cadmiumo concentrations

I" t.-W '.1 by 30 percent. the cyanide concentra-
.~ c,,-tion by 70 perent and the flow rate by

11h Cla 40 percent from the central imup. This
VV&ACo hasredcedwaste load. treatment cost

Fir". 13. Original coniowgation of manuAf coadm~, plii ife, and sludge generation at the industrial
waste treatment plant

continuously in operation for one to 50 ppm, and 100 ppm respectively. Wse
three eight-hour shifts per day at a Modifications to the automatic plst- hluui Wate
parts load of 1200 pounds per hour. ing line are shown in Figure 1-2. Another are in which the depot is

Tests indicated that approximatelymaigntsrdeinheeuconf
0.12 gallon of dragout was carried by 1. The cyanide based soak clean tank maarding weastr is in pith rledctin-
each barrel resulting in 2.6 pounds of was converted to a reverse current, moin In 1986, Anniston switched to9cadmium and 10 pounds of cyanide per non-cyanide based cleaner, a hebs based camouflage Point of
eight-hour shift to the rinse waters. 2. The initial rinse station after plat- big a gal csontext.Thisryewu eina
The cadmium and cyanide laden rinse ing was changed to a stagnant rinse- signfins t increse in paint sludges.

Annually, Anniston Army Depot geni-

erates approximaetely 1900 drums of
K':. .~ £paint sludge et a disposal cost of

-. I ,.V~ 40L.' & 1 disposal cost of $MAW0.
Currently, the Directorate of Win-

______ _____tenance is piloting a system an one of
the eight waterfall type spay paint

.:r~ ~,..i Vi - AKI.~u~ .. ,9,..ii' , .booths that educss this volume by 67
~ * * ..., ~ ~* ~ ~percent The system utilowsacydone

compound to dowater and cofcentrate
the solid fiaction of the paint sludge.
thus reducing the volume. The detacki-
flir provides a nucleus for overspres-

fit.Lotpartcles. A loos mipeiom is formed
ftr 1-I -;faciating partil removal by the cy-

II. 'A~t qnclone. A number oommercial detack-
... g:,,: i 4~ Ilng eempotodo Were Iested howlev-

i s' . A.~ 9 *4 ~ *~- r'thematwctsvecespoodswaso
I,. i...'~ ~ * 49.ff~ ~a .IiIIi~ ~ -It..*clay, based dost from an em-base paint

ot bobAin. dI q.I an.

PW" ~ ~ ~ 1-4 6401419dWep~ facu O"dot.IdVII , .g W mtoahyin the

Once~ tm ptantn reime incothe

waters were fed to a central sump and si~eatura gdwt w ra d bcodmes
then toea cyanide destruoction unit prior umtherate wih cyande o d mai- in he aioeaon ihto being discharged to the industrial Uthe win ati sedfrmaeu ban ibee mgfei.v in hw n wwast treatment plant. The central P'W'haeendatvinIiigwse
aomp serve both the automatic and 8. The saeond rinse station was em a tul emetations end re-
manual plating lines Total flow, cad- caedto overflow rinse controlled dudag hmrudiss waste. Anniston
mium and cyanie concentrations for by a cenductivity meter. . Army Depot Is commsitted to even fur-
tOe central aump were 10,000 gal/day, 4. The soent filme was equipped thor vduelm.

98" APCA



PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.
MEMORANDUM

TO. Craig MacPhee DATE: 8141189
Revised: 8114189

SLIIJEc1% Trip report: Corpus Christi Army Depot FROM: Jeff Davis
Contract No. DAAAI5-88-D-0001 Fred Nag
Task Order No. 0004 Bob Prsi

FILE: 3769-4 cc: Bob Hops
Dick Gentle

PEI personnel participated in meetings and a tour of the facilities at the Corpus Cisli
Army Depot (CCAD) on July 15.- 16, 1989. CCAD is located in the city of Corpus Chuisi,
Texas, on the Gulf of Mexico. PEI personnel present were Fred Hall, Bob Ressl, and Jeff Davis.

The purpose of this visit was to acquire Information on the operations at CCAD that are
relevant to the referenced task order. Specifically, Information on VOC emissions, plestic media
blasting (PMB), chemical paint strippers, degreasing, and generation of metals-ootuI inae
sludges was sought. This is one of a series of visits to eight depots being made to acquire
comparable data on these topics. In the near future, USATHAMA will use this Information to
select and define research projects that will be conducted by PEI under this task.

Our primary contact at CCAD was Jim Holiday. In addition, we met with Raphael Leal.
Onecimo Vilarreal. and Vic Verma. At each of the various buildings and areas inspected, wealso
met with the manager or supervisor of those areas.

The purpose of this trip report is to document the Information obtained during the site
visit. The trip report Is presented in eight sections to address pertinent topics Included in fit
scope of work of Task Order No. 0004. These sections are: Backgound, VOC Emissions and
Paint Operations, Blasting Operations, Alternate Chemical Strippers, Alternate Degreasers,
Electroplating Operatins and Metal-Contamninated Sludges, Other Areas of Interest, and
Conclusions/Recommendations.

CCAD employs approximately 4.100 people, arid Iti primary mission Is lo roeair
overhaul, and maintain helicopters. The work kWe at the depo is 0FproaMatl 4- -elcpsu
a mnth. CCAD Is the only Army aeronautical owehaul slid eir bIllydf. Theipm pe

1wars of the Corpus C0"si Naval Air Station. COAD Is a lmnt. a&W te Navy cominmlcm
wk@outi ggp k kifjenvionewm agen iesschs EPA and 6wTeimAir

Conrol Sol (TACO). The Navypossessesallperit (ACM. NP0ES) avid p-ae am
hazardmols emanlas.

TMe Arm operateIs- fte hawodos wstle atoage area; 1mi~l 96 peF s of ftn
hooadw ouss resitt from CCAD operations. Wase dsposal is- Vrosh DO CCAD
propars anrt inteml unacinlg form for hazardous wamsft s Navy prepaes lie m*q*We
perm1 M. CCAD does rnot currentl pay for wastedpse but wE In fte ar %Ame The



baseline data for hazardous waste generation rates are provided in the attachments to this Uip
report.

OCAD personnel are very interested In opportunities for hazardous waste mlnlmbotim
A recent HAZMIN study lists several potential projects that personnel believe would result In
waste reduction. Sections of this plan. which Includes hazardous waste generation rates, ta
been Included In the attachments to this report. Sonme of these projects have been funded, but
CCAD personnel do not have the time to Implement them by preparing the reqluired economic
analyses, writing specifications, and obtaining bids.

The following Is a summary of the buildings visited and a brief overview of the p ricm1s
conducted In each building.

* Building 315: Machine Shop

" Building 104: Engine Cleaning Shop
- Paint stripping (ortho-dichlorobenzene)
- Carbon removal, descaling (potassium permanganate, alkaline cleaners)
- Vapor degreasing
- PMB in glove boxes

" Plating shop

* General cleaning shop
- paint stripping
- alodining
- vapor degreasing
- 4 new booths for steam cleaning, paint striping, and brush-on alodirngV

* Building 44
- New PMB booth

* National Chemical on-she trailer
- Testing detackifying agents

VOC E1iSKMlBAND PAINTING OPERATIONS

Coao"n aircraft is exempt from current- VOC regulations. and therefore CCAD pewwinl
are niot under regulatory pressure to reduce VOC emissions. Sources of VOCs include 6 paint
shops, vapor degreasers using 1,1.1 -trchloroethane and PD4680. and methylene chimbe
stippin operations. The largest source of VOCs Is the methylene chloride stripping
operation, whic wIllbe lrgely rplaed by anewPO plaMc edi bl1tig both.

CCAD uses wocapo nm CARC and epoxy pint. CARC is laW and chrmmlum *ue bt
the eouy primers, which we muietd by AVOCOM. oniain- both of loew metmis. All PMb
skldge &W dus ftN orn paing op eai Ons Is t eetore huardous wafte.

Moo poknling ks con~d In wae-wash boot 8111uvgh am*n dry User we ab nd.
The wate-wash boot we shu down pelilicslly toeclma out t sllede. The pabs boedus

themslveswOe Wud am oc a quarter.
CCAD personnel We In fthe om of piFI Al-n 14 h1. cun Wats for

11210,000. These wlt wE asopirt0 t pWAintde *am t erW ie paV booths UrOW
dein c th slft udge voume and it g muses of to Owr M uamnift- _ ur1* shdt

t bM* w" pMy for theme I dhw 4 m os A Woesl %0 @IW qitm oN ~sn
Chemkocal EbeauedinoA000iun1 wit thei onloe byboewuaisep mk
preW01180lo OWd forer MANeo sdg volume. Wonal Chemwca h"s an 4bf few~
becaus ty have been oileacted to WWea cooing water. SeOeN 011ial war tested W NW o

2
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thr atictivnos as eaktigagents. The one selected contains tochemcals ne that

of ti agent, the paint immedoately turn to a powdery substance and settles. CCAD personnel
are conlident soa the cyclone system and detacidlyin agen will work, and thus they Will not
conduct any pilot-scale testin before installastion.

CCAD personnel hae been In contact with Anniston Army Depot ~hc has been having
troubles with ft hydrocycone systems. At Annieton, the pan has been plggin tlhe cyclone
orifices. Use of the agent devellope by National Chemrical may be ale to soiv t problem.

Paint booths are currently treated with caustic to maintain the pH at 9- 11. Other
additives are then added Io make te paint either sik or float. In case where the sludge is
sltimmed off the top. additives are added Io Noat t paint. In cases where the paint sludge is
collected In pt under paint booths. additives we added I* sink the paint.

Building 1808 contains four downdIaft, water-wash pain booths. The paint sludge is
collected in a 7,500-gallon pit under t1he bullng and the water is recirculated. The sludge is
cleanted from the pit once a year and i an expensive disposal problem. Personnel expressed
interest In reducing the volume of the sludge that must be disposed.

SLASfNG OPERATKONS

CCAD conducts abrasive blasting operations with alumnum oxide, glass beads, and
Starbright, a synthetic low-silica media. In addition, a new plastic media blastin (PMB) booth
has been installed in Building 44. All blast residue Is a hazardous waste because some paints

cnanlead and chromium, and because some engin parts are plated with Cadmium.
The new PUB booth in Builin 44 was scheduled to be In %ul produolon by July. 1989.

The booth will be used to blast thi aluminum, Keviar. and berglmes parts and personnel.
estimate that PUB will replace 70 percent of the methylene chloride operations. MethyleheI chloride will still be used because the blasting operation cannot reach al areas of a part.
Bl1asting an aircraft door requires about 15 minutes while s~trin with chemicals requires
about 2 - 3 hours. After blating, the parts we Voeaed with phosphoric aci and a chromate
conversion coat, so corrosion removal durin blastin Is not an Masu

The new PMB booth In Buildng 44 was manubtured by Ma"lb Tank and Barge, located
In Everett, Washivigton, and measures 30 feet wide, 65 feet long and 24 feet high. Up to 4
blasters can work In the booth simultaneously. The booth contains a cartridge type reverse
pulse collection system that is computer controlled so that t reoveary sstm can be activated
on only one part of the booth. The s cree n she on the flor was designed too sm.l and CCAD
personnel plan to replace I with a WWge ecreen. The air cdrculatlon rae is designed at 125
Miear fast per minute, and the =Wue pressure Is desIgned at 30 psll. The media tSt has been
uised In t booth recycles about 10 tImes.

Overhead media Is onllee in a dust collector. Media on ft boom of te booth Is sent
I* a cyclone soerator. The bine mdla Is transported Io the dust colletori, mnd the coarser media
enter a magnet separator and a sequence of sieve. The spent media Is colected insa drum for
disposal and th reusable ondi Iss f 10 1he bed hOpper.

COAD personnel have had same dllull In selecting an opp oat e of plastic
media They hase VWie seveal diMer mia. Imu saab h tay hWave hod t go through
proxouremell Each tme a diffren md Is @0@04~d Sft ste Smust be esytle of the
ai mdia Theyhaveismaelle deaTyp I eds.m. in esuedt Sftmaynotmeet
111111 - ruch- -A Robiemu -ftfr kMm% They me purbua MI1 1M W A s a 0"eiType 5
to test. This media Is themmaspinde fhhth vendo aiiisute be reWmehd mw4 reelcled';
ho0e0er. 5" ft~r cha IMm beenm m att Iisusemsli m soellsha ade mssed
In t USATW4MA rer 11ad oeena o T qt PjiWM@M Omng Cat Lattekeny
Army DepoK* ArthrT.Cf 111. 0-m 6srw IgS. seelo 0101.1-Mr m be11 reqire
by OCAD to selec a mei tha et SoN M f "M oib The Ai Paeas alsfo go" the
selin of medle for use an ahanret t d nfemn may be usaM to CAM personneW.
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PMB untly used inBulding04In a glove box. The mediais reused unlig is
pulverized. and is changed every day or two at the operators discretion.

Some 000 -gnce hovw been concerned tha plastic medi blastin could damage
sensitive surfaces. CCAD personnel noted that In current cI~emicai st1ripping, t paint is
scraped off the aircraft after the chemical has been applied.. This scroping could poten~f

*caus more damage to a surface fthn PMB, yet PMB is usually coompa red with stripping
operations that use rinsing, which Is much less aggressive than stripping folowed by scrqft.

ALTERNATE CHEMICAL STRIPPERS

Methylene chloride Is widely used at CCAD to to remove paint. Dip tanks are used tw
small parts, and manual application Is used for air frames. The dip tanks also contain loooapyI
alcohol and the solution that Is brushed on consists of 70 percent methylene chloride, 15
percent aceic acid, and 15 percent f1ormic acid. A new huldin has been constructed and
contains two airframe stripping operations, a booth for brush-on alodining, and a booth for
steam cleaning. The stripping booths are fitted with scrubbers having 22,000 cfm capacii.

The new PMB booth wilt replace approximately 70 percent of the methylene chloride
operations. Some chemical stripping will still be used bemause the blating opetation ce-nol
reach all areas of some parts.

Orthoodichlorobenzene Is also used In paint stripping tanks. These baths are conaiw
in heated tanks approximately 6 x 6 x 7 feet, and are disposed every year and a half at a coot of
approximately 80.5 million.

CCAD personnel are eprenigwith an alternate paint stripper In a 50-gallon id*
In the plating shop (detaals readngti product will be a setalied latr). This strIppor
coul replace some ortho-dichorobenzene and metlene chloride. thus reducing VOC -em is
and Improving worker safety.

Phosphoric acid Is used for corro~on ismoval. Nitric acid and caustic are used as
cleaninig agents and are disposed after use as hazardous wastes. I n-tank neutralization is v
considered treatment, then these two wast sams could be mixe. However, some pe so -
thouht ftha in-tank neutralization would be considered treatment and w -ould! require a
treatment permit. Any permits for this activty would be obtained through the Navy.

AVEWTE OGRASES

CCAD conducts a lot of vapor degresing with 1,-tchrolneand P0.680. A
couple of distillation unit on the depot have design and oprtn polems, and perA 010
Interested in the purchase of a new still. One stil does no have a reboller and recoves 10
percet Of Ithe solvent at best.

ELECTIR0PIATNGI QPlVWflND MAL4XONTAMHAT 811D~

A wide varit of cleanin-g and plein op rsflsare mcsn ed in "i plin" shop.
0 WeAhpi I! g uper nsi -I I bde OW plat of codnlum, Ghromhum, upp e, s11lver, ounL, amd
On. A adethm mNe Is MOVIed 11or WVgef On dhemo MiW of we used is appl a

reMON uws lms anel1g *m art e ohangpd@My 1S to 14 d%% I adto. ao *e
W-g VPeWMfms ft *" Wp uses vaPe 1ai i ,1 a ofts 111 itmu pof

e-O-"prn, daline aI dng p I-ep I IF aW ftr awe" Neov". aW pollm
&@in"w was me seg e am a* am OWN MYd 1.WP PM09S.1

ThMerd We sed bs*m So WO f60M Gd 10 t NO W*e eIn *ae
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CCAD personnel have undertaken several efforts Identified in the HAZMIN plan to
minimize waste from electroplating operations. During our visit, ENCYCLE, a contractor, was
sampling metal solutions to assess which can be taken off site and processed for metal
reclamation. Personnel are Interested In obtaining a chromium recovery unit for the alodining
or plating rinses that removes impurities and oxidizes the trivalent chromium to hexavalent
chromium, which can then be reused In the plating both. CCAD also plans to install Flow-ldng
filters, which uses a resin to remove organic and inorgMic impurities. These latter two
projects have been funded, but personnel do not have time to prepare the economic analysis.
prepare specifications, and obtain bids. Personnel ae also Interested in nickel recovery. Some
personnel suggested that using a tougher primer would eliminate the need for alodining for
corrosion protection. About 500 gallons of rinse water per day are treated.

The treatment plant treats chromium and cyanide wastewater separately. The chromium
wastewater is treated with sodium bisulfite, lime to precipitate metal hydroxides, flocculation,
settling, and clarification. The cyanide wastewater Is treated with chlorine oxidation of the
cyanide, followed by precipitation of cadmium. The cadmium and chromium sludge are mred in
a sludge thickener tank, and then filter pressed as one sludge.

The Navy operates the pretreatment and treatment facilities on a 100 percent
reimbursible basis, and the Army cannot change operations in the treatment system. The Navy
charges $0.26 per pound for sludge disposal. CCAD personnel hope to get a new package
pretreatment facility because the current plant is old. In 1987, a consultant hired to review
the plant design and operation concluded that there were safety violations and recommended that
the plant be repaired immediately. These repairs have not yet been Implemented, and personnel
indicated that the preferred short-term solution is the purchase of a new package unit.
Personnel hope to achieve zero discharge of chromium and cadmium by 1995.

OTHER AREAS OF INTEREST

Personnel indicated an interest in aluminum ion vapor deposition as part of their
continuing effort to reduce concentrations of cadmium sent to their wastewater treatment plant.
They are also interested in sodium bicarbonate blasting.

CONCLuSIONSPECOMMENDAIONS

The following list presents some potential HAZMIN projects on which USATHAMA coul
provide assistance to CCAD.

* Evaluate effectiveness of hydrocyclone paint removal system for potential

technology transfer to other depots.

• Determine ways to minimize paint sludge in building 1808.

0 Assist with evaluation of plastic media In the new PMB booth.

* Assess combining nitric acid and astic tanks for neuraizaion.

0 Evaluate substitutes for "flho dlhlorO -- pan ONrpper.

0 Assist in troubleshooting solvent distllialon unit or purchasi new unit.

- Assist In Implementing Flow-ldng Users In plMain hop.

5w



o Assist In Implementing chromium recovery unit in plating shop or brush-on
alodining booth.

° Evaluate whether alodining Is necessary for sufficient corrosion protection.

* Transfer results of aluminum ion vapor deposition demonstration tests to CCAD.
Assist with meeting requirements to obtain a unit.

CCAD's interests and needs will be compared to those of other depots that have been
visited. CCAD personnel should be kept Informed of the results of any testing relevant to tk
needs conducted under the current HAZMIN effort.

=
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ATTACHMENTS



Documents obtained from CCAD

Hazardous Waste Minimization (HAZMIN) Plan, 1989 (Sections are attached)

Starblast Abrasive Sand Data Sheet

Diagram of the Pretreatment Plant (not attached)

1980 VOC Emission Inventory (not attached)

EPA Survey of Chlorinated Solvents Used at CCAD (not attached)

Evaluation of Airframes Stripping and Material Disposal Operation Under Mixture Rule (not
attached)
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MINERAL PRODICTS
DATA SHEET

STARBLASTs ABRASIVE SAND
STARBLAST abrasive sand is a perium loose abra- For abrasive blasting. STARBLAST offers:

L m e of coarse an oie Lower labor costs
sands mined from Du Por'."irlse, Foida minerl * Less dusting
deost. The matenal is scrubbed and chemically * Better vlibirty
washel to insure freedom from dirt. dust, and ultraflnes. o Faster cleaning rates
Staurolite grains are uniformly sized and have clean, 9 Uniform blast pattern

- rounded surfaces. * Reusablity

- PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPEIRTIES

TABLE I
STARBLAST Abrasive Sand

Typical Screen Analysis Mineral Composition

U.S.A. Sieve % Retained Typi I%-
si lev No.* Opining (gm) on Sieve Staurolite Minerals

- 40 420 3 itanium Minerals (FeITzO?) 6
50 300 11 Kyanite (ALzSi0.) 21 70 212 19 Zircon {ZrSi0) 3

, 100 150 45 Quartz (Fre Silica) 4"

140 106 17
- 200 75 3

270 53 <1
PAN <53 < 1

-Physical PropiertlesRagIRange

uk Density
maCe 143-148 lt (2290-2370 kg/m,)

- UulkDensity
" (LOm) 128 "4 (2080 kg/m)
- ecfic Bravtty 3.10-3.84

Nbmsm (MONS) 6.5-7.0

- ~ P flq . 1A? ON.. UftmC4~

., M., baCw'm Im ummq -w~r f'tlme . awp .ge ""m~hum ~e ie ~~ lC b-b

a fUast wof .u am is ' o n esisi . Vam O Po m to No m i a m O m
- O inmme. nTI a. rncsaflMz Cao* p *'.~ onCUbm~. UW

6 a &M ate ~ ".e o~e w a -m aw a," w~Ma a o V ft*0 aw SmW, we on" w wavww amm or, 80 " 40 eam° Ift In ec me w & we of r amffmL AV is a of 8"n am ae ft a ow 61 or a



TABLE III
Abrasive!Air Mixture*

Test I Test 2
STARBLAST Used. lb (kg) 200(00) 100 (45)
Blasting Time. min 6
Area Cleaned. hI2 (M2) 22.5(2.1). 29(2.7)
'Cleaning Rate, ft2!min (m2'!min) 3.75(0.35) 4.8 (0.45)
I Test 2 Ill corect abiasvr'r MMMItsr was uLed as compared to Test I where fta Mbmhi vahre was Moved only 091111y.
Nnne VIM 2% less area was cleaned white abrasive conumption doubled.1

" A superior uniform blas: pattern, free from oily resi- The U.S. Department of Labor (OSHA) has ruled 10
due, free iron or significant amounts at silica dust car, CFR 1910.1000 air contaminants)' that an employsm's
be achieved, exposure to mineral dusts. containing quartz shall Tot,

" Low dusting, which allows good visibility (especially ece iiscluae yt~olwn omls
in enclosed areas) and faster blasting. 10pi~il dust- 30r -o-

"All of the reasons for choosing STARBL4S7 add up Rep ai utqa. rtWdust - % miT -
lo a high value-in-use which means lower total blast-
ig costs. When thiese limits might be exceeded. employeues

Table IV explains how to calculate value-in-use for your shouSd for sudust msso eprtrsapoe
blast cleaning operations. ISfosuhdt.

PACKAGES
PERONA SAETYSTARBLAST abrasive sand is avaliable in IflD-2L

Du Pont S-oARELAST abrasive sand, as shipped, does (45.4-kg) multiwall paper begs arid in bulk carbEs
not pose any Inhalation health hazard because it and truckloads. Department of Transportation (DOTI
contains essentially no particles in the respirable Hazard Classification: Not Regulated.
size range. However, if during handling or use, the
STARBLAST particles are broken down to a size that
can be Inhaled ft.e dusts may be harmful to the rsi gm
ratry sytm Tuwniie. deera at Lnmw. us. anairetus Piuscin dr-

am se Plees ene a" DwaW mleue hrn-Mn ft geffMiuwn
DuPont staurolite sand products may contain up to a~m amny be evat am Uwe sift amla maft ft'lo baw
5% crystallinre silica (quartz). Long-term overexposure Dow ,1-im modons &o odcammilauww. lnivi.t

to respirable crystalline silica may cause silicohis. Pe mie"lre pmasses'e i airsair

TABLE IV
Now to Calculait Vbkuekifte

- The blAt clearin coat par square Woo (sq. metr) Based on approimalmi reltiv cleaing
bedainhd by Viefollowing equallon: ratal. t adjuiitmeri for degre of cleaning
011111n114 CombSft or ni2) - LAX + f+Qlsow10s :

YR
whwre while meitl 1.010

A - Abrasive flow rate. tonflr (metric Uon/hr) near-while metal 1.755
S a Carwnpso coass Sihr 330iferil I
C - Labor msa. &V hr &70
X - Delivre prime of raul~ve, S/ion (Smet ton)

- Y - Abrasiv cleatin ruM. ft''h (m'Ihr)
Rm~djuhmgeforegIeof cfanin
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
Wilmington, Delaware 19898

U.S. Sales and Services
For placing orders or requesting additonal product
information, please use our convenient 24-hour toil-free
telephone number. If you prefer, you can write to us.

By Phone By Mail

Toll free in continental U.S. (except Delaware) E. 1. du Pont do Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
(800) 41-9- 2 Chemicals and Pigments Dept.

Customer Service Cter.
In Delaware Wilmington, DE 19898
(3021, 77t-2099-

I
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New Downfle' Cartridge7 Collector

Unique design permits high filter
rates at reduced pesre drop.
I normal reverse pulse jet collector mosy to maintain cmrtrdges directly 1Mt Pbc 211g19

dperation~airenters the hopperattile Personnel can service iwo-elemnent as they awe rmod froiwvae ec-
baeadlows upward. When bags high modules without the need for jar. pWooiin addonul pwci fcr

or cartridges are puls jet cleaned, w-ikweys Or platorm-a beriefit of mainteniance personne9b- LS are
sowne of the dislodged dust is re- Downflo' unique front cartridge re- -always on the exterior in =ncr
eirained resulting in reduced clean- inoval design. Three- arid four-high terninatd airand awaytomposibie
ig and filtering efficiency. Now units are easily accessible fromn a hazardous cndtn. lWiblqI O~y-
Oownflo design. however, reverses s~r platform or scaffold Access to ig exterior waflkways can t sup-
thie direction of airflow. The air inlet is cartridges is gained through acces pled with a weather oncbsim anr
tcated at the top of the unit takng porthoKles. To expose the cortridges, option.

avnaeof airflow direction and simply uniscrew Pie knob/hrde and
W avily to assis in forcin dislodged rem"ove the door.Person:neca lide -

* dust directly fito the collector hopper m
below. Those applications having n"""

high filtration velocity and fine parti- Ea'*m-..~
culate will be especially benefited by
lower operating pressure drop and * ~ (> ~ -:~

much cleaner filters wifthut sacrific- gd
Sig *fficiency.

Compact, modular design
Torit has available a number of
factory-assembled modules to meet
varying space and filter capacity re- = W .
quiemerits. For those areas with low

* headroom, specify modules two ele-
ments high (8 elements/module).

* Where floor space Is at a premium
and headroom is not a consider-
W~on. specify modules either three.
high (12 elements/module) or four
high (16 elements/module). A typical
Downfo unt can save as much as 40

*am m o ftresfeat Inheight when
coPae F,;- o standard Pcmlucie s of

= FO _ _ _ _ _ S I.4 a I

______ 124V a5w a' f7 14 MOM 2 __

4L 12 M2W 85114 Sa0- *________

40M3 162%. 8__1__. ___M__ It,_It_32__

30M W.2 ___ L_ __~LMELL

30 MOI 4W N5 vs SW..I= .in . U
1W72 143W __ __ __ MR__ __ ft. , ,____

'AM Dart Of Mil **r,40 im "--e,4W1"i -. A 0 P-i-
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WHERE TO USE STARBLAST ment such as electnc motors cannot tolerate exosure

This unique mineral abrasive is especially valuable in to large volumes of dust.
removing mill scale and light rust from metal, paint films.and for cleaning dirn and stains from masonry surfaces. NOW TO USE STARBLAST

White metal finish, which is difficult to achieve with many STARBLAST will work in all air-bls equipmet din-

abrasives, is readily achieved with STARBLAST Near signed for loose abrasives, but generally at a muc

white. commercial, or brush-off finishes are also easily lewer abrasive!air ratio. Normally, it is better to teedloo

achiee bwom rina, er or us-oinge agret aloeil i te STARBLAST than too much. The correct arnourt cf
tchieved by working faster or using a greater nozzle- feed can be obtained by starting the blasting operaon
Io-work distance. with te abrasive feed valve in the cosed posfti then

STAR8LAST is often chosen to clean critical equipment slowly opening until the abrasive stream is just vistbe.
such as pipe destined for hydraulic use. Here the At this point, the feed valve is slowy closed uril We
rounded grains of the product eliminate the problem of abrasive stream can no longer be seen. The prepe-
abrasive embedding in the metal and later coming loose abrasive/air mixture has now been obtained and blast-

and creating problems. It is also chosen by some power ing can begin (Table II shows the relationship of air
companies for maintenance work where critical equip- volume to nozzle diameter.)

TABLE II
Relationship of Air Volume to Nouile Diameter

CFM (ft3;min) as a Function of Nozzle Diameter and Nozzle Pressure

Nozzl
Diameter Nozzle Pressure (psi)
(Inches) 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 100

CFM CFM CFM CM CFM CFM CFM CFM "

8 10 11 13 15 17 18.5 20

18 22 26 30 33 38 41 45

34 41 47 54 163 68 74 81

511 53 65 77 89 101 113 126 137

% 76 91 108 126 143 161 173 196

7/1. 100 124 147 170 194 217 240 254

Va 137 165 195 224 252 280 309 338

% 212 260 308 356 404 452 504 54

304 364 432 504 572 644 -712 784

I To pm W awS"St. Now MWMW*M 6pso@ Srwii Sf 70% a W%d ofi W AP

a .mem~ W ofmt W0l uismm ocd M w awnura i nusId Gm oi x mU"s a demo re. aw Iwwme
Smm S ~ pmmuse.

STARBLAST can maMe a good bl st operation even WHY CHOOSE STAR3LST
bemr but cannot produce maximum value If poor blast- Then We many good rmasons orsng STAR8AS7

V praeccs such as low air pressure, incommly sized 9 91iig time Is reduced because Its cleam deme.
r'worn n Ie arm used. orf Ithe proper abrasive feed

rem mvno be maitained. The coect a d - Iv ast canig acon.
ambam Is mas imponant when using ary loos abra- * , ndlng cosIs am lower because ls high bulk dn-
give but Is extremely so when using premium abrasives sity permits the equopment to be loaded wil re

such a SrARSLAST abrasive.

Table III shows the results of a tt where STARBLAST e Clean-op time Is reduced due to low dusting.

was used to clean rust from a steel pressure vessel v mim m :t. and less material to pickup be-
Wing two dMeren abrasivelair mixtures. The cleaning cause less is rqrd to do te job.

rate was nmsaured at each setting, and, the feqd valve * Flow properties are good, as it c atins no kImas or

was iow only S ldy lo cause the large change i ts comonlyfound inoilberlegsa ,,idlow

8 abrasive consumnpfion. siiasands.
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AppEnDix A
CCAD 1rW GLEREATIOI BASELINE DATA

RAZAUDOUS WASnE
PR.OCESS OR opERA:Cr HAZARDOUS WASTE ME7 C rI.W. EDE

TWC TYPE IPA CODE t v KG/i Mt/ R/Mr.

TRICHLOROETHANE 012 6,518 D006,7 67,66 .6

ALKALIVE PERMANGANAE 019 2 D002 15,824 .15

S0DIMM h-fHDROXIDE 027 2 D002.7 38,856 .37

DRY CLLV4ThG SOLVENT 033 1.5 0001, 96,909 .92
T002.3

DRY CLIAYZI4G SOLVErL (N-R) 060 N/A N/A ',2

CLIIG TOTAL 266,977 2.53

PAM, STRZPP14G

PAMI T~flOIT SLUDGE 035 2.,6. D002,6,7, 17,716 .17
5 . 8,10.1002

"LAS DLADS 051 A D006.7 52.122 .49

PAIM MMV STIP 056 .4 DOO2.6., 36.058 .34,

CAD 5111? SOL. 061 4 00OE,7's. 3.157 .03

PAINT STRIPPING, TOTAL 109.053 1.06

016-.ACD l 2 30002.6,7 92.078 .38

7TSS-- C* 0::= 3 1007 .068 (NDZS-.

CUM' CYA.='- G: 3 FCO7.,DCZs (:?C.MS,



CCAD VW GEEUATION BASVLIN.E DATA (cotisurnad)

R&ZARDOS WASE

PSOCSSS OR OPERATIOV HAZARDOUS WASTE TYPE GLKSRAXE

TWC TYPE! EPA COE KG/YR KGInTI'tN IT

AmOin! 028s 2 D002 CUIPDES)

ACID3, SPENT 048 2 DO02 472 .005

PLATIVC BATH SOLUTIONS 062 4,5 0004,6,8.9 2.681 .03
10.7006

CUL' CONT. SOLIDS 036 3,4 D007,FO07 6,611 .07
(Fuse Scrubber)

PLATING, TOTAL 102.042 .97

C !OCMIhMENT )IAINTANCE

OIL WASTE PZTROLEUM 006 R/A N/A 26,600 .25

OIL WASTE SYNTETIC 016 N/A N/A 46,374 .4

9QUFM MmANa~r TOTAL -72,971. .696

1..TRIAUII

UAY IMTAL RBlING 002 A DO06.7,U. 107,706 1.02

Colm=I st"ING SLUDG 009 4 9006t7o.6. $1351 .06

CTAMIDZ SLUDGE. ALKALM 010 a's M10., m
"030

1ET*MMXT TOTAL A.! z.
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CCAD W GEIERATION SASELEI DATA (eoatiuet)

AZADOUS UASTE
PROCESS 01 OPRATION HAZARDOUS WASTE TYPE GEMIERATE -

TWC TYPE EPA CODE KG/TR IG/ThIDIIT

PAIN! WASTES, LIQUID 005 4.5 D007,,9, I/A .31
10,11

8 7003

PAINT WASTE, SOLID 038 4 D007,8,9, 32,807
10,11

8,5 7003,DOOI
PAINT, TOTAL 32,807 .313

OTHERI

?ASSIVATION

ACID, NITRIC U03 045 2 D002,6,7.8 6,242 .06

ANIALYTI CAL

DESTEI SYNTHETIC 037 4 0006,7,8 6,020 .06

IUTAL WORNG

CUtTff=G OL/Dfl.IK 044 4 bO00 21,499 .20

COOLANT

OTHER, TOTAL 33,761 .3=

D]NZ]IG , TOTAL .1 ,.53 .15

UAZARDOUS 31ST1, TOTAL 746,099 7.12
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CCAD HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATED IN CALENDAR YEAR 198

WASTE DESCRIPTION PERCENT QUANTITY GENERATED IN CY
REDUCTION 1988 1965

(IN KILOGRAMIS PER YEAR)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PAINTING

VF-int W-,-tc- LiqLId 11t,092 0
S '..Is,' W L( oia. 16,22k) 32 8(.)7

TOTAL -263.7 119,312 32,807

OTHER

Fassivation (Nitric Acid) 6,054 6,242
Analytical (Diester Synthetic) 786 6,020

TOTAL 44.2 6,91 .12,26

METAL WORK'ING

Coolant 11,817 21,499

TOTAL 45. 11,917 21,499

DEFUELING

291 16,25Z

TOTAL 99.2 291 16,253

TOTALS -7.6 -03,07- 746,099

I

! I



APPENDIX 4

CCAD HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATED IN CALENDAR YEAR 198

WASTE DESCRIPTION PERCENT QUANTITY GENERATED IN CY
REDUCTION 196 1905

(IN KILOGRAMS PER-cVAV%)

CLEANIN

Trichloroethane 38,550 67,466
A]llalne Permanganate 0 15,824
Soditim Hydra..*de 14,724 38,98-6
Dry CJeaning Solvent 16,684 96,909
Fr econ e,256 0
Chlorinated Solvent Bottoms 0 0

TOTAL 69.7 80,214 264,977

F'AINT STRIPPING

Paint Thinner Sludge 47,436 17,716
Sloss Beads 107,371 52,1"
Fai rot Remover Stripper 472 6b,05B
Cadmium Stripper Solution 3,438 3,157

TOTAL -45.5 158,717 109,053

PLATING

Chromic Acid 53,017 92,078
Cyanide Waste 1,028 0
Potassium Cyanide 0
Copper Cyanide 0 0
Alodine 183,998 0
Spent Acid 9,512 472
Plating bath Solution 16,123 2,691
Chrome Containing Solids 189 6,311

TOTAL -159.6 263,860 102,042

EQUJPIENT MAINTENANCE

Petroleum Oil 5,552 26,600
Synthetic Oi 29,164 4-,374

TOTAL 52.4 -4-716 72974
---------------------------------------- e~

INDUSTRIAL WASTE TREATMENT

Heavy Metal Sludge 0 107,706
Chrome Sludge 127,306 6,551
Alkaline Cyanide Sludge 0 0

TOTAL -1..4.. --------- 149.
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1. PURPOSE

The purpose of the Corpus christi Army Depot (CCAD) HAZMIN plan is to

provide a plan of action to reduce the quantity and to::icity of
Ha:ardous Waste (HW) generated at CCAD.

2. SCOPE

This plan covers all Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCNA)
regulated HW which are generated at CCAD. Ouantities of ha=ardous
waste generated in calendar year 1985, provided at appendix A, are

Lised as the baseline. Generaticr oi zero hazardous waste is the

Ult21latO oljective.

E. A I GO .JNr

a. History: CCAD opened in 1961 is the U.S. Army AeronaLtIcal

Doot Maintonance Center uARDMAC) with a mission o4 +2::ed wing
ait-cra4t overhaL.:. AFQDMAC became CCAD n 1974. Employee strengths a
cf Janvarv lc8e were about 40S:, c:vil:an and 29 military personnel.

b. Missicn: CCAD's mission is to perform overhaul, repair,

moid catcn, retroiit, and moderni:z.tion of aircraft systems and
other systemz as assigned; to faintair a mobili:ation and trainin.
base to provide capability for mission support during any contingenc',:

to perform recip*, storage invent,'c-, preservation/pacl.:aging, isst'p,

ao shzpl.-; ci depot (retail) ar.d mission (wholesale) supplies
associated with the total CCAD aerOnautical depot maintenance missiov.:
to provide maintenanc& support services for aeronautical equipment
worldwide: to provide project oevelopment and design service for

special projects at assigned and to e::ercisc command and control over

avsiqned aetivittes: to provide for worldwide telephone hotlinq and
on-s:te technical assistance in the inspection, maintenance, arid
repair of customer aircraft and engines; and to provide for integrated

logistics support for aeronautical weapon systems through the

development and maintenance of technical publications.

c. Industrial Waste Generatiot, Collection, and Control: The

primary waste generating industrial processes include electroplating,
paint stripping, painting, defueling, solvent cleaning, and metal
working operations. An Industrial Waste Collection System collects ar.d

transports nonhazardous rinse water and diluted water to the

Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plant (IWTP). The Industrial
Wastewater Pretreatment (IWPTP) accomplishes cyanide destruction,

heavy metal reduction, and some acid/caustic neutralization of plating
waste water prior to discharge to the main IWTP. Since hazardous

P AbE 4
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wastes can not be treated on the base because of the RCRA permit
issued to the host Navy, these are either reclaimed or turned in to
DRM1O for off-site disposal. The Industrial Waste Management Section
(IWIMS), Depot Equipment Division, Directorate of Engineering and-
Logistics collects and stores wastes in either conforming or temporary
storage sites and operates a conforming waste conformance. Careful
control of the type and quantity of hazardous materials introduced
into the production processes at CCAD is an essential elemnnt of
minimizing the volume and toxicity of hazardous waste generated. CCAD
Regulation 700-16, Control of Chemicals and Process Solutions, Is the
local mechanism for controlling chemical purchase and use.
Accumulation, labelling, and disposal of industrial wastes are
accomplished in accordance with the host Navy*% instructions and the
Hazardous Waste Management Plan (HWMP), which is prepared by the host
Navy and supplemented by the depot's 3oint Production Instruction
06-016, Satellite Waste Accumulation Area Management. Chemicals and
processess at CCAD are continuously evaluated to enhance production,
improve quality, encourage safety, and minimize CCAD's impact on the
environment.

4. GOALS

The depot initiated intensive waste minimization efforts on or
about 1985 and established CCAD hazardous waste baseline data,
provided at appendix A. The listed goals for 1992 meet or exceed those
directed by NO, Army Materiel Command (AMC). Interim annual goals are
listed belo

ANNUAL HAZARDOUS WASTE MINIMIZATION GOALS

% HW REDUCTION FROM BASELINE IN CY

PROCESS 1969 1990 1991 1992

ELECTROPLAT ING 30 40 050 50

PAINT STRIPPING so 60 40 40

PAINTINS 5 15 25 so

CLININS/ERKASIND 20 40 40 40

METAL IORNS 20 25 35 70

FIrELINS OPERATION 00 so 05 U5

PAE 5
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WASTE TREATMENT SLUDGE 20 25 70

PRODUCTION EQUIP MAINT 25 30 30 75

TOTALS 26.8 36.6 41.1 53.9

5. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

a. The Most Installation's Responsibilities Appendix B shows

tne host Navy'% current environment program organization. The Naval

Air qtation Public Works Department is responsible for overall program
management. Navy's significant responsibilities as related with the
hazardous waste management program are as follows:

(1) Obtain permit(s) as reuired. The host installation in

a permit holder.

(2) Define roles and responsibilities for program
management, establish procedures, and administer overall hazardous

~waste management program.

(Z) Update ha:ardous waste management plan, and issue

supplemental instructions and guidance for proper program management.

(4) Communicate with regulatory agencies and apprise CCAD

of changes in regulatory requirements.

(6- Operate and maintain the industrial waste treatment
plant (IWTF), the industrial wastewater pretreatment plant (IWPTP),
and the industrial waste collection system which includes industrial
waste drains, sanitary drains, storm water drains, li4t stations, and
grease traps.

(7) Accomplish waste analyses and maintain an Approved
Waste List (AWL). The Navy accomplishes waste analyses through

contractor services. No waste is processed or disposed off unless it

is included in the AWL.

b. CCAD's Responsibilitiess Appendix C shows depot's current
environment program organization. As a tenant of the Naval Air Station
Corpus Christi (NASCORPC), CCAD manages its hazardous waste (6W)
program in accordance with the NASCORPC HWMP, and it is a
participating member of the NASCORPC Environmental Task Force. becase
of a tenant status, depot does not have the installation hazardous
waste management board. However, the depot has established an

Environmental Committee whose organization and responsibilities are
shown in appendix D. The Chief, Facilities Engineering Division,

PAGE 6
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Directorate of Engineering and Logistics, is responsible 4or
administering the environmental program managestnt. The Engineerang
Plans and Services Branch, Facilities Engineering Division, serves as
a focal point of contact for the depot, interprets instructions and
guidance from the host installation and the Army s higher
headquarters, and administers the Hazardous Waste Minimization
(HAZMIN) program. The Industrial Waste Management Section (I6),
Building, Grounds, Utilities, and Industrial Waste Branch, Facilities
Engineering Division, is responsible for resource conservation, spill
response, collection of, handling, storage, and on-site transfer of
hazardous waste.

c. Waste Generating Activities. Waste generating activities at

CCAD are listed belows

ELECTROPLATING - Directorate of Maintenance

PAINT STRIPPING - Directorate of Maintenance

PAINTING - Directorates of Maintenance and Supply

CLEANING/DEGREASING - Directorates of Maintenance and Supply

DEFUELING/FUELING - Directorates of Maintenance and Supply

Metal Working - Directorates of Maintenance

WASTE TREATMENT - Directorate of Engineering and Logistics

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE - Directorate of Engineering and
Logistics

ANALYTICAL SAMPLES - Directorate of Quality Assurance

6. TRAINING

Formal and on-the Job training is a method of ensuring that
personnel at the various levels of hazardous materials and as..,:-
management are provided the opportunity to become proficient and to
perform assigned duties in a safe and environmentally sound onner.
CCAD Regulation 200-1 is being revised. The draft revision, provided
at appendix E, prescribes roles and responsibilities for the CCAD
Environmental Training Program.

7. lZoMI ACTION

a. N ARIN Accomplishments: CCAD has taken several waste
minimization initiatives which are described in the CCAD Plan of

PAGE 7
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1-4(ZMIN PLAN 199
I

Action toward "0" Generation of Hazardous Waste, provided at appendi::
F. Significant accomplishments at CCAD are listed below:

(1) Developed Approved Chemical List.

(2) Source segregation at defueling operations.

(3) Discontinued use of phenolic solvents.

(4) Plastic media bead blasting operations (Estimated date
of completion is July 1989).

(5) Prolonged shelf-life of orthodichIorobenzene.

(6) On-site solvent recovery units. However, these units

are not operational due to technical difficulties.

(7) Cadmium purification (Completed in 1987).

(a) Phase I of waste characterx=ation study (Completed in

(9) Developed Approved Waste List (AWL). Waste must be
included in AWL before it can be picled up, accumulated, processed or
disposeo of.

(10) Positive actions to improve visibility of the HAZMIN
program at the depot are proposed through a draft revision to CCAD
reglation 200-1.

b. Current HAZMIN Projects: A list of current HAZMIN protects
is provided below:

COST, S FUNDED/ BUDGET

PROJECT (Thousands) UNFUNDED YEAR

PLATING

Chromium oxidation and recovery 110.0 - 1989
High speed chrome plating 19.0 u 1999
Flowking Filter System 20.0 4- 1969
Ion vapor deposition of aluminium 900.0 u 1989

PAINTING

•Paint booth sludge removal system 195.0 1999

PAGE 8
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HAZMIN PLAN 1989

Paint solvent recovery system 60.0

PAINT STRIPPING

Plastic media bead blasting 804.0 4 le7

CLEANING/DEGREASING

Ultrasonic cleaning 4or generators/ 23.0 u 1 S9
alternators

METAL WORKING

Oil reclamation 24.0 u
waste compacter 10.0 u

MISCELLANEOUS

Waste characterization study, phase I 626.0 F 498q
Waste Characterization study. phase I1 100.0 u 19W
Hazardous material/waste software 20.0 ti 1%9

1. HAZMIN REPORTS

a. Baseline Data. Quantities of hazardous waste generatet at
CLAD in calendar year 1985, appendix A, are used as the baseline.
Generation of zero hazardous waste is the ultimate objective.

b. HAZMIN Report for Calendar Year 1988: Information on
quantities of hazardous waste generated at CCAD in calendar year 19e9
is provided at appendi:: H.

C. Semiannual HAZMIN Report: The next report will be 'iled in
July 1989.

PAGE 9
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CCAD Plan *4 Action Toward 10 - Generation of Na:ardous Waste

1.0 PURPOSE

Tojard ('l" Gas-.eat ion z nazarcZjs ka&5*":s - 1 ' *:i c 4;eior:s
to ap:Nieve a !Q Wcnea~rce, ~C recuc4t.on oi 'me GL-.r%:: ty cj ha:arldous w~lits
Simnorieted *t CIA*, by "! D&ZO-mor 1q*. 0'Antitios of hefro&s Za

generated in Celencar year M!S are usec at the bastl~ns. S raziOnf :Sv
ha:ardz-..g w~a-t is V~t .iltiaats cb'ect.%

2.0 SCOPE

inis g:a ccmp,:f.@n~s the C:AL "&:.cis Wate aeaeirJ~Zl'
an . It izqtiilqs %ect a# oartuui such as scurce rozvctitn an:

endo4 -he inetreat nr. whicri are being 1n1wl be xursi:eo Iwo #chioie
rr,?#. ct.*:-4ivts. .T" orimcual focus ovill be to recc ha:aroavv *vast*

t-0401-0 it is soerat.:.

.0 GENERAL

Tthe 'iaal Air Station Corpus Chr ±szi (1ASWPF* serves #a tnt* nost
;nttisin an! meosa *e~utr.cm~rie~n.,;th req.1atcoy a*ci

and over&:!l anammen% ci ha:ardcut maeia/ase:scosal =,A:rs.C~ is
P tonint ard. tiorefors. em..st cocly w: e~retsand aristiruct::ne 5ee

criteria set by Army hotdzuarters and subm~ts it to the host Na.vy 4Or

inc1vs,.an in tine NAECCORFC Irstallation ha:ardous Waste MinimiZation Pla..

4.0 ARMY POLICY

It is the As-my's policy that tte Senw-&tion of h&:as'dous waste by Armv
activities is a short-term and lone-torm liability ar. to-as of costs.
onvzronmre, tal damage ainc mission periormance. Accordincly, the Army shall act
to redLct the avanti.ty or vtl;.imt and toxicity of hazardous wastes 9**erattv t,.
Army coerttont and ac~ivaties wherever it is economically oracticaclo.
Eeehos:# will be placec or source reduction aetnods. Owan source reouct,.an it
not easA~tle or economically oracticablo. trw9 Army sIhell promote recycing.
on-site treatment WW~ other alternative, to reguce.tie quartit9w or VQ*.VA* o.,c
toxicity 04 hs:ardotis wes1tes rseaus-ng land disposal.

5.0 CCAD NA2MIN UThATESI(S

a. Support to Vhe best Navy. CLAD will Continue to GUemort the boat.
Navy's hazardous waste sanagsmmnt program. Gaecificallyo CCAV will Waae
its haurdents waste operations in accordance with the NSOW Nazardous
Moste hvtaoament Plan, comely with all instructimns free the base Coimanoe.
o the deaot C36mandsr, pf avide requested inq1 to Navy'$ ff SrtS.

Participate in the NASCOftP Environment&! Talk forCe. and utilize Navy
environmental training services.

-A



CCAD Flan of Action Toward "0"' Generation of Hazardous West@

b. Existinq. efforts.

C:'! FAZ ~ o cir De 2rcv.'ec in. t- cwnsr::t

Prover haz:ardous wste idrtifcation. .:='cvinc Ce.'r

shlow us tc st~artte, 'ne:faozo. wtsizesz : .ra.rcm *: CCAC

procurod :or su. Rant sorva:to ".rcush tro. Pr=.Cton Van#:er~~?

arc ::.sa tns cr-a! :s:sptr 4a1 ~ wt*-.* stroans ea~~r r
cr&aa;::"1. P-114 !.% a 2 tat e &ssessx.e-t C4 all

curror.ynz-v~ ~ wl reswlt in the ac Vs a, rcaus asse a e-et Flat~
and i*n:ict:cn of nAmiN cpcrturj.i.

:)Hazardous materia./wastt tracking system. '1,:
h&:ardoL's mtriais'an, wastes (..W we will be atit to avoid h&a&arcVvs
wastes and mnean hp:trctus wast*s from "cnoto-cq~* in l:oi. of

:ra~e-t-.~r~e. Avm~tanct cf t~azard2-vt wte'. is based cr. te Pr~nc%;1e
tlat hf:FrZLS walts Coma irom t61%e use C4 hE:§rccVM m#Ter:als. Onc t'iat tils
Lti - wt*:* vitt? tL. tn czr-i-1 ir:ec r 1r#;!#:cn iiior -
may be continuec, but re Zad -~*i:2. v-,rxv.t c:'~s~ n isc.r
c &: a-* a " 6,i ct " 4 acI t.. i n a *t * c za -4 E - 'r Vh e : a vt n.t or,
ma~lfaan~otaon of a H! *w Tr1:-L'nC E.#~r ~:!r Cc:* Te:%rnoc~icg arn-o b!,

tna U. S. Arry. Corps of Eninvo-s~ Coestal _-rc:near~nc Research #akorazorv.

()Off-site reclamation. We art oursuinc a joint vontjrt
w4-th Enc jZie'TVs as, It.:., who h~as a bce!*. wait* staor.'. and ptcctiviec
4a:v.,vy re:ent:. po~mitted %v tne State c-: To.:#* 4or resaurc* r*:ovev-y tD
roz:vcle mietal pleting solutai'-s. waste teeftnrt p!art ulujogeu. and otrier
wastets. 13: %Lszes are raw materials 4o- Ency:q.!T;.s, inc.

(4) Hazardous materials control. CZA Reaulatlon 7('C.--l to
the local mt:Oarnisxa for cconrcli Ch%c#Ah pvrcnist ar.g use. V'cpl can, vie
or.!- trhcso chori~cf!1 w?.i:h era aLt4orIec and hiatoc in the Approved Entm~cel

(5) Tochnology transfer. We or* inplemnting Piettic mte:.u
boad 3at'Ang IP?1IS) ire.:Ch is the 5tet*-Of-tthe-art ttchnolbogy for umtt:.
4or chemical stripFing of Faint. Decot is a#crrnZ:anq itself wn.or t.-* "RA_

(Cprpram.

(4) Recycle and reuse. Two ditilletion units 4cr versol and
21.1 -trich.1orvethant wort c~nstructed in FYf 66 but awe not fully
wOrational due to several ten.ical diifacuieis. Vnc* the stills are
awational, verscl and trichl.*oethanet will be distilled and~ "etsed on-sate:
only the still bottoeg will be disposed *44-s~tt. fte:y.cle in that earner ri:t
only ansizes wast*, but also red&cea the uwet-tity of raw saterials
Varchastd.
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CCAD Plan of Action Toward "0i" Sonerastion of Ha:ardous Waste

No :7. Extend shelf-life of Chemicals. PrCCeus InCti-CS P-0

In .:~ sainto by r.:t ~~~~cwse

V~ wist) m :S u:f:Can?1y im~vo oh'- iZiNprogram. Tnt nC§s.
* ~ ~a ~ior ctlis- c.

!? Sogregetion of ho:ardaus wastes. En4or:snort el sz.jr:o
: ~i r -s :n i,.c c 4  5 L wtvg:*s with rc-r-a:srms LI ito

:-r.:*~ .i~Mi~I*C~ C~Sii],and iAtrrc'~55*..s c

i onsite treatment of ha:ardous wastes. A u:.,:Zf 4:1.:Ir
Pr*ess 1r. t & Wag-?evYt9?: Prat-e~mgrit Pl.nt tlwiT) reo .tzs the

z4;.n~ W:'t S~i:~. ~' ILcct by 2061TIMC saeic ut G;tCsU5 wet*!.

* -.t li;TF is r*n- u#Gr~vt tz imtrovo a-4icitncy and carecity an: %L #Ic%.

N a:ardous material substitution. We ropla:iec *nc::c
ti:,t--t t; Iti~ ht:&rovsL inet-.'lreione rthlre basbeS str,.pcers. Our czet -1Tc,

;:' Containment of ha:ardous attorlals/vastes. A .(*KI c.1zt:;na s-,:1~:~~n- tani at I7F, is xrnstse1oe to zecl~te 1hiah .rnj 3loA %6

rif e. '_--zs ne still Litz 4or conainmant o4 spills.

t)Employee suggestion%. Emzloyeoa are e-:r~:tc
%-..Q3*It "iwe a*u t.go minirsi:atlor Projects. An ~.loves s.:.aIotion on

(:4; Employee training. Formal and on-the-jot training
tnao.rts Chit Fv-aznsel at :the varioL.g le%Ils 0f hauardcus 4.:1-aZ : wfi~e

* tanaeet becD*ee awore of the l4AZM.lN program and perform #*s2t61fld duties in o
Wae an~d onv'irwwentally sowd manner. A ore howr awareness -.rainzng etis

givr. 0 ~.O prs'Ie in the last year and, as a reed: of this trosnir#L,.
* 'evotr stills org batter source segregation %are accomolivhd.

c. Near-term effort.

Mear-toer effort refers to those of 'orts whtich will result In
actatving a 50 Pnercent &Aurce reduction of the quantity of hazardous wastes
generated by 33 Decembir 1992. ew compared to a baseline of calendar year
14two. Irn COda tzoE to tVw ongoing efforts listed in paragraph go abcve. ou
P:aa ts to tale the foliewing steps:

(1) Aprval ef haaardmus mtrials. Now chemticals wiIl be
tested on a limited basis to determine teir Suitability to =04' processe&shen
to 0eteram n aniomt *l loeet. Prmwwemet piece as will intclude
cons 4.derat ion of e:onomac analysis tnat adds te cuat 04 disposal to the cft

I IFos MZ9



CCAD Plan of Action Toward *0 Generation of Nazardous Waste

~ at &.ase at 1- * e P-ocjrrnent &n! en t*rwirormon:al Imetct assoshm-ert.
Cr.,n*sinc.1tmj:. brinesf or ver.Orrs w31 n:'? ba, &ee; ,.ring a fssci)

post, L" :vix L-cn a ch~ange imcrev'es NA2MV,' vrcfra. Tts:.no . III to ccmP 6 te

by 7. fley. to eli:w t'aA. for fila:iing procvrtrent procues to r#;o:Vq S-niser.-

the HAZIIIN program. W* concur wlt-, KMs new prcgrae azaproacP. te ~J
Frtv:e in !PC M~S,#Vs mosio.ran~urn dater~ 17 Dc E-e. As inliatod in.

U~ atmcv. we art in t%" cceas of t ~hs ftllowi~tc
K;:i::-*s oshentia. atratP~:ua tc onrnov. tri r4A&,ZMN? Prcgram.

(c; b~.gCC.cost a4aesn or news rrocsses;

(d) Conception-tt-gravt nazaroga satorial mont2oent
:n !zoo oj cradlo-tz-greve ha:arcovs .uas~o misa~gsienz: and

(a) Ccit sak-imas thr.%vz the reduction of
r~vr~'ii-andar hotith *ieots, rf, :rnr *Us# of na:atros M.aa s.

d. Long-range effort.

Lor-srnce *- :ort r&fers to those offirts wt.ich will ultimately reg.#.
in, "0 qonarstio. o4 ra:ardaus waste. CE.jr lons-ranq*ef*fort is to uowraoe our

pro~useav.:zntnt, 3nrt-structure, and 4&cil~tis we art Qiaine a
sig44cea t proress in this direction by im:1emsntinq the OREADY 20c'3"-
rogcram.

4.0 MLEANING AND DEBREASING

*.EXISTING EFFORT

(1) Vasol and trichloroothano stills wore Installed in 111"e.
Hawevr. the trichlcoothare still is not onerotional due to various techn'tcal

(2) Ipent solvent froe the Dearing shca is mused In other
toms before rocyclingdisposal.

C.Z) Sourct segregation is enfocrced to taprove uAwlity of
solvent for recycling.

(4) Sc~vent Is procured ir Wolk to the extent feesi619. 'This
,.eVC ads disposal of ruies.

15) S~Ihms whichi wse varsol are under ouwi))MC*t to Prevent
baste varsol contaminiation with halogenated sulvents ouch aWS eeYlen
Chluride and trichloroethane.

II Feb at PAK 4
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CCAD Flan of Action Toward 00" Generation o4 Hazardous Waste

b. NEAR-TERPI EFFORT

"#', . t; 'ic.hlorcotvi:, st,:! fully or,*ratinol.

;- !ure 3'4-s.e re:a ,a-a:*r, oi 4r*zn an o:toe roven:s.

c. LONG-RANSE EFFORT

(1) N w'. cortinuccL vItr" cacretsgrs.

e:: r -. :a.-Z:. a:;,e-,s *-d c!ear.r.; a.ce-ta.

7.0 FAINT STRIFFING

a. EXISTING EFFORT

(1) Fl6st:c me.& beid bl&s.ina op*-eticn is being

noe:f.entrl, Estf.p.ea tat* of cn;1ew.,s : a 'C taMis) are de-sl..=ezd a,- cleoet- t: mate*-:
life c4 CDC stripper.

S; (.. 1Eaat.r'a c c 1ereic's are ., Pc-. tc :he e:te!t ,,iafie 'n

b. NEAF:-TERM EFFORT

" Er.:1,':& s:,'.:e l*:'ea* .,o, to assore t.Pt nr:h,:rdc.,
blott residvt is not cc-t~,i oith cmi*ZOvonts

()Fursue the 4oeazi,,:ty o4 roc'iag:r. bl~st reside 1flte

absorbent P:*'lIows for .se at ha:ardous s:;1s.

c. LONG-RANGE EFFORT

f1) Since the Army is now covgrtin2 to nonto.ic poirts. mc*t
o4 the blast residue should eventually be nonhazarOus.

(2) rind less hazardous cheical stripperi.

S.O ELECTROPLATING

a. EXISTINS EFFORT

(1) Cadmium purification system was |eltlelend in January
1997. This process utilizes an eoisting 20 ton chiller to Cool cyan*de
plating solution to remove sodium carbonate. an impurity which causes, burning
and hyroren eabrittlement of steel parts. Sodium Carbonete thus removed is

disposed o4 through the pretreatent plant as a nnhiurobus **Ite.

I I Feb PAlE S
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CCAD Plan of Action Toward '0" Generation of ka:ardous iaste

() We are pursuing a venTure wth Encyc!e/Te~as, Inc., 4cr

recyclins oi ae.al clan's solutions.

b. NEAR-TERn EFFORT

(1) Chromium oxidation recovery. This process may eliminate
t:; re-u-ene:t to rte:ace the chrome aastln, sclutions. The *4uipaent w l1
resOve csti~ns frzm the plat.ng bat.h w ie it c::'C.:ts th e chromium o::gde from
the trlvaent to tre he::avA!Snt state. wh.h is desiratle fcr p~attng
operatimns. The sine system can be insta &ev on chr-me rinse baths to reclaim
chrome before it 9*es down the dair.

(2) H gh s etd chrome platir . This Process ralt-es a tetter
c5#t.rPg oi cOrose w .. ich inimf:es rewori-a.

() Flowling fIlter systor.. The fiets- system is tctal.y
9#'4-cotair,ed ins:e the plating tan:. There it nc ckanti,* of & :hemical
spill from a broken line or leaking pumv sea!. Flterrare reusable,
eliminating generation and diseosal problems.

(4) on vapor deposition of aluminium. This process deFosits
a thin c:atina Of alursinium on the surface of steel parts to provide corrosion
protection. It is an authorized substitute for cadmium Plating. This
process, when laplemented, will nearly eliminate the recuirement for cyanide
based cadmium pleting solutions. It al;o e!minates the rist. of hydrogen
emb.rittlement and the required baking associatil with cadmium plating.

c. LON-RANGE EFFORT

A replacement facility for the e:'istinq platine shop is bein9
prcraetd, for aid 90'm.

9.0 EGUIPtMENT MAINTENANCE

a. EXISTING EFFORT

(1) Source segregation has increased resaleability C4 oils.

(2) Saeplae of oils (Petroleus and synthetic) have been talen
from the point of generation and each waste stream has been analyzed to

.separate hazardous waste from nonha:ardous wastes.

b. NUE-TE' EFFORT

Pursue oil reclamation system.

c. LUNS-RNUE EFFORT

Pursue off-site reclamation.

It Fa 19 PAU 6
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CCAD Plan of Action Toward N0" Gensation of Ha:ardous Waste

10.0 WASTE WATER TREATMENT

a. EXISTING EFFORT

(') A filter Fress is used in IWFTP to re ave e':cessve %#U-.r frcm

(2) Ind'tr:u! s:ucS orvig tts us:na itate-of-tha-art
te-..r.c.y were cc.%trLcted in ise8.

(,7) IWTF has betn separamed -r:a the domestic treatment plant.

b. NEAR-TERM EFFORT

An eva'usation will be made to deoermns the feasibility of reflacin.
t.e e.:istina IWTP with a new packueed unit uslnam state-of-the-art tachroicy.

c. LONG-RANGE EFFORT

A now platine shor w.th :er dxsl:harSe is being planned.

11.0 FAINTING

a. EXISTING EFFORT

(1) Fingerprint analysis of pe.nt spray bccths antw thot #!
waste streams in paintir. o!-atior.s are not h#:ardovs. So.rce sertat:or. if

Lreniorcel.

(2) Coeratots involvee with to prove.tive ainte nnce (FP..' e;
a:mnt toc:tls a- btinc given the initial traipane A24 hei.r t.eirl c) ro=:vri,
by the Resource Recovery and Conservat:on Act (RMA). This will en;nce
cotraters' awareness on ha:ardous wastes. Prr,-* Pr of paint booths sl-mild
miniml:e generation of haardoas waste.

b. NE*-TEM FFORT

(1) Paint booth sludge remva: system. The system will
effectively remove all paint sludge from waterwash eaint booths by using a
Cyclone $esarator. This *yete will extend the life of the paint booth by
Leauing it clean.

(2) Paint solvent recovery system. This system will re-.:aim
Paint solvents used during clean-up oseratiens by batch distillation, This
14a14•4, also reduce the valume of actual waiti wth must be disposed off.

(3) Paint pot liners. Plastic lIm.a will be used to line Vw
2 and 5 gallmns paint spray pes. At tble are"s. Ccrrsctive
action will then be taken to prevnt qvceelvq wastes.

I I rob, PAmE?



CCAD Plan of Action Toward '0' Generation of ka:ardous Waste

c. LONG-RANGE EFFORT

D= is ta.tlS *i;td'-#..;v#S in the &rets f acrcgs-tne-Coara nor,to~xc
vaint2 and vcde- coatzna, technology.

12.0 PASSIVATI O

a. EXISTING EFFORT

Nevtrali:&tior of nitric acid at IWPTF wis i:itiated in 1S6. DLsosil
of wasts e;er r.eutrau:at:on is acczmpltsde yjrovoth IWTP.

b. NEAF-TERM EFFORT

WP:TF is being upgraded to met with thie dep t's cjrrasn. wor loed.
The upfradtd i TP will be used for H;.ZM1N *ctiors such as neutral zzatcr,.
Feasibility c4 a pacLa&ed urit is being investiqa&ed.

c. LONG-RANGE EFFORT

O.'-sits reclametion is posable and wil be Pursued.

13.0 ANALYTICAL

a. EXISTING EFFORT

Source sS.re.ation is er,-orce-.

b. NEAK-TERI EFFORT

Off-site reclamation is possible ard will be Pursued.

c. LONG-RANGE EFFORT

Vone plarned at this tae.

14.0 METAL NOCINS

a. EXISTING EFFORT

(1) Source segregation Is enfor:ed.

(2) houtralt:atton of cuttinS oil ant emulsizn coolant itn

IWPP was initiated in I9M6.

(3) Fingerprint analyses of waste cutting oil and emulsion
coolant is completed. This avoids disposal of nnha:ardous waste as hazardous.

6. Wf-TIM WOR

Feosbility of a suitable p-etresaent f waste cuttins oil and

sulleln coolant loach as 4iltratlan to remove metals. removal of halogenated
solvents by boIling, and metralizatlon and dsomesl through liTr. etc.) Is
being planned.

*4 aab as PW a



CCAD Flan of Action Toward "0" Generation of Ha:ardous Waste

c. LONG-RANSE EFFORT

n'odijy ec i;mqnt tc renr e-wete cttns oi! ana em!uian c:Clart
non-.h.:jrd. :s at. tn*e ;cirt a; at&1'l:on

15.0 DEFUELING

a. EXISTING EFFOFT

Enforo. source &*Sre#tion. Fuel irais tre de'ue1;rS cpera r. 2a m
Ionic!- wait*.

b. NEAR-TERM EFFORT

Nore planned at this time.

c. LONG-RANGE EFFORT

Comrrthresive review of d efuelin. operations should be pl.nre 4rcs

HAZN Fclnt 04 vltw.
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HAZMIN PROJECT

1. PROJECT TITLE: Paint Booth Sludge Removal System

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS HAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

Minimizes the volume of paint booth sludge.

A. DESCRIPTION OF 'ROJECT:

The system will effectively remove all paint sludge from
waterwash paint booths ly using a cyclone separator. The
separator is shaped like a cone. The paint-water mixture enters
at the side and swirls around the cone. The centrifugal a-tion
throws the solids to the side and they exit out the bottom-
Clean liquid is drawn from the center of the cone and exits
through the top. See enclosed brochure.

B. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Reduces sludge volame by 30 e:4-ment

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: No

D. END CF PIPE TREATMENT: Yes

3. ESTIMATED COST: 13 @ $15,000.00 each

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: ACP

5. LOCATION: 9 booths, Bldg 8; 4 booths, Bldg 1808

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR:

8. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQUIRED: unfunded

9. PRIORITY RANKING:

10. R£NARXS:

Personnel will no longer be required to physically enter the pint
booth with shovels to clean out the sludge. The equipment wilU
extend the life of the paint booth by keeping it clean. Thew will
be less nozzle clogging and less wear a tear on the pumps. INW
tines, the encapsulating agent will reduce the paint sludge tzom the
hazardous to the non-hazardous category.

11. POINT OF CONTACT: Jim Holiday, Engineering Branch, ext. 4443
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RAZMIN PROJECT

1. lroject Title: plastic Media Dead Blasting Operation (M3)

2. Descriptiou of Projects RAZHIN Applicability:

a. Description of Project:
This pro.ect vill substitute chemical stripping of paint with mecharica
stripping of paint.

b. Projected vaste reduction: 195,000 Sallons per day waste water.

c. Source Reduction: Yes

d. End of Pipe Treatment: No

3. Iscmated cost: $800,000

4. Type of funds: ACP

5. location: BldS 44

6. Mission Supported: CCAD, Directorate of Maintenance

7. Estimated cost savings per year: $400,000

8. fiscal year funding required: 1987

9. frlority Ranking: High

10. lteurks Contractor has beeu deliuquent for on. year." Rupameutation of
project Is tot expected until July 1988.
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HAZMIN PROJECT

.1. PROJECT TITLE: :Paint Solvent Recovery System
.. *. * .. .

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS RAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

Reduction of paint isvints

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

Reclaim paint solvents used during clean-up operations by batch
distillation. This will also concentrate the volume of actual
waste which must be disposed of.

B. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Waste paint solvent

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: No

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENT: Yes

3. ESTIMATED COST:

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: ACP

LOCATION: Bldg 1808; General & Engine Paint Unit, Bldg 8

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR:

8. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REOUIRED: unfunded

9. PRIORITY RANKING:

10. REMARKS:

This unit will allow the recycling of paint cleaning solvent.

11. POINT OF CONTACT: Jim Holiday, Engineering Branch, ext. 4449
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APPENDLX G
VZAMN PROJECT

1. Project Title: Varsol and 1,1.1 Trichloroethane Recovery Unit

2. Descripcon of Project RAZMN Applicability:

a. Description of Project: CCAD purchases about 50,000 gallons per year of
varsol and 1.1,1 Trichloroethane. Waste solvent should be reclaimed for
waste mininization.

b. Projected Waste Reduction: 40,000 gallons per year of solvent

c. Source Reduction: No

d. End of Pipe Treatment: Yes

3. Estimated Cost: $200,OCO

4. Type of Funds: AC?

5 5. Location: Outside Bldg. 1828

6. Mission Supported: CCAD, Directorate of Maintenance

1 7. Estimated Cost Savings Per Tear: $350,000

8. Tiscal Tear Funding Required: 1986

9. Priority Ranking: 1 gh

10. Remarks: Unit is Installed but not operational due to various technical
difficulities. Estimated operational date is Way S3.
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0 1f project is a study, etc., and not one installation
specific, fill in only applicable numbered section and.
expand this project description section.
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BAZMIN PROJECT

1. PROJECT TITLE: Paint Pot Liners

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS XAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

Reduction of thinner required for clean-up

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

Plastic liners will be used to line the 2 and 5 gallon paint
spray pots. At the end of the day, the liner is removed and
discarded.

B. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Waste paint solvent

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: Yes

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENT: No

3. ESTIMATED COST: +/- 2.00 each

4. TYPE OF FUNDS:

i.LOCATION: All paint shops, Bldg 8 & 1808

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR:

8. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQOIRED:

9. PRIORITY RANKING:

10. IBMARKS:

The liners will practically eliminate the need to clean out the
spray pots with thinner. All paint waste wil be discarded in the
liner. A minimal amount of thinner will be required to clean mixing
peddle, hoses, and spray gun. additionally, the liners will also
decrease the amount of clean-up time for the peater. allowing him
to paint longer each day.

21. POINT OF CONTACT: Jim Holiday, Rngineering Branch, Amt. 4449
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APPENDIX 

1. Project Title: Ultrasonic Cleaning for Generators/Alternators.

2. Description of Projects MAZ. IX Applicability:

a. Desc:ptcion of Project: Providing an efficl't and safe way of clearng -
generator and altern-ator housings, brush riggings and armatures. "

b. Projected Waste Reduction: IZ gallors of 1,1,1 Trichloroetliznt

c. Source Reduction: Yes

d. End of Pipe Treatment: No

3. Estimated Cost: $23.00C

A. Type of Funds: ACP

5. Location: 5EC3A, Rotating Electric Shop

6. Mission Supported: CCAD, Directorate of haintenance

7. Estimated Cost Savings Per Year: $5,000

8. Fiscal Year Funding Required: 19E7

9. Priority Ranking: Nigh" -

10. Remarks:

m mmaemmm m m m*
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HAZMIN PROJECT

1. PROJECT TITLE: Chromium Oxidation and Recovery System

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS HAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

Reclamation of Chromium Plating Solutions

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

Equipment reclaims chromium from rinse tanks and plating baths.
It removes impurities and oxidizes trivalent chromium to
hexavalent chromium.

B. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTICN: Chromium

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: Yes

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENT: Nc

3. ESTIMATED COST: $1SK each - plating tanks; 25K each - rinse water

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: ACP

5. LOCATION: Plating Shop, Bldg 8

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR:

8. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQUIRED: Unfunded

9. PRIORITY RANKING:

10. EMARKS:

This process may eliminate the requirement to replace the chrome
plating solutions. The equipment will remove metal cations from the
plating bath while It oxidizes the chrosiim oxide from the trivalent
to the hexavalent state, which is desirable for plating operations.
This sme system can be installed on chrome rinse baths to reclaim
chrome before It goes down the drain.

11. POINT OF CONTACT: Jim Noliday, ftimeerq branech, ezt. 4449
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TELEPHONE CONVERSATION RECORD

CO4PANY: IONSEP CORPORATION
DR VOHN (302) 764-7849
PATENT # 4626288

SUDSECT: CHROMIUM RECOVERY UNIT

1. Dr. Vc!n said that the process will reclaim chromium form any
chrcmic acid bath, with one limitation: trivalent chromium in the
presence of hydrofluoric acid can not be oxidized to the hexavalent
state, but it can be reclaimed.

2. Chrome Plating Baths

A. ICNSEP's equipment is designed to be placed inside the tank.
The dialysis machine measures 5 1/2 inches in diameter and
varies in length.

E. The IONSEP 6001 system produces 250 amps continuous at 5 to 6
volts. Installed and operating cost: $15,000.00 each. The
membrane requires changing each year and the anode requires
changing every other year.

3. Chrome Rinse Waters

Cr. Vchn felt that all of the chrome plating rinse waters could be
handled by one piece of equipment. Rinse waters also require an
additional ion filter and pumps. IONSEP can provide a system to
handle rinse water flows to 6 gpm for an installed cost of
$25,000.00 each. This wculd effectively close the loop on rinse
water in the chrome unit - no rinse water going to the drain! Dr.
Vohn said that a pretreatment system would not be required for
chrome if this system were in place!

4. Other applications for this process in the Plating Shop are as
follows:

A. Chromic acid strip tanks on the Magnesium line (1-line)

I. A's rinse water

C. Chromate conversion coating for Cadmium - system will remove
cadmium and oxidize chromium.

0. C's rinse water

h ienate conversion coating for aluminum

F. E's rinse water

G. 4Chromate conversion coating for Stainless Steel

K. G's rinse water
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I. Dichromate conve:sion coating for magnesium - this tank wculd
require batch t:eatment since the process would convert the
dichromate to chromic acid

J. I's rinse water

5. Dr. Vohn req;ested that bath samples be forwarded to IONSEP for
analysis at nc cost to the Government.

Address: IONSEP Corporation
32 nd Street & Miller
Wilmington, DE 19802

He also requested that the following data be provided:

A. Now much metal (iron) goes in the tank?

B. How long does a tank's solution last?

C. Total estimated surface area processed?

This data should be forwarded to IONSEP for analysis at no cost to
the Government.

Address: IONSEP Corporation
P. 0. Box 258
Rockland, DE 19732

After analysis of the data and solutions, IONSEP will prepare an
unsolicited proposal outlining the equipment required to reclaim
CCAD's chrome containing solutions.

- im



HAZMIN PROJECT

1. PROJECT TITLE: Flowking Filter System

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS HAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

The filter system can filter out solids and chemically treat the
plating bath to extend it's life.

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

The filter system is totally self-contained inside the plating
tank. There is no chance of a chemical spill from a broken line
or leaking pump seal. The filters are reusable, eliminating the
generation and disposal of hazardous filters. The system also
has accessories which may be attached to remove organics and
heavy metals from the plating solution.

B. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Plating Solutions

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: Yes

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENT: No

. ESTIMATED COST: $ 1000.00 each

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: ACP

S. LOCATION: Plating Shop, Bldg 8

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR:

S. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQUIRED: FY88 and FY89 (implementing)

S. PRIORITY RANKING:

10. REM S:

The first Flovking filter system was installed on a silver plating
bath. The bath was not suitable for use because of the large amount
of particulate matter suspended in the solution. kfter installation
of the filter, the tank was approved for production, thus reclaiming
the solution.

11. POINT OF CONTACT: Jim Holiday, Engineering Branch, ext. 4449
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i-LHAZM IN PRO,:E :T

1. PROJECT TITLEs High Speed Chrome Plating

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS HAZMIN APPLICA ILITY#

This process applies a better coating of chrome with fewer reworks.
ApproxisatelW one halt of the chrome plating workload is rework
parts - chrome did not stick the first time.

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

This process uses conforming anodes which are contoured around
the part being plated. current is evenlM distributed along the
surface to be plated maximizing the plating efficiency. Parts
are plated quicker and require less rework.

3. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Chrome Rinse Water

i C. SOURCE REDUCTION: Yes

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENTs No

3. ESTIMATED COST: 620,000.be

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: ACP Eauipment

5. LOCATION: Plating Shop, Building 8

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/haintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR& Unknown

S. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQUIRED: FY-89

9. PRIORITY. RANKING; None

10. REMlARKS

This proJect is mre production orientated than hazardous waste
* min~mi:at::n. The icreased plating rate and adhesion reduces the

Iinnhcurs required tc plate. The hazln. applibili b t ies from the
reduction (or elimination) of the rework rinse water.

It. POINWi OF CONTACT& JIM Hclida~h Engineering Branchg ext. 4449

I
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*if project ts a study, etc., and not one Installation
specific, 41l1 in only applicable numbered section and
enpand this project description section.
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HAZMIN PROJECT

I. PROJECT TITLE: Cadmium Purification System

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS IAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

This system shall reclaim cyanide plating solutions by removing
sodium carbonate, an impurity which causes burning and hydrogen
embrittlement of steel parts.

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

This process will utilize an existing 20 ton chiller to remove
sodium carbonate from cyanide plating solutions by reducing the
liquid temperature to +/- 28 degrees F. The plating solutions
are processed in 300 gallon batches. When the desired
temperature is obtained, the clean liquid is removed, and the
sodium carbonate is disposed of through the pretreatment plant.

S. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Cadmium/cyanide plating solutions

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: yes

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENT: no

o ESTIMATED COST: $7,000.00

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: Maintenance and Repair

5. LOCATION: Plating Shop, Building 8

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR: Pending Value Engineering Study

I. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REOUIRED: Implemented

9. PRIORITY RANKING: N/A

10. REMARKS:

This system was implemented in January 1987. Approximately 2600
gallons of cadmium plating solution was processed removing 1300 lbs
of sodium carbonate. Th* remaining liquid was returned to the
plating tank. The sodium carbonate could then be disposed of
through the pretreatment sysien as a son hazardous waste.

11. POINT OF CONTACT: Jim Noliday, Engineering Branch, ext. 4449
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*.Apaend this project dooscuption section.
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HAZMIN PROJECT

1. PROJECT TITLE: Ion Vapor Deposition (IVD) Of Aluminum

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS HAZMIN APPLICABILITY:

Reduction of cyanide and cadmium waste

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

This process deposits a thin coating of aluminum on the surface
of steel parts to provide corrosion protection. It is an
authorized substitute for cadmium plating.

B. PROJECTED WASTE REDUCTION: Cadmium oxide and sodium cyanide

C. SOURCE REDUCTION: Yes

D. END OF PIPE TREATMENT: No

3. ESTIMATED COST: $900,000.00

4. TYPE OF FUNDS: ACP

. OCATION: Plating Shop, Bldg 8

6. MISSION SUPPORTED: CCAD, Dir/Maintenance

7. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS PER YEAR:

8. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REOUIRED: unfunded

9. PRIORITY RANKING:

10. REMARKS:

This is a documented process which will nearly eliminate the
requirement for cyanide based cadmium plating solutions. This
process also eliminates the risk of hydrogen embrittlement and the
required baking associated with cadmium plating.

Restrictions: IVD Aluminum can not be used for coating internal
diameters of long bores such as transmission masts (7 feet in
length).

11. POINT OF CONTACT: Tim noliday, Engineering Branch, ext. 4449
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PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

To. Craig MacPhee DATE: 6/20189
Revised: 6/30/89

SUBJECT: Trip report: Letterkenny Army Depot FROM: Jeff Davis
Contract No. DAAA15-88-D-0001 Fred Hal
Task Order No. 0004 Bob Hoye

FILE. 3769-4 cc: Dick Gertle

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated In meetings and a tour of the facilities at the
Letterkenny Army Depot (LEAD) on May 18 and 19, 1989. The purpose of this visit was to
acquire information on the operations at LEAD that are relevant to the referenced task order.
Specifically, information on VOC emissions, PMB, chemical paint strippers, degreasing, and
generation of metals-contaminated sludges was sought. This is one of a series of visits to eight
depots being made to acquire comparable data on these topics. In the near future, USATHAMA
will use this information to select and define research profects ta will be conducted by PEI
under this task.

LEAD is located In south central Pennsylvania in the Cumberland Valey near
Chambersburg, and is approximately 25 miles west of Gettysburg. Craig MacPhee represented
the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA). PEI personnel present were
Fred Hall, Bob Hoye, and Jeff Davis.

Our primary contacts at LEAD were Dennis Reed and Craig Musser of the Production
Engineering Division. In addition, we met with Pat Mullen with metal pretreatment and
finishing operations; James Gaynor, operator of the Industrial wastewater treatment plant; and
Leonard Snyder, chief of the Electronics Shop.

The purpose of this trip report is to document the information obtained during the site
visit. The trip report is presented In eight sections to address pertinent topics Included in the
scope of work of Task Order No. 0004. These secsion we: Bacground. VOC Emissions and
Paint Operations, Blasting Operations, Alternate Chemical Stripper, Alternate Degreesers.
Eleroplating Operations and Metal-Contaminated SludM, Other Areas of Irtrest, ad
Conclusions/Recommendations.

BACHG3JND

LEA[s primary mission Is to receive, trem, maint a Ism general aplies and
aimmunition In support of DOD acthvties. This mission ikncluds n ouver. rbuld sod
tasting of wheeled an co ked combat vehicles, missl system, Ire con o siems, is d
souled secondary Om. LEAD emplBe ovr 4.000 people. TM depot awrs 19.511
ires, 2,500 of whWh we ddiated to Indu l opertlons.

Fow w m gx ar we reglat by isw .ed ssI. Ido11W wate.
no hm~s ceic waste, aid0 heamsIsg ho ditrent dipoal
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requirements. The Industrial waste category has only been kIplmented within the last monOt
and includes any waste from an Industrial operation, Including items such as rags and floor
sweepings. Although there are no current reporting or manifesting requirements, industrial
wastes must be disposed In a mned landfill.

The following Is a summary of the buildings visited and a brief overview of the processes
conducted in each building.

0 Building 1: Gun System Recoil Operations Support'
- Chromium electroplating
- Abrasive blasting (walnut shells, steel grit, glass beads)
- Small paint booth
- Metal pretreatment and finishing operations (chromium stripping, black

chromium, rust prevention, chromate conversion coating, zinc
phosphatlng, black oxide coating)

o Building 350: Vehicle Shop (disassemble, clean, and re-assemble vehicles). May
schedule: 36 five-ton trucks, 34 two and a half-ton trucks, 12 Toweds, 2
Hawkloaders, one M575, 5 Ml10's, 4 Mi09*s.

- Abrasive Blasting (walnut shells and steel grit)
- Alkaline (EC-900, Calgon P-2000) and acid (Penstrip NPX) paint stripping
- Cold and vapor degreasing (1,1 ,1-trlchloroothane)
- Painting (2 large paint booths)
- Alodining (chromate conversion coating)
- Phosphate coat

0 Industrial wastewater treatment plant

* Building 370: Electronics Shop (processes approximately 450 pieces per day)
- Small-scale precious metals plating
- Abrasive blasting (walnut sheuls, steel grit, plastic media, glass beads)
- Alkaline and acid stripping
- VaOr dogresing

- Painting

*Bulding 37: General Shops Division, Automnotive Components Branch (overhaul
engines)

- Abrasive Blasting (walnut sls paick media)
- Alame (potoasum and sodium hydroxide) and acid paint stripping
- Cold ari vapor dogreming
- One large and 3 "n~ point booths

* Building 57: MI 2 Maintenance
- Abrasive Blasting (Plastic media)
- Painting (3 paint booths)

S uNdig 320, Supply Dhrcorate (not vialed)
- 9 pain booft

Meat of Oe buldnp at LEAD opewate tb hip e d -f1% of thsr bulNg.p. As show
in the aove Ilat, many buildigs contain meta preIsWig Odssll4 ehemloal stripping.
doorm") and metal MIflan rmat ormsau P1d ps i Asn painAWO
opirdoal Alihetgh Ofta m innu ahillUa Im lgsof prol, toe sues of
haaroso wase rewlul spread throughout Ow dopot. A Not of hazardous w am g - I by
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th6 Maintenance Directorate for the fourth quarter of 1988 is provided as an attachment to this
report.

The categories used in this report are rarely stand-alone operations; rather, they are
Interrelated and somewhat arbitrary. For example, the electroplating line at LEAD contains the
degreasers and chemical strippers necessary to procean the metal prior to actual
electroplating, as well as a small paint booth for metal finishing. Many of the buildings contain
abrasive and chemical stripping, degreasing, and metal finishing (painting and alodining)
operations. Figure 1 presents an overview of how these opertions re Interrelated and
dependent on each other. This figure is a summary of procedures defined In a disposition form
dated February 2, 1987, portions of which are provided as an attachment to this report.
Although this figure is slightly out of date, it gives an idea of the metal treatment trains at LEAD
and most other depots.

VOC EMISSK)NS AND PAINT OPERATONS

LEAD currently has 48 painting booths on the depot, 22 to 25 of which are operated on
any given day. Many small booths are located In the armo area; ammo coatings typically have
low VOC contents. The other booths are distributed among several buildings. Numerous coatings
are used, although 90 percent of the painting Is done with the top 7 or 8 coatings. LEAD does not
currently use any VOC capture or control methods.

VOC emissions are regulated by state law in Pennsylvania, which specifies the maximum
VOC content (b/gal) of surface coatings unless the surface costing processes emit no more than
a total of 500 pounds per day or 50 tons per year of VOCs. LEAD has met the regulations in the
past by limiting VOC content in paint used to 475 pounds per day. Each booth Is allocated a daly
allowance of paint and, once the allotted paint is consumed, that booth ceases production.
Regulations do not specify transfer efficlenies.

Once an emission source exceeds the 50-ton threshold limit, other alternatives exist for
complying with Pennsylvania laws. One method is by meeting the upper limit for VOC
concentration for each paint used. For example, the depot is in compliance when it exceeds the
50 ton per year Mi If each primer or paint has a VOC content less than or equal to 3.5 pounds
per gallon. Another method of compliance is by the "bubble plan*, in which the entire depot is
considered as one paint booth. In the bubble plan, the weighted average of all paints and primers
must be below 3.5 pounds per gallon.

Since p ai ing operations at LEAD have used CARC, VOC emissions have Increased because
te two-component CARC originay used had higher VOC content hmn previous points. As a
result, LEAD has swithd to slae-cononen CARC. In addition, Iw pointing workldd has
increased because old enamel paints are being replaced with CARC. The wosdood has also
Increased because new Hawk units are suppled in gro even fhouh hw must be fieled in sand
color. Finally, personnel in the M cannot conduct polyurethane paiing operatlons because
of breathlfe air reulrents, so al peto painting must be Oonidaed at a delpot As a resul
of thee lou. LEAD -spects to exceed the i0on VOC per-ye itut u Atismpt to meet the
everwe aowhe VOC content of 3 b VOraon for esloe ooV a spille~ In Mw bubble
pl n. Ti tplan habon op e by 9w s1 or LEAD m b i gem m wy U.S. EPA.
my uit pat wth a VOC conent m thn 3.5 pounds per O our m woed is
.5 pouds pr lOn VOC conent owefge VOC enc nWi iO s ten .S pounds per

galon of pao or r~fr Wued. The bibbe plan 0 sis Only mw m Gn" p 1O e suchas -mq -d pining mid moat meta psbemr preaase eus as piteiio and
ormeis 0m n coa01 n (0 n g OW t law VOC @WAN" at omut S d VoC

Onw ue " w wmake meeatn to 33 VOC4don mge l i Is a e tme
of Poeney l iMee ocid wmah prleatm a oaaang and, IN$10 k isnclued in
VOC Sourcs. The aid wash peilewstee Olmsy o ON 1e i lAFpe o)Q We at
LEAD in b oft W 60, mnd 61, has a VOC cose of SA pounds per galion. A s by FUC
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Corp. at San Jose concluded that the acid wash pretreatment currently used at LEAD was the best
material for adhesion and corrosion resstnoe, and LEAD has not Identilied a low VOC
alternative. LEAD has also lookted at Intstallation of a small booth with a VOC control Iriinerator
dedicated to acid wash pretreatment (Dave Zimmperman conducted thi evolution).

Another issue that wi condft with meeting the 3.1 b VOC/gaOn average is Oha the
bubble plan covers only old booths, arid any change to a booth wi cams III to be regulated solely
unider the pounds per gallon VOC content rirment. This Is u~ltaely a dsint to

* reduce VOC emissions from exist operations. For exampl chulng thO method of poit
appication to increas transfer efficiencies; would only be effective for hi-use coatings. such

*as the major primers. Once the booth was modified, however, the Poangs used In this bhI
would no longer be used to calculate the average paint VOC contenL Sinc toe primiers aleady
have VOC contents under 3.5 pounds per gallon. ideletithem from the weighted average would
Increase that average. If the average were incresed to over 3.5 poundst par gallon, the depot
would no longer be In compliance with the bubble plan wven though #he not VOC emissions had
been reduced. Adding controls to deoy" VO~s Is anothe example of reducing VOC emissions,
but with the result of exempting a booth from the bubble plan anid risking noncoMpanc.

Larry Holmes at LEAD condiucted a study to Investigate options fr reducing VOC
emissions from large paint booths (i.e., #59, 60, and 61). The options and their associated
costs are as follows:

* Thermal Incineration: $4,500,000
" Catalytic Incineration: $2.100,000
" Carbon Adsorption with VOC recovery: $2,000,000j0 Low VOC Coatings: $340,000

The conclusion of the study was that carbon adsorption followed by cataltic icinratilon was
worth pursuing depending on the fial economic analsi. Carbon adsorption would be used toI ~concentrate the VOCs and Irjnratlon would then destroy them. incineation alone would bevery expensive because of fth low concentration of VOC' In the effuent swuem of air.

LEAD is actively intgatin VOC emnission and ate reduct metds. They have
locked at electrotatic paint1ig. but this Is a maintenance intn~stamehod, In addition. Vhe
Faraday cage effect limits the effecoiveness, of ti technique on I -regutady-shaped parts.Proper atomization nede for ireual-hpdparts Is d~lcft to obtain when using
the high-solid paints at LEAD. LEAD Is investigtin spray paw to dent the, one peoviding
the best atlomization of high-acids paint. The Sikst air-spray system, No. 1S gun, Is
curetly used. LEAD has in-stligated high-volume, low-preesure spay systems, but
detemined tha opplatin was difiwi an kIeouiet shaped surfoces

Complete records on VOC emissions we on computer-disk in @al* format, which could! be
accessedi should USATHAMA or PI disserrirer ormailon. A susple of t VOC emission
invenory tha LEAD cnomples Is pruove as an attachment.

Pain operation we a ses of lanardmus wast a wall a of VOC esiOns. For most
paints, LEAD spasi the maihmum cenrtlon of EP Tankfy PM~. Some elde pint,
however we 80 used. bigh Vobw gaiet point msed at LEAD cotan -a W 1ornas (M5
by weightl). Older p ant oing tomicetl also we used on unuOn -because of proven
promanc eOW mAIfty speomnatlfis.AM pan booths use dry Miers to capture pain putfltes Thes Nte are fsd
as hawdmus wases, aliugh i -a en! teas have s hoe thr lm to be sunUP Tsuic LEAD is
cuirro~y sonduclirg @MaicMa seeping to doana 0- 0e thVe Sar we not UP Toic. The
wpm$ In pcit boo"we IN an pdor a aueremu0 usgeat im n tom s

dlwod to dry. TeaN have ~hu tha gos bare In pain Is eMafteaab eas t poM
auras The lites c IN 1 80d "a brWU O ywsafey pet ~ hc eallif hasudous
m*l) we kept Feer is. eaitr
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P *aint boofts at LEAD are coated with Nanapeet, a white rubberized coating that can be
brushed on and peeled off. The coating Is periodically removed frm the wall and a fresh coating
is applied. LEAD Is currently disposing of the Nanapeel as a hazardous waste but believes that a
re-chareatztion wilt show the residue Io be nonhaardous.

The watler-reducible primers contain barium sulfate. which the industrial wastewater
treatment pla cannoct handle. Sludges from these operations must therefore be dipposed as
hswounmine

Building 370, the Electronics Shop, has implemented a number of waste mnilz&ation
activities for surface coating activities. This building contains one drive-through booth, three
open-face boots and one small stencil booth. with one more paint booth planined for next year.
Four colors of green paint and three colors of gray wvere previously used, but these have all been
replaced with one shade of each color with a low VOC content. The use of standardzed colors
reduces the number of tImes an Nom is painted: a part no longer has to be repainted for
different customers. For painting with non-standard colors, parts are allowed to accumulate
and then they are all painted on one day to mnm waste paint. The Electronics Shop also uses
a distillation column to reycle thinner from cleaning guns and from spill clean-up.

Several vapor degreasers containing 1,1,1 -trichioroethane as the solven are used on
the dept. The 1,1 .1-trichloroethane Is an exempt solvent and Is not considered by the stale in
calculation of VOC emissions.

SLASflNGOPERATION

Numerous blastin operations are conducted at LEAD, with most buildings containing at
lest small glove boxes. Walnu shells and stee grit are the moat common abrasive blasting
matels. Glas beads are also used in Buidng I I* remove small cracks In parts.

URSATHAMA condt* demotto n test of plastic media blating (PMB3) at LEAD in
1968. Test were conducted In a glove box modified for PUB use and a new walk-in facility was
installed. Buildkn 57 contains the walkin PMB booth. The testing inclued optimizing the
cholce of Plastic mei (harditees and slave sdz) and blast conditions and involved an analysis
of damage to substrates, waste generation compared with other media, economics, rust removal,
and materials suitable for PMB use, The complete results can be found In O"Demonstration
Testing of Plastic Media Blasting at Liaseft"en Army Depot.- Arthur D. Wlte. inc. December,
19N. The current t- k involves detrminrng which depots could bharn111 by the use of PUB.

BuOdin 370 cnduct a variety of abrasive blast In one blas booth. including walnut
shells, steel grit. glas beads, ad plati media. The abe grit 16 recycle but the particles are
no soerated by a cyclone. Ogden Air Force ese has been wtdng on reprossing steel for
rais in the blasin operation. Patcmedia has been used for a oule of year in this
building. The booth was not specfcaly designed or modifie for plastic media blasting.
installation of a cyclone irs t booth could in crease recyqcle rates.

The wain dimpoeal Ist provided as an atchment to t~ rmport Wniates tha 582 drums
of walnut shefl. 96 drums of stel gull &Wi 4 drum of Om bads wer disposed as hazardous

-I ding the fourh quarter of INS.

ALWERTE CHOBCALBStNPP8

LEAD vibes merous eela wlgeesm Pmmelatfudptav
dwigoevnaM h stpeollotS. 'm -1ca 1I b fietey ftel 8pl"M ks Odck. Two
of soe la" Wal ta es in severe albligi ae~a and adid owse *rm IIF ,
opertons. LEAM~ prefeorred approach a1 a lafotg l!pe % e w f 1 t mime t use
obhtined from each unit quant of sorper rather than .so replace the goIper.
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11 Aluminum and steel parts are segregated and given separate pretreatmnt. as indicated
In Figure 1. Penstrip NPX, a formulation of mthylene chloride and formic acid without phenol,
is used to strip paint from aluminum parts. Liquid is occasionally pumped off the top of theI tanks and the sludge at the tank bottom is removed and disposed as a hazardous wast.

EC-900, an alkaline solution, Is used to strip paint from steel. Other alkn strippers
are also used, Including Calgon P-2000 and a mixture of sodium hydroxide and sodium
glutmae (which are mixe on the depot). The liquids and sluges from these aoeatins are
dsposed me hazardous wasts. Typically, thee alkaln strpng taks are change every 4 to 6
months and generate 10 to 12 drums of hazardous wast per change. A 3,000-gallon tank of
EC-900 in Building 350 Is dumped every 4 months.

For the fourth quarter of 1988, 24 drums of spent Penstrip NPX and 24 drums of spent
Calgon P-2000 were disposed. Several LEAD personnel suggested tha large savings could be
realized by extending the bath lives of the acid and alkaline point stripers. To do tis, the
chemistry of t~he baths needs to be understood. LEAD has tried using filters to extend bath lives,
but foaming Interfered with the operation. There may be other UNer confgurations that would
help, such as a continuous gravity filter. A portable unit could perhaps be purchased that could
be taken to each building using a specific stripping process. A continuous gravity flter may not
be useful for the Penstrip NPX tank because- the methylene chloride would evaporate.
Similarly, filtration may not be useful for Penstrip NPX because the methylene chloride may
break down chemically. Personnel Indicated that paint chips may rapidly plug an In-line filter.
LEAD personnel are currently collecting Information on this subject.

In Building 370, two sequential methylene chlrie/oacid tanks are used. The
older tankIs used asanIntial strip, and the newer tank as apoNftalnstep. Thlsallows the
Initial stripper tank to become more contaminated before replacing.

ALI AE CEONEERS

Two large vapor degreasers (5 x l15ft) are used, one each In Buildings 37 and 350. and
six smaller (3 x 4 fl) vapor doeraers are located throughout the dept. Several cold
degreasers anid some sWray-on degresars are also used. All of the degreasrs use 1,.1, 1 -
trichioroetne. No Freon degreases are used.

Degreasing tanks are chaniged every 3 to 4 months and generate from 4 to 6 drums of
hazardous waste per change. LEADs goal Is to extend the We of the digreases so that they are
changed once every year. A study by i Air Force Base oncluded tha butylene oxide could
extend the lie of 1,. tlhootaedegreasers by 300 percent

Most solvent that is disposed of results. from the cold wash units. The wastie disposal list
provided as an attachment to this reort iKniats tt 67 drumns of spent111-

trihiooetanewere disposed In the fourth quarter of 19M8. The spent solvent Is currently
sold through DRMO for $0.22 per gallon.

Somie degreeses are used on parts tha have been bWased withxa ras r mdia ; these
digrs so tns generte ainost no sludge. Moke-up soknt is added as require to replace-ooav bern.

A 41111lsion column was used year ago In recycle 1,,llalsgt 0n. The
operation VM asn~alksed, OWd al buldings seK sperd solven IS Oft lecatL However,
meourh' contnt was not weil controlled and the pro" b eames a*ldsd The ead uses were
no agdiled with the quelty of Me returned prodOm, and ther is 1,ep "c'sman 1im dqo tt a
oc--n balp opafto ol ever wohlL The bildMgs at LEAM m spreiad t, eas each shop
operafte somewhat Indepsie -eIII). A o dnclsd gm1 _M_ 111111o @111o thj us be

imomi~~~~~~~~ t111 coriae-ydligth e'rr1gele. suMan b"1ne1 owde, would
P nb~ be lest theo would need to be eisudwshsd~ LEAD s hereua n pursuinVth
purchas of a p f, 101e unkl tha could be lWMa to each shp ft asade The imoveIed produc
w1ould be usedinvowpor reses;siesthe vprpresue f 11.l liumth O"IS much
highe tha any rmainin iWniprte, t vapo bla~e wou be u81111111 pure.
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ELECTPLPATING OPERATIONS AND METAL-CONTAMINATED SLUDGES

Electroplating operations at LEAD are conducted primarily in Building 1. Two below-
ground tanks are used for chromium electroplating. Sludge from twos operations is collected in I
pih below the tanks and are removed once every 3 months, generating approximately five 55-
gallon drums of hazardous waste. These pits also receive any walewater spilled during
operations. A chromic acid tank Is used to apply a chwomale conversion coaling. When the tanki
Is dumped to the Industrial wastewater treatment plant, ferric sulfte Is added to prevent shad,
to the treatment plant.

Chromium electroplating Is conducted on such critical parts as gun guide rails. Athk
chromium coating is plate on a part and then ground down to ensure that the coating Is even.
Because the chromium is required for strength, aluminum ion vapor deposition would not be a
suitable replacement.4.

Sliver, gold, and bras plating are conducted on a small scale in Building 370. LEA
contracts out all cadmium plating: none Is conducted on dept.

Rinse waters from the pretreatment operations and electroplating are sent to the
Industrial Wautewater Treatment Plant (IWTP). Scrubber water and chromic acid process
water are also sent to the IWTP. The icomIng wastewaters are screened to remove debris anid
then pumped to three 28,000 gallon holding tanks, which serve to equaliz the flow rate and
composition of the wastewater. Sulfuric acid and ferrous suftet ae added In a separte tank at
a pH between 2.5 and 3.5 to reduce hexavalent chromilum. The use of llerrous sulfate as a
redcing agent creates significant amounts of sludge because three moles of Iron wre needed to
reduce one mole of chromnium. The chromium precipitatle Is removed In a gravity separator. A
skimmer removes oil and grease frm the top of the tank. The pH Is aoused to between 10 and
I1I with Nine In another tank to remove phosphorous. A polymer Is added to aid flocculation, anid
the, wastewater is slowly mixed with paddles. The sludge Is allowed to sett In a settling tank
and Is collected at the end of each shift. The pH of the wastwate Is reduced Io between 6 and 9
in an acid reaction tank. The wastewatar is passed through a trickling filter and final clarifier.
The effluent Is discharged to a nearby stream under NPDES permit.

The sludges from the gravity separator, settin tanks and clarifiers are combined and
dewatered In a ffer press. Approximately 20 to25 louts of sludge par mont Is disposed as
hazardous waste (F006). This sludge could perhaps be delited because the chromium
contamination is very low. Prior to installation of the filter press, 8,000 to 10,000 gallons of
wet sludge were being generated par day.

The I WTP treats a maximum of 220.000 gallons of wastoeler Per day. The most
contaminated influent stream Is t scrubber waler, whc contains 100 ppm chromium. Meir
diton by other wastewater streams, in@ IWrP influent contains I.5 ppmn chromium on
average. LEAD Is actively working on minimizing sludg by reducin the hydraulic loading to
the walewater treatment plant. Personnel are concenratln on reusing Sightly contafmad
water. For example, the vapor degreaser cooling water Is used as rinse wate for Ohe alodie
process, &Wd chirmiumn rinse wate Is used as fte scrubber wale.

In BuldIng 350, a phosphorIc acid rust remover and a nMWi add alum~num etch are
changed out bianinually. The ts contain 3,000 gallons each. LEADrs goal Is to exten le lies
at 11hse bate to 5 years.

SeAl attachment to t ulp report we relevant to VW ellbuplat"n peratloue
These incu1A

*General proosdures ftr oleoaning and Iremoing meal sffmfe.
*Opaet parametes anwWd c euIpOn -of Process Ws.
*Fbee isysut of MOPn 1. 37. 350, WWd 370.
*Flew isysut for Smlifa iN NE ame Iths, for hord chrome and black chrome isplef
M iiolnefte -f pla.

* Fler leyst df binig 3SW OWan flow ~hn Uvf we d-anWed Wrd $uggestd
NAVAN gogs.
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LEAD is planning to install a fluidized bed (24 inch bed) parts cleaning system to
remove surface contaminants and paint.

Building 370, the Electronics Shop, has implemented a statistical quality control system
that reduces the number of parts rejected by quality control Inspectors. Shop supervisors also
encourage better work habits among employees.

Load is also evaluating sodium bicarbonate stripping by sending some pans to Cherry
Point to be stripped.

CONS.ECOMMENDA'nOS

The following list presents some potential HAZMIN projects on which USATHAMA could
provide assistance to LEAD.

" Prepare a report listing available options for VOC control that could be implemented by
depots facing noncompliance in the future. Conduct demonstration testing for depots
risking noncompliance.

" Assist in evaluating paint application spray guns that provide the best atomization and

transfer efficiencies.

" Install a cyclone separator in the blast booth in Building 370 to obtain better recycle

rates for abrasive media.

" Evaluate methods to extend lives of alkaline and acid strip tanks by filtration or other
means.

* Evaluate potential for recycling 1,1,1-trichloroethane. Purchase a distillation
column

° Determine whether filters, Nanapeel, dried paint, and IWTP sludge are actually
hazardous wastes.

* Extend lives of phosphoric acid rust remover and nitric acid aluminum etch.

* Evaluate alternatives for minimizing sludge generated by IWTP, Including the use of a
reducing agent other than ferrous sulfate.

* Evaluate alternatives for minimizing hydraulic loading to IWTP.

. Evaluate replacing other blasting or chemical stripping operations with plastic media
blasting.

* Evaluate use of alternate paint strippers In building 370 where the stripping
operation is not time critical.

LEAD's nterest and needs wE be omped to thorn of other depots tW wM be vkbd
In tfe near future. LEAD personnel should be kept informed of the results of any tasting
relevant to their needs conducted under the current HAZMIN effort.

9L
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Documents obtained from LEAD

Ust of waste disposal for fourth quarter of 1988.

General procedures for cleaning and treating metal surfaces.

Operating parameters and description of process tanks.

Floor layouts of Buildings 1, 37, 350, and 370.

Floor layout for Building 1N NE area tanks for hard chrome and black chrome plating. showing
locations of pits.

Floor layout of Building 350, including how often tanks are changed and suggested HAZMIN goals.

Daily VOC emission summary for 5/2/E.

Alternative Emissions Reduction Plan (Bubble Plan)-Vol. 1 Data and Analysis (not included in
attachments).

Wash Primer-VOC Emission Control Report (not included in attachments).
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MIt:T DI,. 40 cvee GENRS ASTE PENDING TURN-IN 0s o4 9097 F .,

START AMOUNT WASTE DESCRIPTION PRESENT DATE DOCIIENT SOURCE

DATE IN LOT NON-kA2ARDOUS LOCATION RCVD NUM.BER C.C. LOT

7148 2 DR MOTOR O L. 5%DIRT, 10% KEROSENE 357 7149 7192-0178 DD I 43
0751 1 Or- FOG OIL-USED 376 9351 9023011. 50770 M04

( 32I 1 DR IN6ULTATING OIL 371 6321 90230174 .I 4
AA 4. le,. " I Jil

6* 14 3 Or AiNTIFrREEZE 40%W4lTE&11:*0%DIR-T/0IL 357 l014 0015-0171 5VIle., <.m; -

a 0= 9 Or ANTIFR'EEZE S% WATEA 5%. LIVRT Z57 3025 8029-0197 5V II.:)

oz*6% S DR IRAOE FLUID, USED 5 126 67-08 I;)('.

loco.)I1 6 Or- DIESEL FUEL 10%&dATEFR 5%'D1RT 35 7 001 6011-032 5VI.: .:.:

611-6 11 DR DIESEL FUEL 5% DIRT 5% W47.EA 357 6136 6155-0164 5VI J.1* cs::

507. & ir DIESEL FUEL .2WATEF 5.DI .57 3075 005-0107 5VI .iO ,: .

3175 9 DR ENG OIL, USED, 104.TP, SXD T/SRT 357 8175 =607- 1 0 SVii' -X:-.

0025 3 Or ENS/Otr "WNW-, PLU/Wt#4I& NI, l, 4 ,1I0 wcv-vsfa 0Vh5"x -

£ 7099 2 Or ENGINE OIL 35? 7099 7144-0160 5%.11(' &1* 51(,.
7099 1 Oi- ENGINE OIL 357 70" 7164-0 3ViI = 35

£ 725S 3 Or ENGINE OIL 10% WATER/DIRT 357 7254 72"4-0171 5V1IO 00

oft, 1 Ida. GCEA OIL. 5VOMTE 5XDIKT 357 003 06090 SY330 000

710" 3 or Oil (ED I  2l l IOX T 257 7340 71w%-0172 5ViiO 00074 19 3 i HY SE OIL 
2 

IOXli T. .. .. . 357 7190 7 39l-01 2 S 31O 00
735 s. 9 di- USED ANTI roffZE 50%UATE R 357 7355 7 =87-0271 S 30l 000
7150 15 di- USCs "109t OIL 1OXMATER/DIAT 35? 7350 7=7?-0174 Sv3 I. c.C'01

IL 7uo4 Or0 USED SAR OJL.202 * SIRT 35? 7340 7345-0381 SV330O (RI

IL COOS IS OR WEM OIL- -910%IL% 5*.WTh. 5o.DMT 357 6155 8179-0177 BVaV C1.' .

6r. 46 Or- STIFAf CLIANINS SLUMG 357 343 8 2"007Z 5yJ'.) ewe- od,

L 7)4" 9" di DIESEL 357 3344 7144-01014 OV)4A1 EEC '5
7139 10 e.O DIESEL .357 644 7192:0174 VI

I..
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MAINT DIR 40 CYVS SENRS WASTE PENDING TURN-IN as o4 9097 Plag 2

START AMOUNT WASTE DESCRIPTION PRESENT DATE DOCUMENT SOURCE

DATE I N LOT NON-HAZARDOUS LOCATION RCVD NUiBER C.C. LOT

7166 264 dr Dlesel Fuel 3S7 3144 6175-0176 SV160 000

6rl721 72 Or Engine Oil. 102 wtr/drt 357 6364 BULLK 5V160

GOSS6 di- HYD OIL (BROWN) 357 6036 OM9-0178 5VI60) 000

6043 16 dr HVD OIL 10 DIRT 10% WATER 357 5323 602-0157 5VI6 , 000

709 21 d,- HYDRAULIC OIL 357 7099 7164-0178 S vi.: A"A 14/.

9266 55 dr Seonges satur w/Diesel Fuel. 357 63.6 8278-0174 5v16," .. ').Xi

6099 4t di- USED ANTIFRE2ZL, V.el"0I E , 357 6093 0090-013 5VI.6- 0 :'"

o 110 5 DR' H'VD OIL, USED. 10% "ATER 57 9130 9139-0187 5V250 o0:

012: & DR HYD FLUID% 3XDIRT Z% WATER 357 6122 8136-0189 5V-S 00.0

3356 3 DR HWO OIL* USED 5% DIRT/WATER 357 6356 9024-0131 5V -. 0

, 6 2 di HYD OI--, ftt lou

0 029 24 do, HWO OIL 1M. DIRT 10% WATER 357 6320 6042-0174 5V2V*o 000

7282 12 di- WD OIL9 102 DIRT 10% WATER 357 7232 7202-0177 s1/240 ooe o

73Z4 9 di* WOD OIL, 102 DIRT 10% WATER 357 7324 7330-0109 V2460 000

9251 33 DR 0630iONCOOL00 357 3251 0273-0172 5#310 000

6Dow 3 di- 3021.OIL 2OMTL CHIPS WISPDRY 357 @00 *M9-0179 3V_10 000

3287 3 dr 302 .oL2O -,,TLCHPSo30SV1*R 357 623 8"1-0172 5 o ooo

04 09 1 ?O 50% Yo OIL 5S0 WATER 357 069 03-0171 svo o //"

304 , 14 OrHI M OIL ,NED, SDIRT 357 6043 6 -1. voo ._0

1 716 1 di SPM DV DRv W/OIL 357 7190 719:-0160 S5V3 1o -O | 5"

VA 374 5r USED1 FILTER PAPER 357574 M 2822-0156 51/310 000

341 :4 di- USE iDUISE OIL * WATER 357 8342 3222-411 5Vo10 kW#

6437 2 of FILMQ , L OIL 357 V 357 924-019 V ( 1'.4

0"7 17 or CENNIPEX. 6 0,ULCNS IN POP 357 w,27-- 7 v , o.0 SAu.
__________________ k 35

ormi I DR OIL NAMSK2 CUTTI1WU, 25 DIRT =7 6351 9024-0178 WNlb &*L uMa

Ie
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PMAINT DIR 40 CY8S SEN.S WASTE PENDING TURN-IN OS 04 9097 Page -

START AMOUNT WASTE DESCRIPTION PRESENT DATE DOCUMENT SOuRCE

DATE IN LOT NON-MAZAP.DOUc LOCATION RCVD NUMIEP.R C.C. LOT

931: 3 a,- PNT CAN P/ED IN SPEEDY DRPY 357 6312 346-016 SV4li. 10 .')

7267 1 d,- DIESEL FUEL 100% 357 7267 7266-Ol6 5V4.0 -:&.i

( 7267 1 &- DIESEL FUEL b% WATER. %4% ZZ7 7267 7266-0 197 SV4~;.: ( XW;,

0297 1 dr GRSE 1-55SAL P/ED RECOVEPY DR 'S57 297 8270-0177 Sv':..: ,v,,-, 3 0

S.9q7 I d,- 6P.SE/b-SGAL CAN 114 PER'EC'V DR Z57 3297 6276-0176 ZV4:. ,.'..

67e:7 1 di- Femot.ert Z57 5327 9O:1-0175 ZV-a7:. ...

7777 1 d- OIL CONTAMINATE: w/ri'-, 057 7ZT7 7Z4.-01 7 3!2*: K

si" 3d OIL CONTAMINATED W/DIRF 5 015 V1C

6197 1 dr- OIL CON4TAMINATED W/DIP.T 057 8197 8191-01755'3

9:: 1 o OIL CONTAMINATED W/DIP.7 057 252 412115-01
7
Z ZV51;574

£ 7296 3 a.- OIL CONTAMINATED W/DIKT 037 7329 ?=Z-0174 S .,, ,:,,:

7"31 3 O.r OIL CONTAMINATED W/DIAT 037 7=5 7 .6-&176 5vs,) &.,,

RAI: 3 tw- OIL CONTAMINATED at/DIKT 037 1012 6012-0175 5vws: . " 
cw

( 6039 1 a OIL CONTAMINATED N/DIRT 017 6039 039-0171 5V52-) 000

6046 2 fir OIL CONTAMINATED I/DIRT 037 0,40 6049-0160 5V520

W715 6 fir 01%. CO, NINWD u1DIR'T 037 6075 O075-0153 .VS-

IL d0- OIL CONTAMINATED --,IR 0207 60 "90 Was6-*) svo5

37
otl^: 6 *- OIL CONTAMINATED ,/DIRT o"_ 41od 61oZ-o17i sm-C, .

4L oil 3d. OIL CONTAMINATED 1011DIRT 037 6all 812-0151 sVS3-'i

IL Ot4 oo - O LN AWAID /IRT 01 a:5 8136-01"65%?.:.

61:6 Or- OIL CNTAMINATED WODRT - 037 6at6 6152-0171 5VT3:',

IL -" 3- OIL CONJTAMINATED W/DIfrT 027 1:65 os--(03:,' 5,.:,

S6l n O rS OIL CONTA4MNATED N/DI&T 037 " 6166 516-15- 591.'":.*

t-: 3 a- 01. CONTAMINATED W/DIeT 0..7 827: 6174-016: !- 52-':4,L, ., .:..:,
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MAINT DIR 40 CYSS GENRS WASTE PENDING TURN-IN as 04 90q7 Page 4

START AMOUNT WASTE DESCRIPTION PRESENT DATE DOCUMENT SOURCE

DATE IN LOT NON-i4AZARDOUS LOCATION RCVD NUMBiER C.C. LOT

176 5 dr ZIL CONTAMINATED b/DIFT 037 9176 9175-0162 5V520

319q 3 dr OIL CONTAMINATED W/DIFT 037 8193 0190-0190 5V0.2,

( 3197 5 or OIL CONTAMINATED W/DIRT 07 919T 11-0176 5V5''.)

8204 3 dr OIL CONTAMINATED b/DIFRT 037 9204 222-0174 SV%2,:-

8 , a- OIL CONTAMINATED w/,L9 077 8(:. 6264-0176 ZS-.:,

9 8.:7(l de- OIL CONTAMINATED /CIAT (#'.7 6:70 6264-0175 5V':.,

8272 4 oh" OIL CONTAMINATED ba/DIP-7 7: .' 1:77 6:77-0161 sV5-:1

8:7: '3 dfh OIL CONTAMINATED b/DIP.T 077 6272 3279-0177 5V520'

i:7: 0 a' OIL CONTAMINATED ba/DIRT 077 9=72 8279-0176 5V5:0:

3i1 10 &- OIL CONTAMINATED M/DIRT 0,7 9311 '313-0193 sVS:.:

W2231 3 di- OIL F LTERV 037 ; E3~U312-0151 5Vv

90 15' I di- OIL CONTAMINATED u/DIRT 0737 3109 8316-0135 53V53('' 5 .,. nd, .4

620o1 24 O'r OIL CONTAMINATED b/DIRT 037 3201 6249-01725V5.,

0217 T di* OIL CONTAMINATED b/DIRT 077 3217 322=-0175 5V.S ,

9 -13 all- OIL CONTAMINATED NVIRT 037 3-23 8244-0157 .0

6277 3 di- OIL CONTAMINATED u/DIRT 03? 177 373-0171 mmV530

3311 3 di- OIL CONTAMINATED u/DIKRT co" f*i SM 5 5V33 311'
4 6355 3de- 0il, we~d 037 am 90---0102 5v5304r

7303T Ia'r SPEEDY DRY 03,7 7303 1~--t-175 !V3 fwli

4. -

0142 04- TRIPLE RINSE towTy 037 1*42

0-,173323 di- FUEL FILTERS -03, 3:13 s:EX315i t5:

So-76 63 *r OIL CCWTAMINATED WIVIAT 417 273a 6=22-011 3VJ.

I

no
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MAINT DIR 40 CY68 GEwFrE- W;4'E FENDING TUR14-IN as o4 9097 Pz

STAAT AMOUNT WASTE DESCFIFTIcIN PRESENT DATEDOUET SFZ
Z.T E IN LOT 1b.A7APLDCUS LOCATION RCVD NUMEE C.C. LCT7

9751 1 dp' FAINT ARRESIE&S 675 GTZ1 6=0157 C I

2 .-, FAINT ARRESTERS 475 3V5 90050156 5E-7~

6( " I. orPAINT ARRESTERS 6.75 6'6 ;oc0soiss 5V c

PIZ" de PAINT RESID.UE drmo 50%,b t:78016(, Ss::

c: ~ 0, F* AINI RESIDUE .j-n o'.: 1.115 .

I4. a,- P..tT RESIDUE 675 Ei.40: V46FC-1f: M!

:..S I Or- FAINT SOLVENT RESIr-Uj 9130ft '~ci5 ~:~ :

6-11 C I OF FAINT SVLVFNT AEIVJ - -- demo Ci*.SV=60 15" S-.. ~
e:I a,- PA INT 7 SOL.VCNT KE~lrI.E !F 19 67=1167~ >~ 54

F7i I 1 1) F 1 %T FOLVFNT PCSJ'o ~: vEt 370

s:-.ad I r 7 :.),IN7 -'- ENI'f RES I 's.E C'm :66 :;:.z !

le P- AI WT %C.LVFNIT RES I DV ?7546~~167 1 - -~ T

3 15 V, c..- SOLVENT PtEIIDUE 071. T~5:a4 ---

5 I V ci- PAINT !.eiLVENT A ES I DOC 675 1-57 c.. T))

:h- r-AEA. TAPE, ALUMI11ILI FOIL :s .*,';-

74 t P&P.TV. 4LL'Mltftd
4 

0:Fi.L o-ov oZcbf

t - 114E COT P(F- - -: -

* a'- tEI~~~IF~ t.T. PT-i:r-, ~ *~
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MAINT DIR 40 CY~e GENRS WASE PENDING TUPRN-1N as c 9-c; Fee. e

START AMOUNT WASTE DESCRIPTION PRESENT DATE DOCUMENT SOURCE

DAT I LO HZAROU LOATONRCVD NUMEEP C.C.. G

6:95 1 dr 7-16ALCANS.727UNICHROM IN SPDY ORMO 8--" 90~-:i-176 sV: :.

871: 1 dr COMP~ CHROM TPIOXIDE CO'NirAr DRO m-11: SEN-:17 '5Q:&7

e,:17 15 dr COMF CNF.OMTAIOJ IDE :.AUNICNHMM DP.MO S71. GEJ-6 5e..

1976 1 DR COMPS UNICHPOM W'I%. TRICi:iE ORMO 8:6: GEN-E:c: sv e..- &

tI DR NANAPEEL 757 e75: -N-E:7:

S-:! t .- sF.ZtN ILTR :xt~r~ DPP1r, 87:s c ,~

8744 1D SELECTRO44 SPL5,-4 FL4IsB CHEM DRMO 9 14) GENc-*' A

671 d, STEEL GRIT CONTAM 14:b*,SA.IN'T Z57S e:1 Ew-4i '

5 dr TRICO 1IA CIT l..4WATER DAMO 95 K-.I7

K-1 1 0- Fi')%W5T 1&':-G/STEEL S*r:T/CL- r.P;moO R 7"s

6305 547i. or 4 F.LST r.k;ST 3014. F;;Nr rusAT DAf4O v:. w -P6

420 r USTpwiGS CC*n74 W/417- tLJrT orlMo S-:c' *r-..

C:~~G- .. r NFSTAIX #09SLLoZPE.'~~4 7~'~-.~ ..

- 37.,- . --- Tit. F 0-. t - - - ...-. IAi

w"5.k..Tcr. 15%. *,*.e* oZ --- *

It._ _ _ _



MA:NT DIP' 40 CYSe GENRS WIASTE FENDING TL)PN-IN os o4 9097 P804g 9

STAI; AMOLINT WASTE DESCRIPTION PRESENT DATE DOCUPIFNT su~.CE
rATE IN LOT 14AZARDOUS LOCATrION RCVD NUISE C.C. LC-

s7b 9e de- FAINT FILTERSB k/ABS0P'FENT DANO 6';06 674T-016', 062c '

976 Zd' Poeint Cftae Z57 9=27 63!-.M 1 V7( 00 sici"

67: 1 ~ : d,- TFA.",Lc'SWJEEP C0'NTA FAN : W S,,t: t:4i:~ .:. )

I ~ : 4 o,- DUSrT FILTERIS 4014DUST &..L'TP $-,RHO S=- s7A7-.,'I se 7..%., 4:..:..

c cr-A PAINT FILTEASc :4;1110 E,:5

I ~ F~ 64 !' 4. .IJ EDE E:~ S: 41 ri-K ?7 ~.s.:

( S6 ~ ;r,- USED. COUT WiciC ~ Su: d.-i .r

iis- C3... Cont e/9,'ico **~SZ: vr:..>'

V:6 :,-- * II. L'Seo.cn6'.*Icee.7 S7 : ~-:-

.. PAINT VIL'E.C*- 6,M: s-i

* ~ t.-AS PL-7-5 01 ' GT35 :-.ia

37

E ~ ~ ~ ~~c -_______ _____



SUMMARY o'r*c, EMISONS top-05020

00T $03 Shift I BeSfioasf 2 0.15 lbl 300TF Il/gl Average * 1.200 lb/gal BOOTH VOCI Disposed z 0.00 lb 300TH VOL z 0.13 It'
116.3315 Shift I hissions a 0.15 lbs ILDG. lb/gal Average a 1.280 lb/gal BLDG. VOCs Disposed a 0.00 lb BLDG. VOL z 0.13 "al

OWN1 32P Shift I bcillings a 0.00 lbs BOOTH l/gal Avoage r 0.000 l/ga &I TH loco Disposed a 00 lb 300T VOL s 0.00 gal
OM1 33IS Shift I hassises a 5.86th lbs 3 IT b/ga& Average 9 4.494 lbga 001 Myfoc Disposed a 0.00 lb 300K VOL a 4ff gal
SM 3W Shift I bislioss .10.43 lbs 3O0TH lb/gal Average 3.20 l/al 3013 OC IC "Wpoed a 3.25 lb 3BMW VOL ' 3.2S ial
48113M6 Shift I hissessa a 1.63 lbs 3MNT lb/gal Avret 3:2.50 lb/gal 110M1 VOCUiin Sispese 106 lb OMT VOL a 0.50 gal
401 SM0 Shift I laissloas a 9.71 lbs DOM1 lb/gal Average 3 3247 lb/gal 3001 VOCs Disposed a I.0 lb 300N VOL a 3.00 gal
10M132004 Shif t I bissions a 9.75 lbs 300TH lb/gal Average s3:250 lb/gal 300 1 OCs Disposed a 00 lb S00T VOL a3.0 cc94
.Is;. S20 Alft I baillions '37.40 lbs 3106. lb/gal Average s3.520 lb/gal 1,16. V0Co Disposed a 3.25 lb 3106. VOL : 10.63 gal

fN1ItShift I ilons 836. 01 lb1 00T l/gal Aveto -.40 l/al 301 08Dsoe 1.63 lb 300 VOL x 10.47 gol
10mvQ41 shift I hissioss 8 1.901 lbs 300T l/go al Avrg a 3.7 lbga 3001 VKs DIsoe a 1.31 lb 300T OL a 2.51 gal
10011425 Shift I hassimas a 4.54 lbs 300n lbga Imeage a 3.34 lbga 01 0 s so s '00lb30HVL a 1.35 gal
wil3013s hift I hissiess a 4.25 lbs 0T l/ga Avrage a 2.953 lbga 300m VOKS Dsoe 6.0l 30TVOa1.44 gal
*01s"All0 Shift I hissieas a 3.12 lbs 30T b/gal Aveage a 3.115 lbga 01 3 OM Dipsd a 6.00 lb 3001 VOL 2 1.00 gIl
l0~b476 Shift I laissiems a 0.68 lbs 300R lb/gal AVertage a 2.710 lbgl 01 C DOMsposed---- a 0.10 lb 300H VOL a 0.25 gal
00TI13'l7 Shift I laissioss a 2.71 lbs 30T b/gal Ateage* a2.710 lbgl 01 mi0Vc Disposed ' 1.60 lb OW0N VOL x 1.00 gal
100135'71 Shit I Seacoisas a 3.25 lbs 30T lb/gal Avrge a I.5 lb/ga l00cH V . tisose * .0 b30 VOL 2 1.00 gal
2Wuau".l Shift I hissisus a 4.88 lbs 300T lb/gal Avraa 3.250 lbga 300R VOCs Dpose~d 1103 l1 b 300TH VOL s 1.50 gal
10 1111 Shift I billions 114.23 lbs 301l/a Wvoragd 2.017 b/A 101 u0Ds-oe ' .0 b30T VOL a 1.59 gal
I3003 52 Shift I hussless a 4.33 lbs 300TH lb/g~al Averga 3.096 lb/gal 300T WeC Diped IT.2 lb 300R VOL - 1.40 gall
A301 S241 Shift I hissiess 2 g.75 lbs 300TH lb/ga 1Average 3 3250 lb/gal 30011 10c Disposed a 0.00 l b BO0TH VOL z 3.00 eal
I301W0 Shift I hississ a 3.19 lbs 30RT lb/gal Average 2 3.190 lb/gal 3001 ICC Disposed a 0.60 lb 300TH VOL a 1.00 gai
A301 0? Shift I Imissloas a 6.60 lbs 300T lb/gal Averae a 0.100 lb/gal 300M YOUc Distesed a 0.00 lb 300T VOL x 0.00 gal
31.3. X90 Shift I hussiess 180.63 lbs 3ILK. lb/gal Average a 3.233 lb/gal 3136. WeC Disposed a 4.03 lb 3SIX. VOL a 27.47 gal

311 M0 Shift I blions 2 0.50 lbs 300TH l/al AYera .350 l/ga 300 V s Dispoend a 0.00 lb 300TH VOL :2.00 gel
313 2013 Shift I iluions a 3.25 lbs 300R lb/ga Avertage a 3.250 lb/gal =011 10C Disposed a 0.19 lb 300H VOL a 1.00 is!
1001 310 Shift I hlcivs a 0.40 l6 bs 1003l/gal Averag 8 1.00 lb/gal "mU~ " ips e 6.60 lb 3001 VOL 1 000 gal
8301107 Sift I billions a 2.70 lbs 3M0T lb/gal Avrerage a 2.760 lb/g1al D013 1Ce Dkpoed a 0.00 lb 300R VOL : 00 gal
"0m I29 Shift I bisleios '10.02 l61bs 30 1l/gal average a 2.705 lb/ga1 1 lc Dispesel 0.00 lb 3DOM VOL a .00 gal
A16. 370 Shift I hissiesms 3 3.27 lbs IISG. lb/gal Average a 2.909 lb/gal 3136. 10Cs Disposed - 0.00 lb 3LDG. VOL a 3OE ga!

AM1 I total 1C klling a 149.65 lbs SHIF lb/gel Average a 3.237 lb/gal SIMT 10C Disposed a 6.63 lb SHIT VOL 46.22 gal

3013 SO60 Shift 2 hissess *40.63 lbs 00T lb/gal Averags 3.250 lb/ga 100TH 10C Disposed a 0.10 lb 300T VOL a12.50 gal
301 3N03 Shift 2 billions a 650 lbs DOM lb1/gal Average 3.250 lb/gal 301Is Disposd 01.00 lb 100T VOL x 2.00 gal
I30 U620 Shift I bislons a 4.50 lbs M00TH lb/gal Averae a 3. 250 lb/gal 1001 WeC Disposed a 0.00 lb 30011 VOL z 2.60 oal
3013 U370 Shift 2 hissioms s22.15 lbs 300M Wlbgl Avege 3 3250 lb/gal 3001 loco Disposed a 6.00 lb 300TH VOL a 7.60 it!
NX. 326 Sift 2 hissieas 76.36 k lbs 3 1.6l/gal Average a3.360 lb/gal 311. 10C4 Diposied a 0.00 lb SMD. VOL a 23.50 gal

3013 19 Shift 2 hiosios *22.75 lbs 301 l/gal Average .320 lb/gl 01 Ia ipoe 0.00 lb 300. VOL z 7.00 ga?
3013 60 Shift 2 bilieon '20.77 lbse 01 lb/gal Avera" 2.690 1l/gal 3013 maC Dipoe 1.23 lb 3001 VOL a 1.17 g&l
310113120 Shift 2 bissims a 3.12 lbs 300H lb/gal Average 3 .115 lb/gel m61 10C4 Dipse 0.00 lb 3001 VOL a 1.00 g&l
3013 40 shift * biosiecs 2 2.17 lbs 301 b/gal Average * 2.190 lb/gal 311091C m ipoe a 0.60 lb 3011 VOL a 6.75 &a!
3011 470 shift 2 blsions a 4.08 lbs 30N lb/gal average *3.250 lb/gal 1101 0Cc ipoe a 6.00 1b MN0T VOL a 1.50 gal
11 10 his ftu 2 h1mieo a 4.60 lbs 3 601l/gal Averge# 3.50U lb/gal 36101310C W I se a 1.60 lb 3001 VOL a 2.60 gal

1081 ll gift 2losbos a .60 bs 3 60 1 1 blAerae a3.2101b/gel U81021 10 sso a 36.00 lb 3611101OL' 2.00gal
11 3527 Shift 2 P io a 2.0 lbs W0lbl Avenae 2.604 #9 lb/al 001310 M ipoe a 1.00 lb 301M 101. 1.60 gal

3181 SM6 Shuft 2 maimos a 3.21 lbs 301 lb/gls reg h au 3.350 lb/gal 3OWN 10Cc aipe 1.00 lb 3013 VOL. 1.001ga
111.20 ShIAft 3 hisan s 72.52 lbs 3 W.lbgl Average 3." 0 #9 lb/ga 1100 Ispse a 0.23 lb SIX. M0 33.U gal

3001 311k h isio 1:00 lbs ISM3 lb/gal Avernge 32.30 lb/gal U 30 1Ce Disposd 0.66 lb1 310M16632.44ga
369 11 30 s In I ?S, lbs 36O1 lb/gal Abeage" 3.360 lb/gal 3911 VCI Di osed1*1.60 b1601 106 aI 3.80 gal
3313 U pf 2hoso .2.33 lbs 3101 lb/ga Average 3 .71 lb/gal M 3031CO EVILse 4 0.5l 03163 4 gal
SIX. 301 2bb ise 30.04 lb. UK1. ll Aveag 3 .02 lb/al NA.1C S.p~e V0.0 lb5 1#&10. .6 a

SMf 2 bw0 NC biesf a 114.04 lbs SMl lb/gal Avere a 2.15 lb/gel 19 16Cc Daposd L30.3 lb JIM11 11, 10 gl

3no 00 ShiM 3 hlssloo 0231 lbs 36 lbga Averag a 3.2X26 p lb/ga "to10C Diuposs '0.0 lb M6131 9.72 gal
1111 0 Sh~ft 3 bhseless .3.4 lbs 30 lb/ge Ave a 3.30 lb/ga - 101c Dip .1- lb 1 1 12.30 gal
110. 20 SM~ 3 hiasio 10.11 lbs SIX. l/gl A rage a 3.214 lb/gdal n1. 16c Ispss11b IA 1 1W. 101 2.02 gal

SI11 I leal 91C h~Icoss m76.77 lbs 11111 lb/gel Avers,. a 3.214 lb/gel W 31 1Ce Dsposed I-75 lbI 3211101 22.62 gal

mu 1 MU MC 33116-0/20 NMI 1K W l 3011
ooseeaeesssoeoesee.ess.soe oeessesoesoossosta~essC~~s55OC~~sd9MIs5

39 JI 2T-

a Mome
*~ * .*.. ...lowIAt



.I
1 ,,,o NZIN Historical Use/Balance Report By Bui d no ''' """-

For 05/02/e9 thru 05/02/89
' BLDG 320 ," PAINTERS 

PSP
NIIN USE NOMENCLATURE NIL SPEC ADDED ISSUED DELTA

00-067-5434 C *PRIMERPROWN.SPRAY A-A-1552 0.13
(--067-5434 1 *PRIMER.BROWN.SPRAY FSP REPORTED: 0.13

C.-181-8080 E THINNER, ALIPHATIC MIL-T-81772T1 8.00
O0-181-8000 I THINNER, ALIPHATIC PSP REPORTED: e.00

C -290-6983 C LACOUER, SPRAY.WHITE A-A-665 0.13
C -290-6983 I LACOUER, SPRAYWHITE PSP REPORTED: 0.13

00-469-7910 C INYBLACYSPRAY UNXNOWN 0.50
,C--469-7910 I INK.BLACX,SPRAY PSP REPORTED: 0.50

C -X75-1428 C ENAMELSPRAY.PLACK LOCALPURCHASE 0.13
00-X75-1428 I ENAMELSPRAY.BLACY PSP REPORTED: 0.13

f. -193-0519 C PRIMER, RED EPOXY WR MIL-P-53030 0.25
0 -193-0519 1 PRIMER, RED EPOXY WR PS? REPORTED: 0.25

01-235-4166 C BLACY..HEAT RESISTANT MIL-P-14105 1.00
0--235-4166 I BLACKHEAT RESISTANT PSP REPORTED: 1.00

0.-X86-0262 C PUP, BLACK 37030 MIL-C-53039HS 7.00
01-X86-0262 I PUP, BLACK 37030 PS? REPORTED: 7.00

0 -X86-0263 C PUP, GREEN 34094 MIL-C-53039 22.00
01-X86-0263 I PUP, GREEN 34094 PSP REPORTED: 22.00

01-X86-0265 C PUP, BROWN 30051 MIL-C-53039HS 4.00
01-X86-0265 I PUP, BROWN 3005I PSP REPORTED: 4.00

BLDG. 320 Total: 43.13 43.13

I

I



NIuN Historical Use/Balance Report y Buildino *a e 2 of
For 05/02/89 thru 05/02/8.

* BLDG 350 **
PAINTERS PSP Div

NIIN USE NOMENCLATURE MIL SPEC ADDED ISSUED DELTA

00-181-8080 C THINNER, ALIPHATIC MIL-T-81772T] 0.10
00-181-8080 E THINNER, ALIPHATIC MIL-T-81772T1 18.88
00-181-8080 I THINNER, ALIPHATIC PSP REPORTED: 19.00

00-281-2726 C PRETREATMENT.ACID DOD-P-15328 3.00
00-281-2726 I PRETREATMENTACID PSP REPORTED: 3.00

00-298-2280 C PRIMER, ZINC RICH TT-P-641G 0.25
00-298-2280 I PRIMER, ZINC RICH PSP REPORTED: 0.25

00-599-9201 C WALKWAY COMPOUND MIL-C-5044C 1.00
00-599-9201 I WALKWAY COMPOUND PSP REPORTED: 1.00

01-127-3683 C CORROS PREVENT(55GL) MIL-C-62218 4.00
01-127-3683 I CORROS PREVENT(55GL) PSP REPORTED: 4.00

01-193-0519 C PRIMER, RED EPOXY WR MIL-P-53030 2.19
01-193-0519 I PRIMER, RED EPOXY WR PSP REPORTED: 2.19

01-193-0520 C PRIMERRED EPOXY WR MIL-P-53030 7.50
01-193-0520 I PRIMERRED EPOXY WR PSP REPORTED: 7.50

01-X86-0263 C PUP. GREEN 34094 MIL-C-53039 43.25
01-X86-0263 I PUP, GREEN 34094 PSP REPORTED: 41.25

01-X86-2547 C EPOXY, WHITE 179:5 M14-C-22750HS 13.50
01-X86-2547 I EPOXY, WHITE 17925 PS? REPORTED: 13.50
01-X88-0623 C PUP, TAN 33446 MIL-C-53039HS ,1.00
01-186-0623 I PUP, TAN 33446 PS? REPORTED: 1.00

BLDG. 350 Total: 94.67 92.69



St,, NuIN Historical Use/Balanc Report Py Buildina s Page 3 of
For 05/02/e9 thru 05/02/69

' LDG 370 ** PAINTERS PSP DIVNIIN USE NOMENCLATURE MIL SPEC ADDED ISSUED DELTA

0-181-800 E THINNER, ALIPHATIC MIL-T-61172T1 8.00-0-181-8080 I THINNER, ALIPHATIC PSP REPORTED: 6.00

nl-193- 0 5 2 0 C PRIMER,RED EPOXY WR JIL-P-53030 3.001-193-0520 1 PRIMER.RED EPOXY WR PSP REPORTED: 3.00

01-X86-0263 C PUP. GREEN 34094 MIL-C-53039 3.0001-X86-0263 I PUP, GREEN 34094 PS? REPORTED: 3.00

1-X86-2549 C EPOXY, GRAY.,26307 MIL-C-22750H$ 4.50--18X6-2549 I EPOXY, GRAY,26307 PSP REPORTED: 4.50
-n1-X86-2554 C EPOXYSEAFOAM,24533 MIL-C-22750HS 3.00
I-X86-2554 I EPOXY,SEAFOAM,24533 PSP REPORTED: 3.00

u1-XS8-0623 C PUP. TAN 33446 MIL-C-53039HS 4.0001-X88-0623 I PUP, TAN 3344t PSP REPORTED: 4.00

PLDG. 370 Total: 25.50 25.50

I
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''* NIIN Historical Use/Palance Report Py Building page 4 of
For 05/02/89 thru 05/02/89

•* ELDG 3315 **
PAINTERS PSF rlv

NIN USE NOMENCLATURE MIL SPEC ADDED ISSUED DELTA

00-154-0064 C SOLID FILM LUBE MIL-L-23398 0.13

BLDG. 3315 Total: 0.13 0.00

Report Period Total VOLUME: 163.42 161.31

*##D* The reported quantities are in GALLONS and include amounts disposed. DD,"

USE CODES:
C: Surface Coating
D: Graphic Arts
E: Clean-Up
F: Facility Palnting
i: Reported I tued

* in NOHENCLATURE means a low VOC substitute should be considered.

DELTA INITIAL ISSUE * WALK THRUS - EXPECTED O/H END and is
only applicable to Weekly Balance Reports.
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LEAD-R 750-30 28 January 1W7

7. Procedures: The information in the following subparagraphs and as pro-
vided in the Appendix, is primarily for general guidance in accomplishing
cleaning/surface treatment requirements. It should be noted that require-
ments for cleaning/paint stripping and treatment for each item will depent v.
the applicable DMWR, and some of the items will omit certain steps in the
chemical processes. Mechanical cleaning, using appropriate blast media, may
be used as a substitute or supplement to the chemical cleaning processes
used. For bath make-up and operating requirements, see the Appendix.

a. General Procedure for Aluminum:

(1) Vapor Degreasing - After identifying the material as aluminum,
the part is suspended in the vapor degreasing tank until such time that all
heavy oils, greases, and dirt have been removed. The degreasing agent used
is 1,1,1 trichlorethane (HIL-T-81533)." The amount of time needed for
effective cleaning in the degreaser depends on the type and amount of foreigm
matter on the part.

(2) Paint Stripping - After degreasing, the part is immersed in an
organic solvent-acid (Pen-Strip NPX) or a mild alkaline (Pensolve 206) paint

6
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stripper until all of the paint has been removed from the substrate. The
amount of time needed for effective removal of the paint will depend on the
thickness and the type of coating(s). A thorough rinsing in either hot water
or steam is necessary imediately following the removal of the part from the
strip tank. Unpainted aluminum parts viii omit this step. Calgon P-2000 my
also be used as a paint stripper under certain conditions. It my be used to
strip hard to remove red epoxy primer and/or hard to remove surface
oxidation, but only if the Program Control Documentation Package for the item
does not strictly prohibit the use of a highly alkaline sodium hydroxide base
solution. The immersion time should be limited to no longer than 1 to 2
minutes for painted parts and to no longer than 30 seconds for unpainted
oxidized parts. A thorough rinsing in cold water is required immediately
after immersion in Calgon P-2000 to prohibit any attack by the base on the
aluminum.

(3) Cleaning - After all paint has been removed from the metal sub-
strate, the part is immersed in an acidic cleaning solution (Oakite 31) until
all remaining soils are removed from the part. The time needed to accomplish
this is dependent on the extent of the soils to be removed. A thorough
rinsing in an overflowing cold water tank or in a cold water spray, is
necessary after removal from the cleaning tank.

(4) Acid Etching and Pickling - After cleaning of the metal sub-
strates the part is iwnersed in an acid etch tank (Oakite Deoxidizer LNC or
generic acid mixture) for the chemical removal of oxides, films and dirt from
the pores of the material. Imersion for 30 seconds to 3 minutes is
generally sufficient to produce a bright etched finish. A thorough rinsing
in cold water is required following removal from the etch tank, since the
conversion coating tank which follows is easily contaminated by inadequate
rinsing and drag-in.

(5) Chromate Conversion Coating - When the surface is free of
contaminants, the part is Imersed in the chromate conversion costing bath
(Oakite chromicoat L-25, Amchem Alodine 1200) to provide corrosion protection
and promote good bonding of paint, lacquer, and organic finishes. These
solutions contain hexavalent chromium in the presence of activators, such as
flourides, in an acid solution. The amount of time needed to produce a
satisfactory coating is dependent on the alloying constitutents of the part
being processed. In general, low alloying constituent metals are easiest to
treat and achieve the maximum corrosion protection. The color of the coating
is indicative of the thickness end the proper shade Is somewhere between
iridescent gold and tan, although white coatings are obtained with certain
high alloy constituent metals. Imersion time of two minutes is usually
sufficient to achieve the proper thickness with the alloys and solutions used
at LEAD.

(6) Rinsing and Drying - Onte the chromate conversion coating has
been formed satisfactorily, the surface should be rinsed as soon as possible
in order to minimize the continuing reaction which takes place on the part.

7
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Prolonged rinsing or the use of a very hot rinse can dissolve or leach the
hexavalent chromium compounds from a freshly formed coating, resulting in a
decreased protective value. If a hot rinse is usgd to aid drying, Immersiom
In a rinse tank at a temperature greater than 140 F should be limited to a
few seconds. Compressed air (at 35psi or less) can also be used to
facilitate drying.

b. General Procedure for Ferrous Metals:

(1) Vapor Degreasing - After identifying the material as a ferrous
metal, the part is suspended in the vapor degreasing tank until such time
that all heavy oils, grasses, and dirt have been removed. The degreasing
agent used is 1,1,1 trichloroethane (MIL-T-81533). The amount of time needed
for effective cleaning in the degreaser depends on the type and amount of
foreign matter on the part.

(2) Paint and Corrosion Removal - After degreasinS, the part is
suspended in a paint and corrosion removing solution, either sodium hydroxide
base solution (MIL-C-46156, Calgon P-2000) or potassium hydroxide base solu-
tion (Share Paint and Rust Remover) at temperatures from 1800 to 2100 F. The
amount of time needed to effectively remove the paint and corrosion depends
on the type and thickness of the coating and the degree of corrosion on the
part. After all paint and corrosion are removed, the part is to be
thoroughly rinsed in the ove-rflowing hot water rinse tank to remove surface
contamination of the part and eliminate carryover of the caustic solution
into subsequent treatment tanks.

(3) Phosphating - After the port is clean of all soils and foreign
matter, a zinc phosphate coating may be applied when long term corrosion
resistance and good bonding for organic finishing is required. Parts should
be mechanically cleaned with appropriate blast media prior to phosphating in
order to provide a clean, rough surface. The part is Immersed in a sinc
phosphate solution (Oakite Cryscoat OC, HIL-P50002A, or DOD-P-16232, Type Z.
Class 4) at 200 F until a satisfactory coating is obtained. A satisfactory
coating shall be light to dark gray in color, with a uniform crystal
structure. This requires approximately 15 minutes for a heavy absorption
coating (for absorption of rust preventive o11) and 5 minutes if the part Is
to be painted. Immersion times can vary with the size of the part; larger
parts require longer imersion. This is followed by clean water rinse and a
final acidified rinse in a dilute chromic acid-phosphoric acid rise (Oakite
nU) for approximately 30 seconds. Further treatment will require either
application of an emulsifiable rust preventive oil (Ookite Rust Preventive
02), or application of paint and/or primer.

(4) Black Oxide Coating - If specified, in lieu of a zinc phosphate
coating, a black oxide coating my be applied where a black surface and
limited corrosion protection is required. The part is Immersed in a boilig
black oxide solution. (Uitchell-bradford Black magic, NIL-C-13924) until a
good black color is obtained (approximately 30-45 minutes). After a

8
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satisfactory coating is obtained, the part is thoroughly rinsed in an
overflowing cold water rinse tank. The part is then dipped in a dilute
chrgmic acid-phosphoric acid rinse (Oakite FH) at a temperature of 1400 -
160 F for approximately 30 seconds. Normally, an emulsifiable rust
preventive oil (Oakite Rust Preventive #2) is applied as a supplementary
treatment following the black oxide coating. Black oxide coatings are not
used prior to the application of paint and lacquer.

(5) Rust Preventive Oil - As a final treatment against corrosion for
parts that do not require paints, an emulsifiable rust preventive oil
(Oakite lust Preventive #2) is applied over the black oxide or zinc
phosphate coating. This requires immersion time of 5 minutes at a tempera-

ture of 16oF to 1800F. After removal from the rust preventive oil, the part
should be allowed to sit until a dry film is formed over the phosphate or
black oxide coating before further handling.

c. General Procedure for Hagnesium:

(1) Vapor Degreasing - After identifying the material as magnesium,
the part is suspended in the vapor degreasing tank until such time that all
heavy oils, greases, and dirt have been removed. The degreasing agent used
is 1,1,1 trichloroethane (MIL-T-81533). The amount of time needed for
effective cleaning in the degreaser depends on the type and amount of foreign
matter on the part.

(2) Paint and Corrosion Removal - After degreasing, the part is
immersed in either a strong caustic alkaline cleaner (Calgon P-2000, NIL-C-
46156) or a milder alkaline solution (Pennsolve 206 with Penstrip A), until
all paint and corrosion have been removed. The milder alkaline solution is
used when aluminum and magnesium are both present in the part being cleaned.
The amount of time needed to effectively remove the paint and corrosion is

dependent upon the thickness and type of coating to be removed. After all
paint and corrosion are removed, the part shall be thoroughly rinsed in an
overflowing cold water rinse tank or in a cold water spray.

(3) Chemical Conversion Coating - After all paint and corrosion have
been removed from the metal substrate, the part is immersed in a chromic acid
calcium sulfate conversion coating (IL-M-3171 Type VI) until a satisfactory
coating is obtained. An acceptable light brown or gray color, depending on
the alloy coated, can usually be achieved in 1 to 2 minutes. After an
acceptable color has been achieved, the part is thoroughly rinsed in cold
water and dried with compressed air.

S. Reference:

a. Federal Specifications - TT-C-490 Cleaning Netbods and Pretreatment
of Ferrous Surfaces for Organic Coatings

9
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b. Military Specifications

(1) MIL-S-5002 - Surface Treatments and Inorganic Coatings for Metal
Surfaces of Weapons Systems

(2) MIL-C-5541 - Chemical Conversion Coatings on Aluminum and
Aluminum Alloys

(3) MIL-C-81706 - Chemical Conversion Materials for Coating Aluminum
and Aluminum Alloys

(4) MIL-C-13924 - Coating, Oxide, Black for Ferrous Metals

(5) MIL-M-3171 - Magnesium Alloy, Processes for Pretreatment and
Prevention of Corrosion On

(6) MIL-P-50002 - Phosphate Coating Compounds for Phosphating
Ferrous Metals

(7) DOD-P-16232 - Phosphate Coatings, Heavy Manganese or Zinc Base
(for Ferrous Metals)

(8) HIL-C-46156 - Corrosion Removing Compound, Sodium Hydroxide
Base, for Immersion Application

(9) MIL-T-81533 - 1,,1 Tr*'chloroethane (Methyl Chloroform)
Inhibited, Vapor Degreasing

c. Military Standards - MIL-STD-171 Finishing of Metal and Wood Surfaces

d. Military Handbook - MIL-HDBK-205 Phosphatizing and Black Oxide
Coating of Ferrous Metals

e. AMCP-702-20 - Quality Assurance Depot Process Control Cleaning

f. LEAD-R 420-10 - Treatment, Storage, and Disposal or Recycling
Nazardous Waste and Petroleum Waste

S. LEAD-1 420-7 - Environmental Pollution Abatement

b. Metal Finishing, Guidebook and Directory, 1983 Edition, Hackensack,
sew Jersey

1. f.D-STD-313 - Material Safety Data Sheet Preparation and the
Submissio Of

J. OSHA Form 20 - Material Safety Data Sheet

10
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~APPENDIX.

OPERATING PARAMETERS AND DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS TANKS

1. Degreasing Tanks - 1,1,1 Trichloroethane - (methyl chloroform) as per
HIL-T-81533 is the vapor degreasing solvent used for removal of oils,

* greases, and dirt. The parts to be cleaned are suspended in the upper part
of the tank containing the solvent vapors. The vapors condense on the
surface of the part, carrying the contamination to the solvent reservoir.
Weekly-samples should be taken and analyzed by the Chemical Lab-for percent-
contamination. When contamination is 20 percent or more, the
recycling/cleaning process should be accomplished. This process consists of
the following:

a. Turn heat or steam on only to the vapor generating chamber.

b. From the vapor separator, close the solvent distillate return line to
the degreaser, and route the condensate return to a clean, unused barrel or
other suitable container.

c. Continue to apply heat to the boiling chamber until 14 to 2 inches of
1,1,1 Trichloroethane remains above the heating element. In no case should
the heater be on and the heating element exposed to the environment.

d. Turn off the heater or steam and allow the residue to cool before

pumping or draining.

e. Clean any remaining residue out of the tank.

f. Replace drain plug or close drain valve, open solvent return line to
the degreaser, return the 1,1,1 Trichloroethane that was collected and add
fresh solution for make-up.

S. Samples of the solvent condensate should be periodically submitted to
the laboratory for determination of acid condition as per MIL-S-5002. The
vapgr degreasing tank shall be operated at the solvent boiling point (160

° -

to0 F).

2. NIL-C-46156 Corrosion Removing Compound - Sodium Hydroxide Base for
Immersion Application (EC-900) paint and corrosion remover for ferrous
metals, containing sodium hydroxide, sodium gluconate, detergents, wetting
agents, Inhibitors, and accelerators. Also provides a corrosion resistant
ferric-ferrous complex conversion costing (bluing). Two tanks are initially
charged with Type I corrosion removing cempound at 3 pounds per allon of
water. When the derusting component (sodium glorate) is expended in one
tank, that tank is used a point stripping tank while the other tak is used
for corrosion removal. Type 11 rejuvenating additive (Pemetone 515 or 905)
is used to replenish the solution used for corrosion removal. The mount of

A-i
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rejuvenating additive to be added to the solution should be based on weekly
laboratory analyses for sodium gluconate concentration. In addition this
tank should also be checked weekly for sodium hydroxide concentration and
speific gravity. The temperature of the solution shall be maintained at
180 F to 2100F. For directions for chefging the tank and laboratory evalu-
ation procedures, see manufacturer's data sheets (Engineering Chemical Co.)
and NIL-C-46156.

3. Pen-Strip NPX - Solvent-acid paint stripper used primarily on aluminum
parts.--lt contains 70 percent dichloromethane (solvent) and 25-percent
formic acid. No laboratory analysis Is recommended for this solution.
Additons to solution should be made when the time needed for effective paint
removal becomes exceedingly long. The tank should be drained and recharged
when the sludge content of the tank prohibits effective cleaning and paint
stripping (visual inspection). This solution is used full strength at room
temperature. Immersion time when stripping magnesium parts with this
solution should be limited to a few seconds.

4. Calgon P-2000 - A highly alkaline, sodium hydroxide based (80 percent),; paint and corrosion remover for ferrous metals and magnesium. This solution
should be maintained at a concentration of 0.25 to 0.75 pound P-2000 per
gallon of water. The operating temperature should be maintained at 180°F to
210 F. Additions to the solution should be based on weekly titration for
sodium hydroxide concentration. For laboratory analysis procedure, see
manufacturer's technical data sheet (Calgon Corp).

5. Share Paint and Rust Remover - A highly alkaline, potassium hydroxide
based paint and corrosion removing solution used on steel parts. The
solution is maintained at a temperature of 180°F - 210 0F. The tank is
originally charged with 25 percent by volume Share Paint and Rust Remover in
water. Additions to the solution should be ade when the time needed for
effective removal of paint and corrosion becomes exceedingly long. The tank
should be drained and recharged when the sludge content of the tank prohibits
effective cleaning and paint stripping (visual inspection). See Share Corp
Technical Data Sheet for operating instructions.

6. Share Rust Inhibitor - A sodium silicate - sodium nitrate solution used
to provide a rust inhibiting coating to steel parts. The tank is originally
charged with a one percent by volume solution. Additions to the tank and
recharging should be based on the performance of the solution. See Share
Corp Technical Data Sheet for operating instructions.

7. Peesolve 206 - (with Penstrip A) - An alkaline paint stripper which is
milder and slower acting than the hydroxide based solutions. It is used
primarily for aluminum and maguesium, especially where both metals co-exist
on the same part. Penstrip A is used as en additive to reduce the time
required for effective paint stripping, and to provide the capability to
strip chemical resistant coatings, such as epoxies and urethanes. The tank
is initially charged with 0.76 pounds per gallon Pensolve 206 and 7 fluid oz.

A-2
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per1gallon Penstrip A in water. The temperature is maintained at 180°F -

210 F. Additions to the solution should be based on a weekly labotatory
titration for alkalinity, and should be made in the same ratio as the initial
make-up. Results of analysis should be between 10-25 cc required for
neutralization.

8. Oakite 31 - An acidic detergent material which is used for cleaning, . ..
deoxidiuing and etching aluminum parts. The tank is originally charged with
a concentration of 20 percent by volume 0akite 31 and maintained at a temper-
ature of 180 F - 210 F. Additions to the tank should be made based on weekly ...
lab6ratory titrations for total acid concentration. Acid content should be
maintained in the range of 17 to 25 percent. For detailed operating
instructions, see Oakite Technical Data Sheet.

9. Oakite Deoxidizer LNC - An acidic deoxidizing agent used to remove smut,
mill scale, and oxides from aluminum parts prior to the application of
chromate conversion coatings. The solution shall be maintained at a
concentration of 10-20 percent by volume in water. Additions to the solution
should be based on a weekly laboratory titration for acidity. This solution
is used at room temperature (600 - 0O F).

10. Oakite FH - A mixture of chromic and phosphoric acids used as a
acidified rinse in the Oakite Cryscoat OC zinc phosphating process. The tank
is originally charged with approximately 21 oz. Oakite FH per 100 sallons
water. The temperature of the solution shall be maintained at 140 F to
160 0F. Additions to the solution shall be made to maintain the pH of the
solution between 2.0 and 4.0 based on weekly chemical laboratory pH
measurements. In addition, total acid concentration will be maintained at no
more than seven times the free acid concentration, A-2 based on a weekly
titration in the chemical laboratory.

11. Oakite Cryscoat OC - A zinc phosphating solution used to establish
heavyweight absorption coatings prior to the application of rust preventive
oils or as a prepaint treatment for steel parts. The tank is originally
charged with 4.0 gallons of Cryscoat OC par 100 Sllgns of water. The
temperature of the tank is maintained at 170 F - 200 F. Additions to the
solution shall be based on weekly titrations for total acid and free acid in
the chemical laboratory. The total acid concentration should be maintained
at 3.8 to 4.2 percent by volume, and the free acid concentration should be
maintained at 0.9 to 1.1 percent by volume. For process procedures end
quality inspection requirements, see Oakite Technical Data Sheet, HIL-P-16232
(Type 2). and MIL-P-5O02.

12. itechell-gradford Black Magic - A caustic, highly alkalie solution
costaining blackening *aIts which is used to establish black aide aoatings
on specific steel parts. The concentration of the blackening slts Shall be
maintained such that the boiling point of the solution is around 20 F. If
the solution boils before reaching 280 F, more sIts mit be added and
stirred into the solution. If the solution raches 280 F without boiling,
the addition of more water is required. The boiling point of the solution

A-3
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should be checked every time the solution is put into use. The correct

concentration of Black Magic salts giving the boiling point of 280*F is
approximately 5.5 pounds per gallon of solution. For detailed instructions
on the operation and the maintenance of this solution and quality inspection
requirements, see Mitchell-lradford Technical Data Sheet and NIL-C-13924.

13. Oakite Chromicoat L-25 z Chromate conversion coating solution which is
used to provide an adherent prepaint base and an effective barrier to
corrosion onoaluminum parts. The temperature of this solution shall be main-
tained at 90oF - 110 F. Additions to the solution shall be based upon a - - -

weekly titration for bexavalent chromium concentration and a pH measurement
in the chemical laboratory. The solution shall be maintained at a hexavalent
c ::-:m concentration of 4.5 - 5.5 percent by volume and a pH of 1.6 to 1.8.
Total chromium concentration shall not exceed twice the hexavalent chromium
concentration, based on a monthly check in the chemical laboratory.

14. AmChem Alodine 1200 - Chromate conversion coating solution which is used
to provide an adherent prepaint base and an effective barrier to corrosion on
aluminum parts. This solution shall be operated at room temperature (600 -

80 F). Additions to the solution should be based upon a weekly titration for
hexavalent chromium concentration and a pH measurement in the chemical
laboratory. The solution shall be maintained at a hexavalent chromium
concentration equivalent to a titration value of 4.0 - 5.0 cc and at a pH of
1.6 to 2.0. The hexavalent chromium concentration is controlled with
additions of Alodine 1200 and the pH'is controlled with additions of nitric
acid. for detailed operating instructions and quality control requirements,
see AmChem Product Technical Data Sheet, MIL-C-5541, and HIL-C-81706.

15. Tri-acid Etch - A mixture of hydro!luoric acid, sodium dichromate, and
sulfuric acid in water, used to etch and deoxidize aluminum parts prior to
the application of the chromate conversion coating. Additions to the
solution shall be based on a weekly titration by the chemical laboratory for
total acid concentration. The solution shall be maintained at a total acid
cncentration equivalent to a titraticn value of 15.0 - 22.0 cc. The solution
is initially charged with 0.86 lbs/Sallon sodium dichromate, 13.5 percent
sulfuric acid, and 1.31 percent hydrofluoric acid. Additions to the solution
should be made in the same ratios as the make-up of the ogiinal 0 solution.
This solution shall be maintained at room temperature (60 F - 80 F).

16. UIL-N-3171C, Type VI (DOW 19) - Chemical conversion coating which is
used to provide on adherent prepaint base and an effective barrier to
corrosion on magnesium parts. The tank is initially charged with 1.33
oeaf1llon cbromium trioside and 1.00 oxlgallon calcium sulfate dihydrate
(CeSO4 2120) or 0.80 os/Sallon calcium sulfate (CaSOC), Additions to the
solution shell be based on a weekly titration and p1 measurement in the
chemical laboratory. The titration value shall be mintalued between 14.0 -
16.0cc and the pU shall be maintained betoken 0.6 to 1.3. This solution
shall be mintaled at room temperature (60 F - 60F).
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17. Oakite Rust Preventive #2 - An emulsified oil solution used to provide a
protective coating over steel parts after application of zinc phosphate and
black oxide coatings. The temperature of the solution shall be maintained at
1600 F - 180 F. The concentration of the oil shall be maintained at 10 - 20
percent by volume. Additions to the solution shall be made based on a weekly

| extraction performed in the chemical laboratory. For operating instructions,
see Oakite Technical Data Sheet.
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DRA FT
LETTERKENNY ARMY DEPOT

CHAI4BERSBURG, PA 17201-4150

Facilities Engineering Division 9 June 1957
SOP No.

Facilities Engineering

ELECTROPLATING PROCEDURES FOR BUILDING 1

Parwragr

Purpose--- -------------------------------------
Scope -- --------------- ----- -------------- 2
Definitions --------------------------------------- --- 3
General ----------------------------------------------
Policies---------------------------------------- -------

Responsibilities ------------------------------ 6
Procedures------------------
Reference ------.-- -------------- e

1. Purpose. This SOP provides process procedures and controls for the hard

chromium and black chromium platirg operations.

2. Scooe. The provisions of this SOP are applicable to Directorate for
Maintenance.

3. Definitions. Definitions of terms used in this publication are consistem
with those used in LEAD-R 750-28, LEAD-R 750-29, and LEAD-R 750-30.

4.. General.

a. This SOP provides step-by-step process procedures and controls to
successfully accomplish hard chrome and black chrome plating without causing
unnecessary leaks/spills or creating excess rinsg~ater which accumlates In 0W
sump pit. The chemical and engineering aspects of these electroplating
processes can be found in LEAD-R 750-28, LEAD-R 750-29, and LEAD-R 750-30.

b. Hard chrome plating and black chrome plating as referenced in this
publication are tank or immersion electroplating processes. These operatems

are accomplished by suspending the item to be plated in.a tank filled with the
appropriate solution and applying electrical current.

S. Policies.

a. Operation and inspection:

(1) The northeast area of Juilding IN houses eight tanks which are used
for the hard chrome and black chrome platins. (See Figure 1 for the layeu 4
these tanks.)



FD SOP No. 9 jge 1967

(2) Table I lists the dimensions for these eight tanks. Tank 2 and
Tank 3 are the deepest tanks in the building. All parts being plated most be
completely submerged in order to insure complete and successful coatings-

(3) The parts being plated in Building 1 range in size from a few
inches to 93 inches (approximately 8 feet). The larger parts (i.e., rails,
recoil, rods) require Tanks 2 and 3 due to their depth.

- iNyL'I "fto.ysrsA

(4) All tanks are lined with MC liner. All tanks also have a G inch
grating along the bottom to catch any parts which may fall from their_fiL*Mmres.

(5) Tanks 6,-7, and 8 have a catch-basin long.the bottom to catch any
material due to leakage, spillage, or excess-rinsq(ater before it collects on
the floor. Tanks 1 through 5 have no catch basin, but Tanks 2 and.3 (the deep
ones) are inside a pit. The pit is lined with 9 to 14 inches of concrete. The
other three tanks (1, 4, and 5) also drain to the pit.

(6) The parts to be plated are hung from a copper fixture. These
fixtures range in length from 6 to 16 inches. The proper fixture is determined
by the size of the part to be plated.

(7) Four inches of the copper fixtures are exposed to the chromic acid,
so the copper fixtures are painted with "stop-off lacquer" along the settions
exposed to prevent plating on these areas.

(8) The configuration to electroplate a part consists of a box
structure made of copper (Cu) bars with eight lead (Pb) anodes equally spaced.
The lead anodes are approximately 8 inches in length and surround the part
being plated. There is approximately 6 inches from the top of the copper bar to
the surface of the chromic acid solution.

(9) In order to assure complete and successful coatings of parts in
Tanks 2 and 3, these tanks must be kept full of chromic acid solution. A good
estimate is 3 inches of free room from the top of the tank.

6. Responsibilities.

Plating shop supervisor will:

(1) Assure that procedures are being properly followed.

(2) Check all levels of the tanks to assure that the level of moltmion
is at the proper level. There must be proper cating, but at the same tim, me
spillovers should occur.

j
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7. Procedures.

Plating:

(1) All items to be chrome plated shall be cleaned and processed ir
accordance with HIL-STO-171, KIL-S-5002, QQ-C-320, and LEAD-R 750-29.

(2) When plating a part to a specified sizes, plating smay be stappe .
the part taken out of the tank; checked with a micrometer and/or plate gaaW.
and, if necessary, put back into the tank for resumption of plating.

(3) When the part is completely and successfully plated, the pat
should be pulled out of the tank and taken down to the specified rinsing area
(see Figure 1) and rinsed to remove all traces of plating solution. The e=ws
rins,9ater will then collect in the drain which empties into the Industrial
Waste Treatment Plant (IWTP). This drain does not start until the middle Cd
Tank 5 so that the parts must be taken down paSt this tank for rinsing.

(A) The part can then be dried and inspected.

8. References.

a. LEAD-R 750-29, Electroplating Procedures and Process Control

b. Water Quality Engineering Study No. 32-24-0571-85, Metal Finishu 8
Operation Compliance

Chief, ...... _ - .

DISTRIBUTION :
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II1 PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

TO. Craig MacPhee C DATE: 814/89
Revised: 8/14/89

SUB.TECr: Trip report: Red River Army Depot FIPOM: Jeff Davis
Contract No. DAAA15.88-D-0001 Bob Ressl
Task Order No. 0004 Fred Hall

]FrL.E: 3 7 69- 4 cc Bob Hoye
Dick Gerstle

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated in meetings and a tour of the facilities at the
Red River Army Depot (RRAD) on June 12 - 14, 1989. The purpose of this visit was to
acquire Information on the operations at RRAD that are relevant to the referenced task order.
Specifically, information on VOC emissions, plastic media blasting (PMB), chemical paintAstrippers, degreasing, and generation of metals-contaminated slulges was sought. This is one of
a series of visits to eight depots being made to acquire comparae data on these topics. In the
near future, USATHAMA will use this information to select and define research projects that
will be conducted by PEI under this task.

RRAD is located just west of Texarkana, Texas, approximately 150 miles east of Dallas,
Texas, on Interstate 30. Craig MacPhee represented the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous
Materials Agency (USATHAMA). PEI personnel present were Fred Hall, Bob Ressi, and JeffI Davis. Our primary contact at RRAD was Edward R. Hanna (PED 214-334-3658). In addition,
we met with Walter House and Ralph Linsey. At each of the various buildings and areas
Inspected, we also met with the manager or supervisor of those areas.

The purpose of this trip report is to document the Infomation obtained during the site
visit. The trip report Is presented In eight sections to address pertinent topics Included in the
scope of work of Task Order No. 0004. These sections are: Background, VOC Emissions and
Point Operations, Blasting Operations, Alternate Chemical Strippers, Alternate Degreasers,
Electroplating Operations and Metal-Contaminated Sludges, Other Areas of Interest, and
Conclusion/Rcommendtions.

BAC3FKUND

RRAD employs approximately 6,000 people, and its pifty mission is to repair
Sherman tanks and armored personnel carriers. Additionallly. te depot Is reently Involved
In the repak of om e ks and miscellWn eous s equw ment. Ihldual operations
k0m Amng, bl.ug, pain -, and comiplete m hp an repeir cptifs'
Including heav and Ii 1elinlg, elec-rica repall, and armament repai. The work load at
ARAD varies, an the wa-soled was gematn raft vey with i work ad. Because the
quanit of waft generated ile largely detrmnd by woik bad, lie IiAZIN goals set by the
AMlav to the 1965 baline figurm may nos lwys be direft reeant.

I
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ARAD Is the site for the fluidized bed demonstration test to be conducted under Task
Order No. 0005 of this contract. During this visit, information was collected on the facilities
and personnel that will be available during the conduct of this task.

The following Is a summary of the buildings visited and a brief overview of the processes
conducted In each building.

" Building 315: Machine Shop
- degreasing
- chemical stripping

* Building 323: Final Painting

" Building 345
- Electroplating, semi-automatic barrel plating line for hardware
- Component cleaning arpa

" Building 333: Parts Chemical Cleaning Area
- New cleaning line, not currently operational
- 2 paint booths for vehicle hulls
- Tank and truck disassembly

o Building 441: Small arms shop
- Phosphatizing
- Black oxide

* Building 493: Rubber shop
- Zinc phosphatizing lirne
- Chromate conversion line

VOC EMISSIONS AND PAINTING OPERATIONS

Currently, ARAD is In compliance with the Texas Air Control Board (TACB) regulations.
This compliance is based primarily on the fact that the fahly is In an attainment area.
Although the depot i currently In compliance,. the TACB expects ARAD lo maea a good-faith

~for to reduce or control VOC emissions. For new permit oppictin, , a health analysis wmist
be conducted and best available control technologis (such as high-ficency paint 11snsler)
mont be considered.

Painting Includes a variety of coatings from CARC to enunels avls . ARAD
curently uses high-solids, w-opnn CARC. Personnel IipIcatd tha the were not
satsfied with the performance of singie-oomponent CARC. ARAD does not use waler-reducie
primers because AMCCOM and the Missile Command we not sMOBIled wit te performance of
thes paints.

RRAD condcts paintngoperations in both vials-wd paint oulim aninos wEt
y Uer totrp te palclats.Personne preolartew~aler web bootsbecause lie

po luetan paintl (CARC) Is Otd enug tha t dy 8Mer f WomS I~t eve-my day. The
dy 1111sers were previousl deposed a huardos waitls. Wu pelofltl htilsd #tham n the

poW owed, te N~s were no Wowge hawdeue. A 1Wo of p@W bafts m-@0 slyused.-
Problems wth fth water-weil booft inobadid wsr18elmm udft bsip of Mdplo ishe

boughs. The Youghts o doveloped wsom bbolgWa rw tha bid a AvVn aft Wme Mhe
booft weo dmed& Now bofts have eldumers to resm dedge ft s e Ip of fte Walss,
wd al -Wee parse we stainless stee. The watler le0s01 rero tm ftr dsadmmers to to
booth. The booths are cleaned once a week, and te remal wl 0oa1n Is -I lPe-d.

2
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Personnel expressed an interest in the use of some kind of chemicals (such as detackMd"
agents) to reduce the volume of paint sludge. RRAD tried roll-up filters, but tightening of the
roll created heat and spontaneous combustion. Revamping the booths would require
approximately $19,000 per booth. The sludges collected from the water-wall booths we
currently treated as a hazardous waste.

Two small adhesive spray booths are located In the rubber shop. These ae used to apply
an adhesive to the road wheels to facilitate the attachment of the rubber.on the road waoli The
paint booths use dry filters, and there are no VOC control devices on the paint booths.

Most of the booths used for larger parts, like tank bodies and personnel carrier bodies,
are downdraft booths. The engine shop paint booth Is somewhat unique In relationship to ON the
other paint booths located in the facility in that it has a pit that Is equipped with a drqlpe
bucket arrangement that is designed to remove solids from the pit. However, this drag b "
conveyor was not operational at the time of our visit.

Some paint booths in the facility are not currently operational. For example, in Ihe
small arms area, the paint booth was shut down. The operations personnel In that area -ore
wanting to put the paint booth back Into operation so that they could use it with the CARC system.

Most of the paints are applied using air atomization spray guns. Paints are typicay
applied by hand-held spray guns from either 55-gallon drums or spray gun pots. Some of the
systems use two-component paints; most of these paints are applied with two-legged
proportional spray guns, and the paint Is typically thinned In the pot. There are some thwee-
legged proportional spray guns used where thinner is added at the gun. Most of the paktg is
done on large, flat surfaces (tank and personnel carrier bodies). No data exists to detmhine
paint transfer rates.

Personnel have tried electrostatic precipitation as a paint application method, but were
not satisfied with Its performance.

The paint-application guns are typically cleaned with methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), which
is shot Into the waste drums. The waste solvents are then transferred to DRMO for disposal.

The Items painted in the paint booths are usually sent to some kind of dryer. Alow of the
dryers are steam heated; however, there are a few Infrared-heated paint dryers.

VOC emissions from vapor degreasers are typically controlled with either water or
refrigerated chillers. Some of these strippers have automatic covers. Most of the deglumers
are equipped with some kind of lid. Most of the degreasers use 1,1,1-trichioroethane as the
degreasing medium. One of the vapor degreasers is equipped with an n-line vapor dition
unit. There are some minor VOC emissions that occur from the degreasdng operations located at
the facility and some at the supply area where a stoddard solvent and protective coating we
mixed and applied to tracks that we being shipped from the i lity.

The facility has several non-vapor degreasers using mineral spirits and soddud
solvents. These degreasers are all maintained by Safety Kleen. which comes In on an as
required basis (typically once a week) and services the degreasers.

There are some minor VOC sources from an MEK paint stripper. TACB is trying to
convince RRAD to discontinue the use of MEK as a paint stripper because of the phenols present
in the waste stream.

BASINOPERATIONS

Most of the parts blted at RRAD ae aiminum, with me stl pars. Most of th
blating operations ae assoctd wlit the vehicle hlls and are done with stainless; sWlt in
an automated shot blast operalon. Tpa Oe forbleang IVa vehle hull Is 47 muinas. There

Sarso some Welsoga~to ard Palom ~e shotclari g devIcesmiteod aioumd is
faclty. For example, n the ubber shop (Buildtng 493), there ar several that are ueed for
removing the lost trace of rubber from the road wheel and track segments prar to Ini going
through the reconditioning shop. An auomed kfing mchne Is being itad to ule ths

3
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Cperation. An automated steel blast booth is used in Bulding 333 to remove paint from vehicl
hulls. The booth measures approximately 30 ft high and 15 ft wide.

There are a couple of hand cabinets that still use walnut shells in the facility; howev.
RRAD personnel plan to discontinue the use of these cabinets. Some sand is still used, bui i
gradually being replaced with perdot. Where the sand is being used. it Is recycled using
separators and cyclones. Some aluminum oxide and glass bod e also used on a smal a.
The residue from all blasting operations is disposed as a hidous waste because of cdmbm
and chromium content.

The depot has held discussions on trying carbon dioxide blasting and plastic media
blasting. Although the depot is Interested in information regarding the use of these two blast
media, they are somewhat skeptical of their usefulness on te kinds of parts blasted at the
facility. Personnel believe that both the carbon dioxide and the plastic media blasting would
take significantly longer than the current blasting media and provide only minimal beneft
with regard to reduced quantities of hazardous waste that must be disposed of from the blmsthu
operations. RRAD has tried PMB on two occasions, but was not Impressed with the resuIt.

For some operations, parts are stripped and repaired as necessary; however, some
clients want an item completely stripped.

ALTERNATE CHEMICAL STRIPPERS

Several large chemical stripping tanks are used at RRAD. RRAD has been designatd ft
Center for Technical Excellence (CTX) for nonchiorinated solvents. A specification for a
nonhazardous alternative stripper has been written and a product has been ordered. The prdkom
selected will Ikely be one of the solvents recommended by USATHAMA under a previous re
In which numerous solvents ware evaluated. This now product will be incorporated into a am
electroplating line that has been partially constructed.

Most plating lines contain a caustic cleaner (TT-R-230) bood by a rinse and a
hydrochloric acid dip. Phosphoric acid is used as a rust remover. Nitric acid is used for
precleaning In anodizing lines. Sludges from these tanks were previously emptied once a yaw.
but this practice has been sopped because of the manpower involved. The caustic corrosion
tanks last about 6 weeks; make-up is added as necessary.

A filter is used for paint strippers to remove Iloatable substances and extend product
o. Otherwise. the stripper keeps working on the paint, thereby decreang the chemial

activily. Personnel expressed an interest in a filler press for the caustic corrosion rmwwn
A i ter is used on a caustic corrosion remover in Building 345, but the shop chief believes St
a grease trap would perform beter. Personnel sample each tank once a week to specify mainm
up.

ALWRTE DEASES

A number of large vapor dogreasing tanks are located throughout the depot. The
degressg solvent used is 1 ,.1 -lichlooelhane. A vapor degreaser is ocanumly used 6 oe
rubber shop to dissolve rubber remaining on wheols ater befn mostly rmved wNh a ai-
lte. This degreer is frequently umd up. and peroneml plan to amp on IL This
opeal wi be repld by an autmsiad WOV maee. and lr by a bidked bed

A centraled mcclg ftt was One pe~e n dan po There Were s o
oemaons when the solven beame aldlled, od In both oases an Mem of mi
aovo was used in thepocess t (a mwxn e pealan eojule solven shul he
uMd). The 1.1.1- 9hoet Is currel* sm for reycn off ele.
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ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS AND METAL-CONTAMlNATED SLUDGES

The electroplating shop conducts chromium, cadmium, and zinc electroplating. and
electroless nickel plating. Building 345 has a semi-automatic barrel cadmium plating line that
processes 1,000 pounds per hour of hardware. A number of chromate converaon 0ating
(anodizing) operations are used; the chromic acid in these operations contributes most of the
chromium in the rinse waters sent to the industrial waste tretlment plant.

RRAD personnel have made a number of changes in their operations to address safety
concerns, reduce waste, and improve their efficiency. The elroplating shop no longer uses
any cyanide In their process solutions. Zinc plating Is conducted in a chloride solution and
cadmium plating is done in a sulfuric acid-based solution.

RRAD has replaced a lot of cadmium plating with zinc plating on non-critical Items.
Some work orders give the option of cadmium or zinc. For general purpose hardware, zinc is a
sufficient replacement for cadmium, but for some applications such as elecironics, cadmium
must be used. The first rinse after the cadmium piting is used as mlie-up to the cadmium
plating tank. Adcitional rinse tanks provide countercurrent rinsing.

Most of the chromium electroplating has been replaced with spray metallizing. In this
operation, a stainless steel wire feed s vaporized and coats the parts, which Is then ground to
the required tolerance.

Rinses for all process tanks are supposed to be on only when actually rinsing. This
minimizes the amount of water that must be treated in the IWTP.

Aluminum parts are treated by a phosphotc/chromic acid strip, a non-etch cleaner, and
a chromic/nItric acid deoxidizer. A now cleaning area has been Installed In Building 333 that
contains 5 separate lines. The new alternate stripper will be used here. The Ines we not
currently operational because of problems with the design, iudin narrow walkways.

Chromate and phosphate wastewater streams are treated separately in the Industrial
waste treatment plant (IWTP), which receives an estimated 260,000 to 290,000 gallons of

O wastewater per day. The Influent chromate stream (consising of chromium and all acidic
wastewaters) contains approximately 3 ppm chromium and 1 ppm lead. The chromate is
pumped Into an equalization lagoon, and then transferred to the chromate storage tanks. The
water Is treated with sulfur dioxide to reduce chromium, and Ime i added to precipitate the
heavy metals and neutralize the solution. The chromate is thn pumped to a lagoon, where it is
tested.

The phosphate wastewater enters an API oil soparator, and to od is reclaimed and sold
through DRMO. The remalinder of the stream is transferred to one of three 500,000 gallon
equalization tanks. Lime and calcium are added in a rapid mix chamber to reduce the phosphate
concentration. The water is sent through a flocculator claffier, and the pH is than adjusted
with carbon dioxide. The effluent is pumped to the final hoing lagoon and, after testing, is
released Into a nearby creek.

Prior to 1U, the chromate and phosphate sludges were not segreged, and the entire
volume was disposed as a hazardous wow. In I, howmeer. ti price of sludge disposal rose
krom $75 to SM per o.. The phosphate sle is disposd In a depot 1- d. ad the
chromt sldge is removed once or twice a yew by a cosa*rmo aom drying beds.
Appirxoimaey 6.8 tons of chromate slge we e ted per mol. ad 3.7 am of phosphate
sludge we eerated per month. Etraton Pmo r Toidy reslt or the chromate sldge
show a concentration of cadmium in the extrat of 14.0 wuoL (EP iePit I i 1.0 mn/L)
and a coneonraion of chromium In the exrat of 0.3S u4L (EP ToUhy i is 5.0 nWL).
These resut 1 1111!tethat the sludg is haadous for aafham. not for drafum. Personnel
1icad thM sluge dsposal is amenfly a big p mblem. beauee of Soe ae oof geaion of
th sluce, t oft doe not have 11me to dry In te dyn be& belr mother Mar i pled on
lop. Most of te chromium in the skge rufts rom toe WodMiV op ierai cndo ed in two
spray bootf In Building 333. A oractor has beei reu*W ared to e c! femt a1- In
these operations, with thought ti that isalon shld reuce t Omwt of hzrdous sudge.
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However, the cadmium in the sludge Is above the EP Toxicity limit and would need to be uduA
to make the sludge nonhazardous.

RRAD personnel are interested In more point source treatment in the future to rduce
sludge volume and metal concentrations. Ed Hanna believes hat the alodining process Ilset mw
be unnecessary. Elimination of this operation would result In a large decrease In chromium
treated by the IWTP.

OTHER AREAS OF MEREST

RRAD will be the site of the demonstration testing for the fluldized bed parts cleawf
system to be conducted under Task Order No. 0005. The fluldized bed system will be used t
replace many of the chemical stripping operations. RRAD personnel plan to install the sys
In Building 345. The area that has been set aside for the equipment consists of three 24! x 2C
bays that are 39 ft high. The area is not adjacent to a wall, so venting the unit will require
ducting, and the afterburner fan will need to be sized for the pressure drop. Venting of the wt
could partially block a bridge crane However, this was indicated as acceptable to the facility
personnel present. RRAD Indicated they would begin accumulting representative componem
planned for the demonstration test so they could be shipped to a vendor for demonstration Pft
to purchasing the equipment. Facility personnel seemed cooperative and enthusiastic regardl
the demonstration tests. In particular, they were willing to begin the permit application
process by proparing an ouftet of the permit application as soon as possible.

Operation of the equipment will probaly require a special permit from the Texas Ak
Control Board (TACB). Curnt permit practices may require as much as six months to
the permit, with an expedited duration of two to three months.

Some of the special problems in using the fluldized bed parts cleaning system me
discussed. The use of the sysam on alumiran wheels may require a quench tank trealtment to
restore the alumnum temper. The effect of heat on the aluminum will need to be determined
Use of the system for engine blocks, other complex shapes, and small parts could require aMoial
provisions 11o remove the fluldized bed media (aluminum oxide) from the Parts after Dusn.
Also at issue Is whether repeated use of the fluldizing meli will cause a buldup of metals in he
bed. Most parts to be processed in the bed will be steel, although some auminum pais w alo
be processed. The eflect of processing both aluminum and steel parts in t1he sae bed may bea
Issue. The post treamnt of parts necessary to remove chad wi need to be deternined. Tle
racks used in the conveyo Ilnes ae often thicy cooed with paint Thaw may be coni
parts for lulidized bed cleaning.

RRAD Is also purchasing a Ilukldzed bed unit to remove rubber from tracked veoha, of
which 11y have sen successful dumonsr tions. The fluldized bed used in Owe demoeussaf
test will not be used to remove rubber from tracked vehicles.

Ed IHm Is itrsted In aluminum Ion vopor depostn to rpl-o cadmium ad on
pletg The che dffiulty In Imtplementing ti tecnolog would be convinig tOe TO* an
Autmonve Comwnd (TACOM) to accept goe product. A dmnnosri b et of We techobW
wl be conducted at Anmiston Army Depot under Task Order No. 0006 oftis 0onrac

Evakt te as of me-tods to reduce pinl sludp volume, InIMng addition el
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° Evaluate the effectiveness of the nonhazardous chemical stripper that has been
purchased for the new plating line.

Purchase a filter press to reduce sludge from the caustic corrosion removal
tanks.

° Evaluate the use of on-site solvent recycling for 1.1,1-trichloroethane.

0 Determine methods of reducing chromium and cadmium concentrations In the
wastewater treatment sludge.

* Evaluate whether alodining is necessary for sufficient corrosion protection.

o Transfer results of aluminum Ion vapor deposition demonstration tests to RRAD. AssW
with meeting requirements to obtain a unit.

RRAD's interests and needs will be compared to those of other depots that have been
visited. RRAD personnel should be kept informed of the results of any testing relevant I #Wk
needs conducted under the current HAZMIN effort.

1
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I~J~ments obtained from RRAD

Sources of hazardous waste generation and suggested HAZMIN activities

Process flow diagram of the IWTP

Process low diagram of new cleaning area in Building 333 (not attached)

Text description of the IWTP (not attached)

Process flow diagrams of the new electroplating shop in Building 345; chemical cleaning of
ferrous and aluminum parts in Building 348; chemical cleaning process sequence, North awsk
rack. Building 345 (not attached)
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PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

TO: Craig MacPhee DATE: 4119189
Revised: S12/89

SUBjEcr. Trip report to Sacramento Army Depot FROM: Fred"IW
BabHoye
Jeff Davis

FILL 3789-4 cc Dick Gem*ti

USATI4AMA and PEI personnel participated In meetings and a tour of the facilities at the
Sacramento Army Depot (SMAD) on April 6 and 7.1989. SAAD Is kocaed in southeast
Sacramento, Caliornia. Craig MacPhee represented the U.S. Armny Toxic and Hazardous
Materials Agency (UISATHAMA). PEI personnel present were Fred Hull. Bob "aye and Jeff

Dai.Our primary environmental contact at SAAD was Pat CD~MtiEvlne
Coordinaor. In addition, we met with Lloyd Parter, Paint Section CW. WIllem Andamson.
Chief of the Rfinishing Branch and Chair of the Enrkonmentl Couni; Richard ldrdge and
Roy McClymonds, both of the Equipment Cleaning Section; sanalting booth operators; John
Wilson. Chief of the Plating Section; Richard Solandar, who showedi us the waesaer treatment
plan; Benjamin Guerra, operator of the wastewater tea~nnt plan; and Roald Stevnsn.I The purpose of this trip report memno Is to document the hibrmallo obtained during the
site visit. The trip report is presented In eght sections to address pertinent topics included in
the scape of work of Task Order No. 4. These secio are: Bdgound VOC Emidssionhs lasing
Operations, Alternate Chemical Strippers, Aternate Degreasera Electroplaft Opsaons
Other Areas of Interest, and Concluslons'eaom dons.

SAM0 empy Mpproilmly 3.300 Pop*, and ft prmary mson -Is to rapd and
mantain elembrc and amwoansequmen. Len A i rm Dqo mid Len
Bluegrass Army Depot perorm samia function. MAAD wE eupade aniniremd -a oad
When Lawk ao 1 Suegrasas osed in toe mew **are

SAAD has been o w l or 00sclas o a plai media bulg tf ud pe-cae
* metiong of -1ternate chemilca 1 per1* Personnl at MAD spaseod a sgasto m0mue

to conduct .. . 0, ef Q.t wLh SAWAX Pat Ch*mII e90s ttth aei~
nder 0 We auw should be as Oas nasSeup nsW m thets

SAAb ai pekgonswrei osias wath We reion low OMShNI
Calil asmsd ft 9b swAlen regublon. Linda fte amltN Tufts to 00
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Information and Assessment Act of 19WS, SAAD is required to devise a plan by Augus 1, lOls
to come into compliance with state VOC emissions regulations. SAAD must inate Oni plan
within six months after tha date. The in"as phooe of the com plan Is an inventory of al
stationary sources on the depot. Because SWAAD has not conduicted sir omnissions amrMerim f in
11 years. personnel will use estimates of emissions based on Info melon ontine in three
depot tracking systems to complete the inventory. SMD maintain an automated 1Mlar- I Sd
Dat Shee (MSDS) ftl. with over 3.000 recrde. Thes rcm os ae entered by- depot
personnel and thus conain informat on suahenos spedl to SAAD. The depot alo has
Voacking systems for hazardous materials and hazardous wastes, which we on two diffren
COMputer Systems.

California regulations for painting operation cove paint VOC content. transfer
e*Mocey, and air emissions. The allowable VOC content In paint has deesed tm 500 0&L to
340 g/L. and depot personnel believe that the state will decreas this value to 260 g1L.
Paintin operations must also meet a minimumn tansfer efficiency of 65 percent regardless of
the resulting VOC emissions; a trasfe efficiency of 6 Percent has been Proposed. Finely. Se
air emissions from painting operations are regulated In term of cocnrtosand total
emissions per year. Although this system may be uniqlue to, Caliornia at Pesent, other stalI
often 11low Ca111oMIN'S lead in enVirnena legislation, and other de-pot throughout the
country may be required to meet these standards

We visited fth auomatd painting kue booth In Ouldig 420. The stripped! and deeme
Parts we carlied through the bollty on an overhand toanspar @salem. given a primer cat
I an opon-ended pain booft died In a &ftn oven, petteid with CARC (asigecmont
polyuresthane paint), and dried again In a drying oven. P@ain isapplied with a tufto air-
operalte spray systm., which achieve s a ender effidalnoy of 60 to 65 pericent. The high-
soift pats are obrash e andl weow out the spray gun put quidd. Dry Stors preven the
oweupray paint from daduargi g to the outside air but do not decrease VOC emilssions. These
St11irs eesoledin water and*ecred naenohazardoswaste.- andonecorspmen CA srC e heocnly paints&e Enaela contain more hu

340%I VOC content arid e t1herelores no used at SAAD. Pat coals have de~ed since t
inuenum VWC conten tregulions have been promu%"td booms. only one vendor fianlclo
the hig-aid pek f Anew paint %omuton is sutd to a rfoous and expensive
tsot pwcadore which many man1otm do not want to endwre.

Th pintin opendorm at SAAD employ no air Wmlein - c-I o devices, with the
s 1p1- of dry Sta11rs that W o h overspray pant Pat chdim aid tha the contow of

VOC omissions at f thecl -i is ver espenevs. and that devioe such a % s in ntos would ateg
an coons problem. Personne at kAD thus preow to stud tho Wptun solirione, such as,
changhn paint speclicaton's or applcton mithods. The psin1ing operatOns must also meat
the requird transfer efiiecand muimmum allowatle VOC content rgerdis of the csf
an fth missions alms. i o * woult iO beea prs fo 1 r bfthes such as SAAD

uuAl requir sparat coane equipmenti . SAAD hoe U peumffled helmt of vanes obs
in Owa ksiw bildings, allhuotigh the miufty of painting la roa in Suk a ht 4M Two

eddisn~~bots awe under cenlrailm
An~sokChidf of te itt~ &arch at SAAD, Is Oterad p 1 oft in

opplibo i terqus Iu soi i momu -6" m Od VOC esuedats Paeoaqs mOe
WM enh hry MN - ad~ auto ofm

qkl prpedesof ubaW inta e aid dOW ID Gbesb ~Mad radlum OD

pow____, h - eew n t the m o-ware sot smoosseek W. Anlderasuft df
MW" b bd betOfmts ,to ft- hiu n *A p ea l m. ma e lm P Wm
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One methylene chloride paint stripping tank is In use for small parts In the plating shop.
The tank is approximately 15 by 6 1eet, and is vente to Vite out air without any air
pollution controls. During use the tankis are niot overed. The puts awe mmudy W kom
the stripper tak and diped In a hot caustic "Nluone which vapokne Owe methyles chloride
and removes the paint from the parts. The parts wsen dippe In a cold wote rinse beth. The
water from the rinse bath Is periodically sen to otarilers (Bu~din 301) witout treatment.
The transportation of the rins water to the cld~ir and fte asocied agitatio 0may semv to

srpany methylene chloride from fte water. but an~ae of Vie wate . mehytene hrde-
have not been condlucted. The clarilsf water Is oallyzed for metal pulor to dsdc-arge to 11h
POTW, but is not analyzed for total toxic organics (TTO). Studies, as described late in t
report, are being conducted to find an alternate strppr to replace oViemllane choride.

The plating shop (Building 420) has a vapor degreaser tha uses 1,1.1-trchloroethane
as the solvent. The tan has a cove and measures 40x 70 x 90 Inches . Anothe degreaser in
this same building uses Freon and ultrasonic waves for cleaning MUprt.

A list of SMAD permitted air emission sources Is prov ided as an attachment to this
report.

BLASTING OPERATlON

A plastic media blasting (PMB) facility was rcny constructed at SAAD but Is not In
full-time use yet because of operttonal problems, although some tt have been conducted.
The construction of the plastic media blasitin booth cost $0000 aid was supervised by the
Army Corps of Enginesers. The system and plat media were niwiuarred by Aerolyte. SMOD
WINl use Vil facility prmaril to remove Paint fom counmnleaun WHM sheltrs The exterio Of
the shelters are currently senblautd end Vie Irterr w hav ode s wkkt and
honeycomb vents, are hand sanded. The hand sendng of Vie1 inor Is a very labor-IntensIveI process and requires approxirnatly 40 man hours to comiplete The blasting of fte exterior
requires qppo~matel 4 man hours.

The use of PMB wil reduc paint use becaus Oie opertors cam remove one layer at a
time. The prie does not need to be stripped NM Is aE In goodhpe. Allmoeagh Vie Army is

ahlngtoOweuseeof CARC POnal nperla.DESO gul , iesucll 1lhesIsa ood
coat on an htem, Vie paet should no be stripped Just to providle a CARC cooling. The primer,
however, must be en epoxy for good adhesion of CARC pit When WAD opertornot
Identify the primer, Vie Item is l! pp d to the bWe subsnia. Pts t ae" be partially
swoppe and repainted N Oke coa-9ng is good in some soea; htonver an Itein cooed with an old
layer of enamel cannot be patill eaInted w(M CMG. In such cases, toe wu Item is
eft pe. Evey Item paite with CAO has a bWe wit a dele on wIh Vie put was painted.
allowng for positive Identification in Vie future.

Durng operation, Vie overhead duest in fte booth Is ventled outside to abegous without
psI'D thoWugh a recycing syte1 aid OW e res idue I aedbed In Sgue Pft Mm. The

Wailily Is designied to collect Vie partle ofl plo mea Si 6 to Own foo In bw vets
The meia Is sent to a a~ co o inside 9W bWMM& ~h aSpss fmdet mO aft
dotes. Heaier mumble med a my to a lqe WAd PM I 1 M. tom ~m te e enwih Ve

me0 are reycled to Vie b1-u -1b ooM. TM be 5 IN f Pm d e~m ai an
tnsmported to aamidbhoo aid are asistd h l~A t~dmw.,

A number of unsolve operatonal r Ilems wilt 910 Phado Uaft ~b ft hsve
prvne oie bglms tue of Lmemet Thes "wsuon fts VA bus Ob ao gev no

W Illing air. to their reeplatos. vesoe am 1w If bed s mbee Weh0 down
at saido every i5 to 20bisP prtssupa nseMdp m TheM 7moing
slste -an So Ver bI us doe Pi -- mad. wMIn a nb ft dee to 11a be0 dons
rat form a pod ea" wiO Pm %We and tomd ame rP dee. Mnpuetss P m
PUS "Wowsr had psbus-1r~ewo meia t m un 1111011e
Pm and baghMe hpe rsIofmd, whoma ave bee m by an hP Oper
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&MMn of toe air flow through the cyclone. A siev analysis of the used plastic media could heip
aMus Cyclone operating parameters (e-g., modfying damper settings or fan speed) to obtain

maimm use of fte plastic media anid minMal wast generation. Most of these problems shomM
be s ohed by the equipmnent manulacure and ontractor.

The corrn of the comnotftons shelters awe oveitaln with stee for lifting purposes
ari seveal MOteel hae are on goe outside of the shelters. These perts we ofe rusted and
would not be unen-ale to stripin a*l with plastic mueda. This p oblgm WI need to be solved
IfPb IDtbe ted n 170 beinaldanow mawofthOWelers

SandblasIis stil bein uaeM to st" shelters In bilding 420. Air leaks In the
baghouse collection system and dumpster (a rol-off box) losing system wre a common
problem This leads to emissions of be dusty sand. The duct work Inside the building has bew
degraded by the abrasive sand, and has been repaired temporarily. The duct work is scheduled
for replacement Operators of a san~last glove box In a sm0 room adjacent to the large
MOW "astig booth indicate tha the door to the booth Is sometimes left open for large
sanbmsiIng Jabs. which leads to an cobvlous loss of medi.

The sand used Is size 30 mesh, and the usage rate Is approximately 600 pounds per fsm
of bilastig. One or two dumpsters per day of waste sand we collected and disposed of as
nanhazardous waste. Garnet and aluminum oxide are also occasionally used.

ALENTE CHBCAL STRIR

SAAD has been wadgwith the Construction Engineerin Research Laboratory (CERL)
In Champaign. NnMeolsa tOWn a no-hoiaenon-phenolc stipper to replace methylene
chlorde. CURL origiall conducted Mortor-scle studies on 25 a 30 strippers. Of Vomw
Ine were cOsen for plotscal studes In a 25-gallon tank. OWNdl skiper was selected for a
Phite 3, full-scale study and SAAD instlle a 1,700-galln tank The stripper coat $638 per
*um, and SMOD spent P25.000 In stelt-up .osts. The primay problems with the stripper
wae a high rate of evaporation. a long dip te, and the cost, but othewis the stripper am
wauing wall. After six mnthsI, however, Oaldte completely lost fs effetiveniess anid the
vendo has not been heiplu In remeding the problem. SAAD peronn e el tha a Wle span of
six mionth Is much too shat male the proceasoonomically viable. The tan of Oalfte
remains In I*e plain shop, and In aillpon, SAAD has 10 drums of fresh Caldt. The
approdmats- cost of Slepoa of -e llO 1d wold be W00 per drum.

During our vist persomnelfom CERL ware on sit condctin laboratory-scale testg
of owle suuper (lr 0 end M Roooo). A a!lpe OFrom Fin Orgmnics, which uses a
Urello - proedure to determine make-up chardcals, has ehady passed Pwie oratory-scae
te- 0ng with satisactoly result. A pone survey of users may be usefu In determining the
supectsd ft of these si ppers

OMr Oastl has Itpe wIngt methylene clo Ide Is agin being used to stri podv
onWM parts. Pat CuAmms I d ONOr sIi Ud NoOt watil be will% to, modu a Walei
e an merW Sipper I A ----

Ped Nowe Anmy D@pa has an been i it0te Sams lee chemical'
ipeeas SAAW. but Is pluu lo alp Owe Wwariol d pliolale test arid go to bw

e016 Ve. hiormilon Whilnd M Wshould tIm be very umeM t RAD.

lb veper 101assr N Mk erm Its A ------- arse es-Wng111
etllam~ueasn so"u Is OsW in " pk" ship b 3 The *11is vee and

isiiiiem s 40 x 76 x 90 Moes. A dsueser a Freosm is n is1 -0 in -,-- - b-0r The m~qm lasb kpe OW be f asp dw maii past Sd is psusd
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as a cold degreaser. William Anderson believes that DuPont may have a substitute fo Sron,
but this chemical Is much more expensive.

EUECTROPLATSG OPERATMN

Duwing our site visit to SMOD, we toured the electroplat operation and waf5elr
pretreatment system. SAAD electroplates cadmium, chromium, nickel, uOver. gold RuppruIan
tin. Plating solutions are analyzed in SMAD' laoratory in determine when to emnptyoft or
add metals. The Items to be plated are manually moved from tank to tank. The parts m w e d
to drain as much a possible to reduce drag-out.

Two wastewater collection systems are in place corresponding to different mdam* of
treatment. Chromium and other acidic wastewaters are collectled I one system, anid dwm
waters containing cyanide are collected In another system. Speciho mebal and moaste sas
are not segregated. Precious metal rinse waters are very dilute anid, after pH adjuuul. ame
sent to the final clarifier prior to discharge to the POTW.

The rinse waters are sent to a pretreatment facilt outside the platin shop, Ilc' does
not have a treatment permit. Chromim and othe acidic wastewtr wre Vratead a& slur
dioxide under acidic conditions to reduce hexavalent chromium to fean chromium This
process occurs I three treatment tanks with capaciie of 2A40 gallons each. This spas atso
receives a small chromium wastewater flow from the graphis &Ut buldin. Cyanide
wastewaters are treated with chlorine under basic conditions to ouidla canide. The t
streams are combined in a 25,000 galon selttln tank. SWA hask Mue a polym =kion
system that will begi operationis soon to aid flocculation of partcls The sludge bm*A
seaing tank Is pumped to a 710-gallon capacit sludge Iholeing bdi in a dked ara. The NquW
is decanted off the top and the sludge disposedas a hmzrdouswase AprodMhatay6
gallons of sludge are colleced per year .I The liquids from the settling tanks are sen to Buildinig 301, which has two o.MM
1125,000-gallon clarifiers. These tanks also acept liquid from the precious meta *An tank
after pH adjustment and from the methlen chlorlde rinse tank. The precious met alue
waters anti methylene chloride rinse waters wre referred to as ODW 40' wer. The carlr
liquid is sampled and analyzed; Nf the analysis reveals tha contaminan levels In t "I do
not exceed permit discharge limits, the wate Is dischaged to t POTW The sewer clgo] U~lmits, set by the County of Sacramento are prowie in an attachment to t report. The
laoratory analyzes for metals but not for t o ft cil organ los Owing a retinsIFPONm .te
state of California analyzed for total ti organls. but has ret hInlle SAAD ofthe mmdi.
The sludge from tebottom o thee nksispum ped outaout twotmes per year mid osed
ns a hazardous waste. Apporoml 6.000 galln wre diupsee per year.

The sludgeaskfrml Viatin uamiddeftier1 we alhed -POWwasse weEP
Toxic forchromium. Resultof tesludge soa o llyees arepovildds nan at~en- to
ti report. Rchard Solsiniter aNma-ed teW toko @hm Ime-ae at 12O0O gollos per year.

The shidoes wre collecme by MP Vacum Truck SoaM.. and.ho naponed to Paulo Taneri in
Son D1eg0. CalornIS. The depsel ous for a moa p dnm n 615,1 for ON0 Wn &.

The eldges do not underg nyw ater-ing presmes. uhiloupna ckde l dis
MOMi Installed n1"r Suldhu 301. 'FMO din toe a -EPA mw"a ~bb
PolUton Con"o COat In ft 1 Olsphilng Wdidhush?)S %~l sludge ber a dmerw
Oramtss 0. to 3 per-et de t Ile te chdd Itm a 69O 'eAm toWAM
111111nNMdmly 3 to 5 peren sft I uluw Noime isdwd. MAritls of ftskudge
moitue mom would reea te beneft of sb#Vd-- digS teduiqe Pt CIIn
kindiud toa the dept may be 1us1esig in ata1 atIN of t sldge.

&WA Is c0sd1igbetln a WmrMe sYtmM for deM ii N bgsM pft. The
depot isonsiderft inga eiaWdpbtin e. A rets uyb u es m
various moping technl0OWe" that cou1d,11uW SAl s da pd waf by 80 to U P~N
However, depot personnel onlsI eeplting wat isn~o a w pftorl.
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SMAD uses a drum crusher that Is located in a fenced area to reduce the volume oi 1-
gallon and 6-gallon cans and 55-gallon drums. Regulations require that the the I1-gallon and
5-gallon cans must be crushed Nf there Is more than one "nc of material at the bottom;
othewise the cans are considered ORCRA empi and discarded I a non-hmzrdous dumpater.
AN 66-gallon drum that cannot be reused wre crushed Drumns i good condition wre ture in
for reme.

SAAD collects batteries from other Army Instalsions. The depot empties the acid Wu
does not toea It as the facility does not have a RCRA treatment permit. The acid Is pumped ma a
a holding tank and disposed as a hazrdous waste. The battery casings are sent to DRMO.

Personnel at SMAD have undertaken a number of cooperative efforts; with USATHAM
aimed at reducing their hazardous waste generation and are Interested in pursuing other
activities. SAAD has participated I alternate stripper tesitin. use of plastic media blasting.
and a study by Acurex to minimize electroplaing waste. We should keep ourselves hIford a
the progress of these activities so that we may transfer hiormatln lo, other depots.

SAAD exipressed Interest hinreducing VOC emnissions from painting operation by
inpensAv modillications and appllca- tchiques. binging the* plasti media booth on

111ne, and conducting further test with alternate chemica stripers. They are also knteing aAmidge drying bed to reduce the volumne of thei eleI opIng- sludge.
The IolL-w No pre sents some potential HUZM proact on wIch USATHAA cM~

pi o muIt sismnce to SAAD.

"Assist with optimization or trouble shooting of plastic media blasting operation.

* Investigate methods, and waste minimization potential of dewatering electroplatig
sludge.

" Implement recommendations provided i the Acurex report.

*Continue alternate stripper tstin g. Conduct phone survey of user to gather
informatlio on expected Wes of stripers.
investigate reduction of VOC emnissions from paint operations by changing paint VC
content or method of appicalonm. Evsuat powder coatings.

*Evaluate feslift of VOC emissions 0ontrol for email mulipl sources.

*Explore methds of reducing Aigliv sand emissions from the sandblest fat

SAAswitss and needs wil be "an ed to tese of COWe do"e thatl will be *
In t near tonw. SAAD personne! SOicul be ep 0-110 1ed of #we reslt of any teeing
rdeu oo their needs condctd under toie saes HAZMN seirL
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Doc~ument& obtained from SAAD

Air Sources and permits list, 12/28188 (attached)

Sewer discharge limits (attached)

Laboratory analysis of sludge from pretreatment plant and clarifiers (attached)
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LABORATORY ANALYSESOF SLUDGES
(Results in ppm, as received)

SLUDGE FROM SLUDGE FROM FILTRATE
710-GALLON BUILDING 301 FROM

METAL SETTUNG TANK BUILDING 301

As 137.5 192 0.07
Se 104.2 384 0.13
Sb 65.8 482 0.04
Zn 426.7 5737 0.04
Pb 160.0 384 0.08
oj 186.7 8582 0.06
Ni 1055.8 530 0
Mn 25.0 241 0
Fe 1801.7 46432 0.03
Cr 320.8 35873 0.04
Mg 1878.5 9257 1.09
Al 1355.0 7763 2.49
Ca 3122.5 21504 8.17
Cu 824.2 19672 2.87
Ag 9.2 2748 0
Ba 37.5 48 0.02
Be 1.0 0 01 V 5.7 0 0

I
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V Am ijns tration: (916) 855-8300 DXC AS . FALtXZ , r

oCJiction: (916) 855-8330 7ZY 71CE, Deputy bi
(916) 855-8320 W.C. HA'DJR , JZR. , Deputy bzig

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

IIAWMINI O 1 UNM , WORKS -8 SEP ., 13 -,,-.: UL1A -SO ........ ,, ,,,.,,,,,l
COLLECTION SYSTEM ........... S. Walton, Superintendent
EN'GINEERING SECTION . . J. P. Gaffney, Principal Engineer
9%60 Ecology Lane
Sacranento, California 9S827

September 1, 1987

1550.000

Pat Christran, Environmental Cooreinator
Sacramernto Army Depot
8250 Fruitridge Road
Sacramento, California 91,613

VMr. Christman:

Subject: Sewer Use Permits

,ur existinr sewer use permit requires corpliance with EP4 Cetc. -ical
:etreatment Standards in an indirect way, by referring to "existing

ordinances".

A recent state audit w.s critical of' thit approach; therefore, we are ae r,
as a Condition te ynur permit, the actual pretreatment Standards 'or your r: .r-
atior.

Tt' lirits fre: WAY. A VC.
rp !I ro1

c1T 1.20 0.65
Cu 3.3F 2.07
ti 3.9F 2.3F
Cr 2.77 1.7]
7n 2.61 1.4
Pb 0.69 0.43
Cd 0.11 0.07
TTO 2.13
Ag 0.43 0.24

The above listed limits are now a condition of your sewer use perrit, #41. 9

copy of our enforcement policy is included for your informatior.

Very truly yours,

/7'

Larty Pristow
Supv. Ind. Waste Insp.

LHk~



PIASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

TO: Craig MacPhee DATE: 4119189
Revised: 512169

SUBJECT. Trip report to Sharpe Army Depot ]FROw- Fred Ha
Contract No. DAAAIS-88--0001 BobloWW
Task Order No. 0004 Jeff Davis

FILE: 3769-4 cc- Dick Geue

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated in meetings and a tour of the failities as the
Sharpe Army Depot (SHAD) on April -5. 1989. SHAD is located in Lathrop, Califoria
approximately 75 miles south of Sacramento on Interstate 5. Craig MacPhee represented ihe
U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA). PEI personnel present %weI Fred Hall, Bob Hoye, and Jeff Davis.

Our primary environmental ontc at SHAD was Dean Baker, ant environ"mena egineer
In the Environmental Program Office. In addition, we met with Bob Stroh, Chief of the
Mechanial Processing Section of the Preservation and Packaging Branch (Bulling 649); Al
Gouvela of the Non-Mechanica Preservation Group (Building 404); Abel (Jack) Naines,
Environmental Program Manager; and the blasting booth operators.

The purpose of t trip report memo Is to document toe infomation obitainted dwft' theI ~site visit. The trip report Is presented in eight sections to address pertnen "oics inh%Wd in
the scope of work of Task Order N~o. 4. These sections are: Background, VOC Emissions.
Blasting Operations. Alternate Chemical Strippers, Alternate Degreasers, Electroplating
Operations, Other Areas of Interest, and Conciuslons/fRecommendations.

SHAD employs approximately 1,200 people, and bs primary mission Is to mahimin
invenoris of nonperishable Nlama and to distribute equnment and part to Army facles on
1he West Coast and overseas. indiidua operations kwklde cle m b. palItig, presei 11ki anid
repackaging a diversiy of howm inaludin bait buddws pataduts, ofte. anid waoe owL
SHAD Is not Imlted to the maintenance of any majo wssem; Il is awwe --AaIn maintainht
st and sh~plng a wide variety of hoems New Cumbedan Army DeOM~ Red Mavr Amy
DWpom and SHAD have the sam missionts; of tse tree SHAD Is Soe i WsI The wea bid at
SHAD -anid the aseoclaWe w generation rae - ira. la th1e deman for p atio1 lams
anid Wih the0Sof met"a ent to SHAD for invetor mt isnanu. All weft dqmpes bs

" 1qurntky ofw@Wge g weaed at SHADkw ~ ! is Wgl e id byfti
work load, te HAWMN goals sat by the Army reatve to the 19S la fligur mqv.W
always be directly relevant.



VOCEMSSKNS

California air regulations are becoming more stringent, and several people at SHAD
expressed concerns over the potential impact of new state regulations currently under
development. Of particular concern Is Assembly Bill 2586, the "Air Toxics Hot Spots
Information and Assessment Act of 1988,s which wif require that all stationary sources
conduct en inventory of all air emision. After thee inrventories arecomplete, Caliornia will
stipulate both controls and discharge bltations. Dean Baker asumes SHAD will fail in tIat is
termed an Intermediate emissions category' (i.e., sources emitting between 10,000 and
25,000 tons per year of total air emissions). The major source of emissions at SHAD is
burning of fossil fuels, which Mr. Baker estimates contributes aout 6,000 tons of combusio
gas emission per year based on heat fuel usage. SHAD has not conducted air sampling io
quantify emissions, but has previously estimated emissions of some compounds based on known
sources of emissions and emissions factors.

Bob Stroh, Chief of the Mechanical Processing Section of the Preservation and Packaging
Branch. provided us with assistance In several areas of this task. Palnt operations are
conducted In Building 649, which has 2 large open-ended paint booths. Currently,1IS people -
Including two painters and two blasters - work in this building. Detalled and well organized
records are kept on daily paint and thinner use. These records include the quantities of al
approved paints (PUP, epoxy, CARCY. primters, and solvents used each day. A copy of a blai*
form used to keep these records is provided as an attachment to t report.

Water-reducible epoxy primers; and CARC peints are the princ~ie coatings used at
SHAD. Paint application Is via conventional air spray guns. $HAD is currently below the
alowable VOC threshold 111mits, which the depotl personnel have acoomplished by using low-VOC
paint anid paying close attention to how much tne b used. The sproy pot is double-rinsed
with solvent at t end of each day. SHAD uses the second rins as the Irat rinse on the

loigday, thus reducing the amount of wast solvent generated in this process by half, or by
two and a half gallons per day. Depot staff Installed extension on te paint pot fee tubes to
minmize fth quantity of pan left in t pot. This simple and inexpensive modilication has
reduced painting waste and should be applicable at other deotls. I not already common patm

SHAD also minimizes point use by selectively removin old coaings rather than bl-Wg
every part down to the substrate. The part then requires less painting, which produces flow
VOC emissions. Using stil low-VOC paints would require exlenelv and perhaps expensive
*tetg on the paint application systes at SHAD.

SHAD personnel continue t* o each for ways to minmiz their waste stream. A table
Rating NAZMIN efforts In bulding 84649 (Mechanical processing Section) Is provided as ant
atachment to this report. Bob Stroh indicated that of the approximately 207 gallons of pimr
wast dposed durin fth past 13 months, 90 percent 16 wate, and Oti waste stream could be
reduie by using on-pan evaporeilon. SHAID has caosed applyin paint with ofeircmt~
pmulhaftn butMr. Stub kdoat1 that hehad notyvatseenaconvinin d-mos-n io W-oelf

re sodudwi wateruadd- ind a o-md u at.SAmseeossm
prbe wi Wh point fumes rO.net lSulinIg 649, OWd they are PIN Mg to insaw

m 6eoslen on t air dere etu acks.
Al Geuvela of owe Ne- Mchefto PrivalnG in bldh m4 showe usW aow

P oth a0 t is oprtd 4t 30 hours prweekW Mal w ow" ~ oki cnutdl
willihaerososand phaes. Althlofte d er of at S a em o " kw hg. O
DOWN 0elm 9W t Stal of al OWfl may evssud asecul n te pfst bs

sareninventoryitenear fuure. The depot hasone Wor d-gree In t small putsa
preservatin area (BuAN A0N or North A3) tha uses; 1.11 l VWWchos VWhne t 0011M
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S Another source of potential VOC emissions Is an air stripping column operated under the
Installation Restoration Program. The ground water under SHAD Is contaminated with
trlchioroethylene from past aircraft maintenance. Approximately 330,000 gallons per day of
water are being pumped through an air stripping column without air pollutin contols. The
Influent to the stripper contains 200 to 300 ppb trichloroethylene. and 1he concentration in the
effluent Is nondeecbe (40.5 ppb). Based on an average concentratlon of 260 ppb.

trcroethylene emissions from this air stripper would be approxiatel1 0.9 pounds per day.
Current plans call for Installation of a second air stripping plant.

BLASTING OPERATIONS

Various Items are blasted with garnet at SHAD to rmove paint, ncluding truckc frames.
wood sideboards. and bridge parts. The bridge parts are often 20 to 30 years old and heavily
corroded. Most of the parts blasted consist of steel; very few parts consist of aluminum or wood.
Dean Baker said that SHADs primary need in Its blasting operations Is versatility; raher than
having a continual stream of parts In and out of the depot, the depot tends to accumulate large
amounts of a particular Item until It Is requested. When requested, t Item Is refurbished and
sent to the appropriae location.

The blasting system at SHAD was Installed two and a half years qp by Lange Enterprise.
The cost for the equipment was 3377,071; the tOta cost incluiding men hours was
approximately $500,000. The system uses 36-mesh garnet blast namulsl, which costs $0.10
per pound. Two to three drums of wast are generatted per day, and is dispose n a hazardous
waste through Northwest Environmental Services for 60,31 per pound. Laboraor results of a
total metais analysis Is provided as an attachment to this reportL

Only the areas of an Rtem where the paint Is in poor shape or rus exists Is blasted with
the gamnes. This meothod results In less waste generatd, less pait used, and reduced VOCI emissions. After selective blasting, the part Is pretreated, primed and p~ite. 8omtelmes only
hand sanding Is used on padt of an Item. For heavy corrosion, the entire part I bl -e and
repainted.

Two operators work In the blasting booth skmultaneously for reasns of sty. The
operators said that blasting wish garnet creates a lerge amount of dust in the boot. The blasting
pressure can be varied from 40 pal to 100 psi, with the lower pressure being used for
removin paint from wood. The overhead dust from fte bling boot is ollected ina baghouse
&Wd emptie Into 66-galon drum.s. The matera Vms fall to the ftor of Owe both Is potentially
reusable and Is collected In vents and transported to a recycling sysitm. This gaMe enters a
cclone i, whore the finer material Is separated OWd collecte In a 5U1n druwL The heavier
meIdia we collected in a hopper which empts to a stack df 3 screen fiters Th Siters

soparate, the Incoming sowea ino fine ma isterat MIs pased throug a beghou.. arid dsposed
reusbemeda tatisreycled,andheavy isc1llaneous -Itemssuch as elshaard ii.

A visual Inspection of the waste drumns reveale 1Wa the overad m Is a white, very
fine dust. The fine mediacolected fom ttrof tebosh, however, is Wed wivtpurple
stains, nditing that some f"rl Wwg ad poentat reuabl partcle we beang sposed of
as wasWis. The operators fWA Vie the system dme no poyde as mu&h s It dwsu. More coul
be recycled uif ng smler screens; hwover, higher recycle rates woM d Iret m dust In the
blasting booth. Booth opert ind I 1ated that the 0yclon VIM mouse1 th MW m aer fom
the flor of t boot Pann- ob adutsd.

ftmadumsW KUst per Ohn d 1ie Meg oprd .@ b Id ih It Wneta l" 0stun om

ts oft itudau wla nim-eeW A espy dof te iu u p bNm m la pwuthd aee a O~dmont
Thestelfshul beeshelve on havycoeonaimreeccl uttinnt DLA i Tvacy

ha ee sigste so e lrhms hem . telsoti sn t ~i VMa3et1W



fth wast at no ost. Sierra Army Depo als Use stee shot, and Bob Stroh Is attempting to
ctatpersonnel at Sierra bfamlir with the efftiveness of t operation.

SIIAD haslooktedat theplastcmedia blati proces(PUB) at SaaetArmyzhapm
but does not feel that toe process remes paint down to t base metal. Peronnel do not iel
plastic media blating is, relevant 1c, the kind of work onducd at SHAD. Bob Stroh said *tl on
PMS lost at Sacrament on a rusted boggom chain, t negraled plastic media was not a
reme the rust On most parts a tough white meal surface is needed, which PUB alone w
provide.

ALTERNATE CH4EICAL STRIPPERS

SHAD does not have any chemical strppng operations.

AlW1ENXE DEGREASERS

The Non-Mechanical Preservation Group in Buildin 404 uses PD-680, a
nonchiorinaed petroleum distillate, in covered tanks to remove fingerprints. The top d *
tanks we left open 10 alow me part to drain. OA personne decide how ofe to change ft.
tas. The drying oven in ti builling is not currently operat becaus the electrical qpo
is not explosen-proof.

Building 404 also uses a 1,1,1 -trichloroegthae vapor degrease with water-ccdibu
colls. The lank holds threes 56-galon drums of degreaser ad is, eMe about three lirns a
year.

SHAD has bought some batch solvent distillation equipment for use In the vehicle
maintenance area (Building 330); howevpr, the equipment Is not currently In use became- ft
mainteanc actiit In thi bullin has-not generatled enough solvent. The stidl would be =0
for both PD 660 and 111trcorthle.A solvent distllation unit is also In the xn
parts area (Building 179) but is not operating. Al Gouvela indiated that he Is awaiting a tlw
for the still, aftr which Itl will beomes operatina.

SHAD uses Saflety-Kiseen degreaser in vehicle maintenance. Builling 330. 600t440m
provided me lnk and the reshsolvent and occasionally haomb t spent solvent away for
recdig. Pesrsone invldIn tisoperaton wehappywth tepefomance of Safe
Nwn and do not belee that solvent ditillton would be worth Ohe exra trouble of opof

Jadi Manes Inicate n hrereated in Clitleen and ft uwe of alternate dogresm
Deow BOWe prefers re ducing me use of degreesoere ver chuargi ig to an alternate non-a
dogreser, ohnc chaPn9in- compounds requires me approa of process personnel.

SHAD does not conduct ony Ictn Wig operdiln

SHAD dose d a Wpg sut of eeque Ofe4b m an el Id hnud u man'
-aa In C11111MLe This Is 11eirO hopii auet w af em, "" OWNut 0bebg .

Them aft wre euweonly d~posed Smoug OFWI at M ea. baL theA " q be to of mmamef

whIcil ther Is nohe ol ~tzelnW feaonNms are om
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enough among all the depots that there would be a lot of Interest In developing a minimiaiml
plan.

Jack Haines suggested that a useful volume reduction of empty drums could be olied
by buying a drum crusher. Empty drums could ihen be crushed and placed in an 80-gao
drum, thereby reducing the total volume that must be disposed.

CNLSWONMMNDAON

Personnel at SHAD have undertaken a number of efforts aimed at reducing their
hazardous waste generation aind are enthusiastic about participating In USATHAMA HAZMd
activities. Interest was expressed In reducing and controlling VOC emissions from pailig
operations, replacing garnet blast material with steel shot, and the use of alternate dogimeser&
SHAD does not have any electroplating or chemical stripping operations, and opportuntls fm
plastic media blasting are limited due to the amount of heavy corrosion on the parts that tf
depot processes.

Any testing conducted in California could receive high visibility due o stringent
environmental regulations. However, the operations at SHAD are small compared with cowr
depots that we will visit in the future. Thus, although further USATHAMA and PEI activity at
SHAD could result in a large percentage of waste reduction, the ratio of waste reduction aieved
to effort expended could be low.

The following list presents some potential HAZMIN projects on which USATHAMA could
provide assistance to SHAD.

0 Obtain better recycle rates for the garnet blasting material.

° Change garnet blasting operation to a steel shot blasting operation.

o Evaluate feasibility of VOC emissions control for small, multiple sources.

o Investigate reduction of VOC emissions from paint operations by changing paint VOC
content or method of application.

0 Develop minimization plan for ethylene glycol coolant.

* Develop minimization plan for sulfuric acid from battery operations.

* Evaluate feasibility and environmental Impact of reducing primer waste by open-pan
evaporation. Help procure the necessary equipment.

- Help procure a drum crusher to minimize the volume of empty drams ta mug be
lpoed.

SHADs intere t ar nees wil bea wored to toe o other deMos t he
in tih neru . SHAD Wone shouldbe kept kr 8 the results o y tesi
relevant to ftIr needs conducted under t current HAZMIN elort.
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Doeuments obtained from SHAD

Waste generation rates and HAZMIN efforts implement to reduce Hazardous waste (attached)

SHAD installation hazardous waste data for various waste categories (attached)

MSDS's for solvents, primers, paints, blast media

Disposition form from Bob Stroh, Chief of the Mechanical Processing Sction requesting
assistance in reducing primer waste by using an open-cover evaporation pan

Blank form for Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) Emissions Record (attached)

Disposition form from Bob Stroh, Chief of the Mechanical Processing Section requesting
assistance in reducing hazardous waste disposal cost by substituting steel shot for garnet
(attached)

Laboratory analysis of spent garnet sand (attached)

Laboratory analysis of paint waste

Documentation concerning us of Biotek 134 Hi-Solv as a replacement for PD-680 (Stoddard
solvent) in the mechanical processing section
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7TLC/CAY. METALS, EPA Method 6010
EUREKA LABORATORIES, INC. Order No.: SKAD8805
3401 La Grande Blvd. Hazardous Waste Testing
Sacramento, CA 95823 Certification .No.: 108
(916) 428-1193

CLIETW: SHARPE ARY DEPOT- CONTRACT .O.: DAAC21-87-M-1138
CLIENT ID.: 1200 Cc...- DATE RECEIVED: 9/8/1988
]ELI SAMLE ID.: S67524 DATE EXTRACTED: 9/15/1988
SAPLE LOCATION: - DATE COMPLETED: 9/20/1988

CONCEN RATION DETECTION LIPMT
Tm29Lki ifi2imil

Silver 0.18 0.01Arsenic 2.7 0.1Bariun 11.3 0.02
Beryllium 0.12 0.02Cadmium 11.1 0.01
Cobalt 3.49 0.01
Chromium 48.9 0.02
Copper 9.96 .0.02
Mercury (0.05 0.05Molybdenu-n 3.06 0.01
Nickel 15.4 0.1Lead 114 0.1
Antimony 1.2 0.05
Selenium (0.1 0.1
Thalli==. 46.9 0.1Vanadiu. 2.2 1 0.01
Zinc 17i 0.02

Note:
Results for Arsenic, Mercury and Seleni== analysis generated by :ehod6010 are subject to various interference factors and instrument 1i ::1_i.

Therefore the results should only be interpreted as a general screen for
these three elements. Analysis by the fo'lowing methods which give zwe
precise and acurate results are hichly recomended: EPA 7470/747: for
Cercury; EPA 7060/7061 for Arsenic; and EPA 7740/7741 for Selenium.

________________October 3, 1539
Felix 0Chlan RiE Dtgel9 r, Iftorganic/Physical Cheist1estinM Group

N. 01C,, ) A- f 4/ /
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I1SPOSITION FORM
WOO Of I,.$ t.o.on 6" AAm 340 15 4i I o l Wl.n ncy 's TACO

4SEfRtENCE ON OFFICE SVMSOL SUSJACT

ZVH-SGS-P Sandblast Material-Steel Shot versus Garnet

TP THRU C, Pres/Pkg Br FROM C, I--ch Proc Sec OATE 15 Par 89 CUT I

C, Gen Sup Di\ --I Stroh/mb/3520
Dir, Supply

TO Dir, Resr Mgmt
AT/W: Prod 17it Div,

Mike Del Ciro

Request assistance from Productivity Manangeme nt Division, Dir,, Resr Mgmt, in redu.ing cost
)f *Hazardous Waste Disposal.

.. laterial now used in Sandblast Facility, Bldg S-660, is as follc-s:

5350-00-X77-0455
Garnet Abrasive, Mash 36
100 IS Bag

Purchase request is for 20 tons each tim garnet is ordered at $218.00 per ton X 20 tons=
;4 360.00 or $10.90 per day.
i

. Recycled conta-inated garnet is generated on a daily besis automatically cycled into 55 gal
-o drrrs. All ele-nts of the turn-in procedures are carefully followed and subrmitted to Dir,

Lneering and Housing (DEH) in an expeditious manner for turn-in to Defense Reutilization and
"axieting Service (DR-I) for disposal of hazardous waste in accordance with DOD Directive
;i. 0.2 

I M

.ICost of ramving conta-nated (Lead/Zinc Chromate) garriet frcn Sharpe Army Depot is about
13,000.00 per load. A loaf consists of 40-55 gallon dnrm . During FY88 Mechanical Processir.
'"g:ion generated 138 dr-s of conta-n-nated garnet which cc!;t about $39,000.00 for remval

ISK:AD.

Cost to have conta-dnate2 steel shot removed fron Sharjx Arny Depot could be reduced to
:e: ) dollars as per SFAD nviron--ital Program Officer.

. Cost for steel shot is do,.ble the price of garnet abrasive, but questions need to be
zn ered, such as:

a. IHat size steel shot will work best to accomplish our mission?

b. Will cont=inated steel shot be removed from SHAD at no cost to the Government?

c. Mhat is the recycled life of steel shot compared tc garnet abrasive?

d. Will the sandblast recovery system withstand the weight of steel shot?

,a. *Mat will screens cost if replaouments are needed ,for steel shot?

Under present qerating conditions an average day of sandblastin produces 1-3 m
5 gallons) of contaminated hazardous waste. Are larger size containers available that might
xi 3 275-330 gallons of contaminatad garnet?

?., 7he 55 gallon drums cost $46.00 each. Can reusable cci tainers be used?

II

I I
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SD9SH-SGS-P
SUB3ECT: Sandblast Material - Steel Shot versus Garnet

10. kundmn of sandblasting in FY88:

a. Drums 138 each @ $46.00= $ 6,348.00

b. Ship contaminated hazardous waste= $39,000.DD

c. Purchase 69 tons of garnet @ $218.00 per ton= $15,042.AD

a. Total cost for FY88 including drun, garnet, shipment of waste=$60,390.U

11. Would appreciate your assistaunce in reducing costs of sandblasting twherever
possible. Reducing present shaker screen size is another thought, if feasible-

12. POC is Bob Stroh, E:t 3520.

BB STO
C, echanical Processing Section
Preservation and Packaging Branch

EPO
Ir yg
Safety Dir

2
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PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

TO:. Craig MecPhee DATE: 6/20/89
Revised: 6/30/89

SUBJEC'T: Trip report: Tobyhanna Army Depot FROM: Jeff Davis
Contract No. DAAA15-88-D-0001 Fred Hall
Task Order No. 0004 Bob Hoye

FILE: 3769-4 CC: Dick Gerstle

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated In meetings and a tour of the facilities at the
Tobyhanna Army Depot (TOAD) on May 16 and 17, 1989. The purpose of this visit was to ac-
quire information on the operations at TOAD that are relevant to the referenced task order.
Specifically, information on VOC emissions, plastic media blasting (PMB), chemical paint
strippers, degreasing, and generation of metals-corltamnated sludges was sought. This is one of
a series of visits to eight depots being made to acquire comparable data on these topics. In the
near future, USATHAMA will use this Information to select aind define research projects that
will be conducted by PEI under this task.

TOAD is located in northeast Pennsylvania in the Pocono Mountains, approximately 100
miles north of Philadelphia. Craig MacPhee represented the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous
Materials Agency (USATHAMA). PEI personnel present were Fred Hall, Bob Hoye, and Jeff
Davis.

Our primary contacts at TOAD were Steven O'Malley, Patrick Tiemey, and Ron
Scarnulis, all of the Maintenance Directorate, Production Engineering Division, Engineering
Branch, Plant Engineering Section. In addition, we met with Ted Krolick, Chief of the Plating
Section; Tony Martinez, Chief of the Paint Section; Jack Bums, Chief of the Sandblast Section;
Joseph Nataloni of the Cleaning Section; Joe Ruane of the Sandblast Unit; Joe Folchek, operator
of the industrial (i.e., electroplating) wastewater pretreatment plant (the IWTP); and the chief
chemist.

The purpose of this trip report is to document the Information obtained during the site
visit. The trip report is presented In eight sections to address prtinent topisncluded in the
scope of work of Task Order No. 0004. These sections are: Background, VOC Emissions and
Paint Operations, Blasting Operations, Alternate Chemical Strippers. Aternate Degreasers,
Electroplating Operations and Metal-Contaminated Sludges, Other Areas of Interest, and
Conclusions/Recommendations.

TOADs primary missio is to maintain ad supply on,-ilinon and electoi
equipmert b the U.S. Armed Forces. The depot preswes, ovatmums, fubulds, modifies, and
repairs Items such as electronic components, generaws, ammuAtion shelters. and 2 & 1/2
and 5-ton (exterior overhaul) trucks. The det also Q = rnw shee and other hems;
new fabrication represents about 30 percent of the work bad. TOAD employs over 4,700

I



people, with over 100 of these jobs created recently for hazardous waste handling, training,
record keeping. The depot covers 1,300 acres, 400 of which are dedicated to industrial
operations.

All waste disposal is currently handled by the Defense Reutilization and Marketing OIIM
(DRMO). Although DRMO now pays for waste disposal, the procedure is being revised so tat
each depot will pay for its own waste disposal. This will make waste reduction more visil
more critical as it will directly impact each individual depot's budget.

In addition to the DOD goal of 50 percent reduction in hazardous waste generationb
1992, DESCOM is encouraging an ultimate target of zero generation. Personnel at TOAD *Ae
undertaken a number of waste minimization efforts and are very Interested in pursuing addi-
tional projects. Under a current depot initiative, employees may be paid up to 10 percent 1 fI
svings resulting from a waste minimization suggestion.

TOAD's approximate waste generation for 1988 (in thousands of pounds) is given Ibe
for each of the processes or waste streams pertinent to this task:

°Abrasive Blasting Waste Generation

-Gritidust (before conversion
of aluminum oxide booth to steel) 302

-Residue (Coveralls, gloves,
sandpaper) 26

-Total Abrasiva Blasting Waste

Painting Waste Generation

-Paint Sludge from wateiwash
booth 67

-Paint Filters 28

-Paint Thinner 12

- Total Paint Sludge 1Z

*Ultrasonic Cleaning (Stoddard Solvent) 1

•Pftaing Shop Waste Generation

-Paint Stripper 7

-Bright Dip (Sulfuric/Nitric
Acid) 8

-Hydrochloric Acid 16

- ToM E 0 Waste I

"SuPe Plrtreatment Plant Sludge U

*Sweum Sluge rU
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VOC EMISSIONS AND PAINT OPERATIONS

VOC emissions are regulated by state law In Pennsylvania, which specifies that surace
coating processes emit no more than 500 pounds per day or 50 tons per year of VOCs wlcut
additional restrictions. TOAD VOC emissions were estimated to be 47 to 48 tons per year wo
years ago; however, record keeping was Incomplete and these figures may not represent actual
emissions. The depot is currently emitting approximately 30 tons per year; the reduction is
partly due to switching to high-solids paints and water-reducible primers and better Idn
of paint operations.

TOAD personnel have experienced drying problems with te water-reducible pimers
that were used to reduce VOC emissions. The water-reducible primer takes longer to dry Isn
solvent-reducible primers and the application of singie-component CARC requires a dry
surface. There are few drying facilities, especially for larger parts, and drying parts is a
bottleneck In Building 9. In light of the drying problem. TOAD Is considering changing back Io
solvent-based primers and has plans to Install a drying oven in Building 9.

Single-component CARC is used for the top coating but TOAD has had problems wo
adhesion, the formation of bubbles, and the Inability to paint a coating over a coating that is stil
wet, as Is done In camouflaging. Two-component CARC, which has a higher VOC content Imn
single-component CARC, is occasionay used in these circumstances.

TOAD obtains good transfer efficiencies with oonventiona ai-spraying systems on
mixed parts. In Building 9, low-pressure, high-volume paint application is planned for large.
flat surfaces. TOAD has looked at several low-pressure, high-volume sprays and is hIrl g
the Smith-Eastern Air Verier Excel Spray guns. This system is cheaper than the Can-Am Turbo
Spray system used at Sacramento Army Depot.

The paint shop is one of TOADs largest generators of hazardous wsmt, with 225 dumns
of paint sludge, 76 drums of paint filters, nd 26 drums of paint hinner beng dlsposed of as
hazardous waste from January through October 1988. A graphict summary of the hazardous
waste generation for painting operations is provided as an attachment to this report. TOAD has 8
open-ended water wall paint booths in Building IA for priming and paintng; 4 of these bkohs
are used for applying CARC. The back of each booth contains a wall of low water that ales
airborne paint particles into a trough at the base of the wall. The water is drained once a week
and sent to the IWTP, and the sludge is shoveled into 5U-galon drums. Sldmmers and yones
that could reduce the amount of labor involved and the waste generalted by aducrl the water
content of the collected sludge, am oommercially avalable; however, there is not enough
available space to retrofit the booths. Another waste minimization opporunily practiced by
some companies is the use of detackifying agents tha inm a loose suspension of the pelt
particles, facilitating particle removal and allowing the waler to be recrculatd. TOAD
personnel indicated that Annismn Army Depot uses the spent mineral "Green L ghti from
their blasting operations as a detacklfying agent.

Overspray from each booth pawss through a vent at the top of the back wall. Tie beffies
in the vents become coated with paint and must be dismaisted md arlned every mon. ~ is
a labor-inensive process. Because of the problems with vent sMm and wOh slM tom
the water wall. TOAD personnel w l Ike to chage their palm booMs to a dry nw tm
but are oncermed that the resuW fiM would be hazardous. A bWg ptt booth In I Ing
9 uses 64 dry filters to cpture overspusy paint; filers O um wy e disposed a hu-
ardous wastes Sacramento nd Shape Army Depolle.iu dry fi system md oso of Muir
waes nonhaardous after walng the Itr with uar. qpqrobw i ilam we blingconsideed, with the togh that onc the pint drde en IM fllus it orl be Um a md
to Oler mused.

One wast mm nioul technklue 1 1& - at TOMD inre ft prlesiis a amin
sray guns. Previously. the gn w dis ged by d 0 q" u pMt i o w wter ma.
t Incrmio- ft amount of olud #W mu be disposed. eiM fm ow oisamned by sovknt
using a doaul rinse, and Ou ca cting ft ot n dsposal as a himnms is.,
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TOAD also purchased several dual-component spray systems, which mix dual-compowp
paints as used Instead of mixing the paint by batch at the beginning of each job. Unused batch
Mixed paint had to be disposed but the unused individual -W components resulting from vhe
dual-component spray system can be saved for future use.

KAMsOPRATK
Blating operations generate one of the largest hazardous waste streams at TOAD, vh

438 drums of dust and debris generated In 1987, and 241 drums generated through October
1IM. Most of this waste was Vpent alumninum oxide. A summary of the hazardous waste
generation from blasting Is provided as an attachment to thi report. TOAD uses aluminum -af

blasting, steel shot blasting, and hand sanding (on shelters). A* current effort Involves eak
tion of zirconla alumina as a replacement for aluminum oxide.

Aluminum oxide Is used as a blasting material In one small wok-in booth, about 10
glove boxes, and one rotoblast unit In Building IA. TOAD personnel are evaluating the ies
fly of replacing aluminum oxide blast media with zirconia alumina, which is reported to hae a
longer Mie than aluminum oxide and thus would generate less waste. (The manufacturer's
iterature on zirconia alumina Is provided as an attachment to this report.) A prellmirvy
side-by-side test of aluminum oxide versus zironla alumina onductd by TOAD indicated *0
the uiroonia alumina apparently recycled more and created less waste. The test results are
provided as an atachment. Zirconla alumina puts less wear on parts, recycles more, but co
approximately 3 times more than aluminum oxide ($0.75 per pound vs. $027). Ten thwusi
pounds of zirconla alumina have been ordered and TOAD plans to use Oft Media in eli basling
operations In Buldng IA. (Purchase of this mia oIs complicated beause there Is only we
supplier, and thus sole source procurement must be Justified.) Testing wil be conducted over a
mofth or two (or as long as thp media lasts), and the production and waste generation ra WA
be compre to generation of aluminum oxide wastes. A possible disadvantage of ziroonla
alumina is that it may cause corrosion problems. It may be useful and conivenient to conduct
bulte corrosion testing of blasted parts In the salt spray boot at Anniston Army Depot do"
demnonstration testing ofl aluminum ion vapor deposition (Task Order No. 0006 under the
current contract). Craig MacPhee will coordinate with TOAD on this possiblity.

Communilcation shekers: and larg vans with an aluminum substrate are hand sanded
(spot sanding) in lauin 9. Blasting the shelters with aluminum oide could poteni ae
warping. Only arma where the paint coating Is poor are sanded. Hand s a dlng of shelters
requires from 6 to 32 hours; the time spent: on a particular sheltier depends on the thiolase of
the paint and the percentage of the sheller toa 'is aotull serded Hand sending has been peart of
the operations at TOAD for a long tme and staff are reluctant to chang. The entie unit is
rep~ite even If only partially depeinte.

TOAD has a large 26-year-old blasting booth (in Bulding 9) that uses steel sh" as f
aramive blast material. This, booth an oni o die a 41041oot Weller. 119 pressms

(100 psI Nre used to remove rust from 1 -h - trailers OWd other hsuas. TOAD ble cowaft
tIs booth 1* b0ast1 g with alunmoxe in a~aeto t an' Fncm-s In the woeldof
OM das; however, the high pressure weed causeed a Mogh media oiumepn rate afd a
Coreup mnP ONg lugh waste gbneallonralle. The holis being oserled bakIDW soMtig
Steel shot ari wil be wed plimly IS remov aLu. 1109in 9 has spes manl i of
m4110 e o r afton of rw equomeM a i !

'W OI PhDby MuIgw l sue dim .6platmlomeia meevedM a
LOtelnOWV Army Dept to eeoeu 09 6490emees IS o hmim emdL ITh Sealma MO

esaede *A the PeinsresalGr bye B, wis ten dow. ad Sat It m ebsive m n sW.
riaL md CAMG. The plasti median teWe In a Owe b o ona wr a mdls epeft
for pluk Wae. TOAD peusmmel had afteleed that PW N" requb d 6 hem ID MW a
82400 WteOnOD e1helter; Craig MaPhee ik se-ed his wo*o LEAD bs Indicaed 1ise
unit could be strppe In 45 m~nues. TOA personnel Idicate tha PMS e good wh
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compared to walnut shells and chemical stripping but may not compare favorably with
aluminum oxide and hand sanding. Sacramento Army Depot, however, has decided to use PUB to
strip this same equipment.

Gloves, sanding pads, and protective clothing used while handsanding or blasting parts
are disposed as a hazardous waste, generating eighty-five 55-gallon drums between January
and October, 1989. TOAD has recently hired a contractor to re-classify the waste generated;
this effort will Include determining whether this waste streamn Is actually hazardous.

ALTERNATE CHEMICAL STRIPPERS

Compared to other deots. TOAD does very little chemical paint stripping. A single,
small (500 gallon) chemical stripping tank Is used In the electroplingf shop (Building 1 A) to
remove paint from small parts prlor to plating. Parts are not seggte by metal prior to
stripping. The stripping reagent Is a methylene chloride and formic acid mixture (Datum 870-
L). Because methylene chloride Is more volatile than formic acid. over time the methylene
chloride evaporates, leaving an Increasingly more concentrated sokluton of formic acid that is
Ineffective In removing paint. TOAD has considered uing wax chips on the surface of the tank to
reduce surface evaporation, but the wax chips coat the perts being strppe

A cold water rinse tank aftr the methylene chlorlde proces washes the chemical
stripper from parts. Previously two running rinse tanks were used, with the effluent going to
the pretreatment system. To reduce the flow rat and Total Toxic Organics (TTO) load on the
wastewater treatment system, a still rinse was substituted for the first running rinse tank.
This method concentrated the stripper In one rinse tank, which was subeequently drummed and
disposed as a hazardous waste. This technique W -ised Vi w-a cnektao of TTO, In Owe second
rinse tank, which discharged to the pretreatment plant. After operating the rinse tanks In this
manner for a period of time, the running rinse tank was eliminate to reduce hydraulic loading
to the pretreatment plant (a critical concern at TOAD), laing only the sMi rinse tank to wash
parts. The proicess provides Iinadequate rinsing and creates iquid and sludge (6 drums/yr) that
cannot be sent to the IWTP and must be disposed assa hazardous wastei.

This paint stripping operation Is not timeocritical. An alternate stripe that Is effec-I tive but takes longer than methylene chloride may be applicable. DeOt personnel expressed
Interest In the USATHAMA research on alterative strippers being conducted at SAAD. It could
be possible to use an alternate stripper in Tank No.9S(a u- hete tnk)wmiueTanNo. sas a
cold water flowing rinse. This discharge could be sen to the IWTP because an alternate stripper
should not contain any TTO compounds; however, the tota flow rate sent to Via IWTP is a critical
concern.

ALWME DEGRASERS

TOAD does not process graes interal milkinI part so digerg s IV olvNts are not
rapidly spent or uised In slfgnulcutt volmes. Two OWm vaWo dNresO m itin 1.1,1-
trlahisoethan areo operat Infrequently In the prIitd ch ull board shop. Freon ftgeasrs
e not used at this depot. In Via Mleanin ame of Stldirg IA. Slodd soloew is used Io clean

Parts; t operation generates only a few (6) S-gallon *um of hazaidius vigi per year.
011a11ng Vit Sisberd eaken is burned by IA M &su lm u gdi. ~ nes - n d tIre
*Pay~a dis egonL1-onuisth0g of ain" aW ud wr. Otjsi4ism is 1sd 11r00in pefts but
does to -"apoat so c~l enoup~ to rphu ms ft ask@@estm ie wne Ulbd
sben is toa it doe" not reuire a bee g"p aft @itgoswheesCI dmes
Sefety-IMe Is also used in some very sanil operas Depot peena MWUsld SINPCin
Faeeler Ion circuit ',Rth may Romlla as eulveldgur.P3 he lnt

ols nths
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TOAD has a small (capacity of 15 gallons per 8-hour shif) Wont recovery still that
has not been used. This unit operates at 2506F. Is 3 years old. and has not been used because d1
ventilation and other operational problems. This stlil may eventually be used to generate a
clean-up solvent, Currently Aircraft Thinner (81772) is used for clean-up (4250
gallons/month).

ELECIROPLAThG OPERATKON AND METALCONTAMNATD LIES

TOAD personnel indiated a stong interest in reducin eletroplat waste. One Mw
Imitation to Implementation of waste reduction methods Is tha the platin shop floor spn ft
Or"ge, with Ift room 10 expand. Wast reduction meltods tha reqir additional pieces of
equipment such as triple-rinse tans or material recovery units may thereflore be krfcft
Sieve OFUalley suggestd a stud to identify areas where wast can be reduced regardless of
space limitations. A summary of the platin shop hazardous waste generation is provided asw
atachments to oti repo"t.

TOADs manual electroplatig operation was designe in the IWO*s, and consists of a
30 process tanks, Inchudng zinc phoaphet of *teel, cadmium electroplatn, aluminum
conversion coating, and acoompenying cleaners and strippers. Copper. nickel, and silver an
also plated on a smaler scale. TOAD I sattempin to reycle copper eWoant to tse
manufacturer. Gold electroplet is conducted in the printd circuit b ard operations. T=M
does no conduc hard chromium electroplatg some decorative chrmim platiIs
occskonally done. Personne would lik to get rid of the chromium electroplat alogethe
since nike lf - lowed- by bufin will provide Vim same b11ish Wo decotave purposes
and nikel is now-hmrdaeus. A summery of t tk and rih em used In te plating; stp ai
a eor layout. are attached to t repor

TOAD has eliminated cyanide electroplating soltions due to concerns about worker
saflety. The tee cadmium plain tk operine n the plat shop use a sulfuric acid
solu~m which has thre proprietary additives and requires more attnton tn cyanide
solutions. A lot of tst Is requlred to detemine make-up, end! TOAD has had some pr~m
wm bfoain. The thre cadmium Wiks are Owe only prc ta ks in t plat shop fo
by "Mpl rinsing.

Wate from ow e@W 4cpkt operations Is collected In one of Omu sumsps: two
acddlalkall sumps (one of Whc was used previously for cyaIde colletin) and one claurnm
sump. The wate Is sen Io te proetment plant. whIdd Weft "*pruirnasly 3 to 40
gallo04 per minute. The ftexavalent chromium, is redumed by Sodium rnwullte to WI".
chromium atea pH of about 2. A large storage t anki used for overflow but not flor equalial
as a reslt On pH of the Influent stream can vary. Metals are remooved by sulfid prec"Oln.
The wamtwater Is ftn neutralized with limne, mixted with a polyslectolyt t aid Illocolmbe
passed trough a sett tak and fitered through a sand bad. The san bed is occof

bsdsw shed o re ove t qpsd olds
OFrae so presure of soe 9ie pres (GAO0 pal) sonaln llybr s 1110 cas 6vwb
sks~e lo ft ceing. The 4ws presas req"e an opetor t be &alft on a reglfr 6of for
HMbtm e snea*ow' mmprdyI sldg 1I Myerfa 'i 81111t ls

-ae~o MIMI0W.
The prr- p pluM Is puetoe m i sad M l -

10111 ft IleSarge tow . put we rambles baisqum *W* 6em of goe uns
in Wo 0114 The pr11"ameW p a Ru sh"l 1p~dUl SIA 0 Sim

11111111 of WwPar day wb p1rse Nwes oha MWs a*" ~ rqu 4"NO
to 10-101 -o--W per dov.

quebwo bern Mm so"m taNk in so p01"WM Ptai isod sea o m eIe
-a - eiu p10910' @1K am"pt allwair hM I 0 sv-ral PNses ama P

dnsle tatspli on te beer In teplat ame are seN *cy t" M e~e.Pet
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receiving pretreatment. Previously, the sumps occasionally overflowed due to mechanical
problems such as the sump pump becoming clogged with debrs, and the wastewater was sen
directly to the sewage plant. In these cases, the metal loading 10 the sewage plant coul have
caused the sludge to be hazardous and the NPDES permit to be violated. A high-level alini has
been installed so that when the sump level reaches a certain height, rinse waters are turned off
until the sump level decreases. This practice has an Impaon the rat of production in the
plating shop. TOAD personnel are conducting meet 1 igs to aelv equoime problems that ins"l
In metal load~ns to the pret1reatment plant and the wsp plat IWe pumps could remc
uNM overload. TOAD personnel feel that t"e have this prOle Wnder aonro.

The sludge from the sewage plant is curret treated a a hazardous waste based on EP
Toxicity testing conducted In 1986; after the test, It was discovered tha the pH meters had not
been property maintained, and thus the plant was not operatna designed. A recent tes
showed tha the sludge was non-hazardous by the EP Toicity tes, and TOAD plans to re-classity
the waste. This could significantly reduce TOADs hazardous wst Generation since fthe age
sludge accounts for over half of the hazardous waste disposed (M09,000 pounds per yWn.

TOAD has attempted using conductivity meters in rinse tanks so that mak-up would only
be added as needed rather than continuously. However, these meters did not work as Ot were
designed to, and TOAD abandoned their use. The technique of spray rinsing has also been tried,
but many of the parts processed in the plating shop are Irregular In shp and spray vitwing
was not effective. The operation at TOAD is manual, perhaps resultin in significant drag-ou
from process tanks. Hanging bars above the tanks could result in longer drip times and less
drag-out.

Cadmium tends to show up in almost every procea tank arnd rinse, water because of drag-
out; this cross-contamination Increases fth amount of sludge tha must be disposed as aI hazardous waste. TOAD personnel are very Interested in aluminum ion vapor deposition = a
solution to this and other problems with cadmium electroplating.

Other wastes are generated in small quantities In the plating shop, including cadmium
and nickel filters. TOAD has recently hired a contractor to characterize the depot's waste
streams, Including these filters.

The two largest waste generators in the plating shop are hydrochloric acid piolding
liquors anda nitric acid/suffuric acid bright dipfor copper. The hydrochlorc acid tank is
designed to clean steel, with a concentration of 20 percent hydrochloric acid by weight.
However, in reality the tankIscperated at 30percent hydrochlorc acid by weght and is used
as an all purpose stripper, Including stripping metais such as zinc and cadmium. With this
heavy use, the hydrochloric acid Is rapidly consumed (termkng hydrog ea and metailic
chlorides) and becomes saturated with metals, ldin c9 admium. The 60-gallon tank is
replaced every 2 to 4 weeks, which generates appoximately 16 drums of hazardous waste per
year. After One hydrochloric acid tank becomes spent the bright di tan for' copper is used as
the all purpose stripper and cleaner.

Several methods of reducing the hyWd ocilorlC acdd waste may be feasile. Changes
in operation of the watwtrpretreatment pkwn coulld mis theeding the hydrochlic add Io,
the preWSeeNn system pselble. Met81hods of exiending the 1111 of the beth could alO be
Inveetigated such as an ion exchang colum to remave meSils *wn solillon. The resin bwm
the Ion echange column would beea hmrsdous weete Walli It was mgeneatd, in which case a
hmasinous Solion Lwould be cMtd. Other pseeblilli we the we of amavengess high
&mret* densilly pletg vacuum dillollon, reverse oems, or prelIo Of the Muds.
However, 4ma precipitation would alas Mtoog the aildic soilon.

MAminum part tha me uhomeaed we "ba a pgh ephs a ol IF #M 9n but tiasop
Is not su111111ent- fr fina produc qalt. Pat Theme wuA N o laiiw ofetrpouug
metlhods at ethe dupes

A hefted phoephao aolwd tan Is wed ID dlea MMe part The "p In the W&n Is
oCceeAl bolld ONf to con centrMaie the sle, which is then fseeed of n huews wu.

An @111et metshod used is to pump the "p to anor" Im* uimm the shie, end wame
the Iudbae* to "w P1eulo cId UMW& This Pream Ige1Nerte wVY No wne eac 1Ma.
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TOAD has been approached by the vendor of a product caled Rust Eliminatr to replace
phosphoric acid. The vendor demonstrated the product at several Army depots Including TOAD.
and clams that the product Is non-oxic. However, TOAD concluded that he product was not
very promising becmuse te solubility of some metals in the product would create a hazardous
waste, the product would need a large amount of agitation (during the denst parts woo
scrubbed by hand). the acton of Oe product on te pert was slow, and the eoa is approxkmtl
six times he than te phospho Ic ad soalon. Finay, spent phosposto acid and sludge
from the bottom of the tank Is a very san waste samn at TOAD; herefoe, even complete
elimination of this waste stream would result in only a reduction in hazardous waste
generation. DESCOM has, however, indicated an interest in inding a non-hazardous rust
remover. Tooele Army Depot in Tooele, Utah, has purchased sever l drums of Rust Eliminator
(information on the effectiveness of this product will be obtained durtng the USATHAMA and PEI
visit in July). Vendor lterature and a memorandum for record explaining why Rust Eiminat
Is not appropriate for use at TOAD are attached to this report.

OTHERAF:AS

TOAD purchased solvent recycling equipment three years ago to recycle paint solvents.
The recovered solvent was to be used for dean-up. However, th slH has not been operated
since because of operational and safety concerns, including ventilation, uncertainty about the
composition of recovered solvent, and the Inability to distill nitroethane In paint because of 1he
explosion hazard. TOAD expects the still lo eventually become operational.

TICMM ONS

The following list presents some potential HAZMIN projects on which USATHAMA coid
provide assistance to TOAD.

o Confirm whether dry filters and clothing used in blasting operations are actually
hazardous wwas.

• Explore the use and effectiveness of detakifying agents to min mize paint sludge fm
water wall peint booths that is dispoeed as a hazardous waste.

" Assist with converting watr well paint booths to a dry Utter system.

* In further testing of plastic mae blasting, Wile TOAD personnel to observe On
effectiveness of this media on pors of iterst to t depo.

• Compile a dat base n various smiplng media, incluing chemkl or plng ard
blasting with wanut shells, glass beads. e ah, or plaIc mc so th Nams
depots can conmpre t specific opeins w l he advaaMs and POWevStg ma Bipal media.

" Evca he " se of uAranlI- alumin to Iedugce hMroS~A"m0 west g ton from
• mlnum OdMe M eeting..

'Co ct Ma skd to ify waest reduallon methods in the plig shmp regardess ofipeoe oi NN 8

• t,,ft 0a 0 Wop 1penng preaes ta Milsbis to hmaidous westI e nM
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0 Identify operating or design changes that could be made to the pretreatment plant so
that it could accept additional rinse waters, both from plating rinse tanks and from a
running rinse after the methylene chloride stripper.

° Investigate methods of extending the life of the hydrochloric acid pickling solution.

° Investigate the use of nonhazardous rust removers.

TOAD's interests and needs will be compared to those of other depots that will be visited
in the near future. TOAD personnel should be kept informed of the results of any testing
relevant to their needs conducted under the current HAZMIN effort.

I
!
I

I
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Documents obtained from TOAD

Paint Shop Hazardous Waste Generation, CY 87 vs CY 88 - I figure

Sandblast Hazardous Waste Generation, CY 87 vs CY 88 - 1 figure

Test Results of Aluminum Oxide versus Zirconia Alumina waste generation

Vendor literature for Zirconia Alumina

Plating Shop Hazardous Waste Generation, CY 87 vs CY 88 - 2 figures

Safety Manual for the Plating Shop (Only floor layout and tank descriptions are attached)

Rust Eliminator Vendor Literature

Memorandum for Record concerning Rust Eliminator

Standard Operating Procedures for Plating shop (23" x 33") (not attached)
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and Increase Production Too.
When you spedfy Harlon Wmdng abw~u you haeth
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availables1 d eoedo an ep wnb h woddIsleadin
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C02'IMr BY THE ELECTROPLATE (C.O.A..T.)
QUALITY CIRCLE
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Glen Allen

Frank MIalacheski

Robert ?lontsomery

Joseph Olsomm'er

James Pennella

George Talerico
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CliEMICALS USED IN THE SHOP

HEAVY DUTY LINE

Tank P Description

I Lye Tank - Caustic So-la

2 Fine Organic Tank - Phosphoric Acid

3 Phosphate Tank - Phosphoric Acid & water, Keykote-32,
Keykote-61, Nitric Acid

Chromic Sealer Tank - C.R. 110 Flakes or Pellets

5 Etch Tank - No. 2 or 3 Aluminum Etch (form of
Caustic Soda)

6 Deoxidizer Tank - For aluminum only. Brightens up
aluminum, is a form of Nitric Acid, will attack steel.
Also known as "Brlte lip."

7 Irdite Tank - Chronic Acid 14-2-Powder from 10 can.
Chromic Acid a water rix.

8 Epoxy Paint Strip Tani, - Methalinc ChJride. CAUSES
SEVERE BURNS WHEN ALIA)WED) CONTACT WITH SKIN.

9 Small Lvt, Tank - nde up of Caust ic Sati (tradt, namv:
Rust Off) and heated by steam.

10 Hydrochloric Acid Tank - Made tip of Hydrochloric Acid
at 40"F. Also known ts Murativ Acid.

II Magnesium Brite Dip Tank - Nitric Acid* Ammonia
3iflouride, and water.

12 Chrome Strip

13 Anodise Tank - Sulfuric Acld and water at rm tWperature.

11 Black Dye Tank - Made up of black dye and water. Bested.

15 Black Magic Tank - Elbonol "C" and water. Beted.



Tank : Description

16 Tin Tank - Sodium Stannatc, Sodium Hydroxide, Peroxid.
Anodes, and watcr. Il,ated.

17 Nickel Strip Tank - Sulfuric Acid and water and 5% Gyles
Iron.

18 Steel Brite Dip Tank - Nitric Acid (15 gallons), Sultardir
Acid (13 gallons), an( two Carboys mixed together.

PLATI.G TANKS

"Tan.k i. Descr iption

19 20 Cad Tanks - D.I. Watei, Sulfuric" Acid, Cad Oxide, Bri z .i.rs,
21 39 StabiJ?.urs, Anodes ((.5 pounds with dynel bags), Starte--9,

and Electricity.

"2 Copper 'r.ink - Copper Anodt,-, Copper Brighten.r, PhosphortE
Acid, Cu-pure. Copper Mix, Dyne, Bags, D.l. Water, a8td
steam.

23 2"' Nickel Tanks I & 2 - Nickel Chloride, lickel Sulfate, Zic
Acid, Sulfuric Acid, Fickei Carbonate, Nickel Anodes,
Dy Bags, Steam, and Electricity.

25 Nickel Strike Tank - Water, Nickel Chloride, and Hydrochlzzic
Acid.

16 Polish Cleaner Tank - K-2 Cicasier (14 pounds), Water. arn
Steam.

27 NutralJier Tank - Suliuric AcIl and 1-30 gallon-s watey.

28 29 Red & Yellow Dye Tank.

30 Steel Black Tank - Eb(-nol 5-34, high heat, and water.

31 Etching 4achine - For etching brass. Ferric Chloride
and water.

32 Chrome Tank and Gray Chrome - CR-11 Pellets, Chromic AcA4
water. heat, lead anodes, and electricity.

33 Amuminall Tank - Zinc Ate, used for plating over alfm.

34 Cadmium Bronze Tank - Irridite, Chromic Acid, Boric 8th
Nitric Acid, Phosphoric Acid.

35 O.D. Irrldlte - Chromic Acid, Nitric Acid, Boric Acid, sad
Phosphoric Acid.



.Ink 0 Description

3h Si iver Tamnk -Si Iver S;ji zs, C-1 Salt L rigitivner, and
Potassium Hydroxide.

37 38 Keyko)c-32 and Keykotc'-61
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RUST ELIMINATOR Technical Data

DESIGN CONCEPT
Rust Eliminator was formulated to create a metal cleaning solution that was safe for
workers to use and could replace mineral acids in the work place. The onginal
formulation of Rust Eliminator was to remove rust from steel exposed to the
atmosphere. The original formulation has been improved to where Rust Eliminator will
clean more than just rust from iron base metals.

COMPOSITION
The composition of Rust Eliminator is a proprietary formulation that contains only
chemical substances that appear on the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). Based5 on the foreign manufacturer's certification, the import and use of Rust Eliminator in the

I. United States may commence without the need for EPA approval under TSCA. Rust" . Eliminator does not contain any ammonia derivatives.

APPEARANCE
Clear with a slight odor. The solution will turn olive green after cleaning metal due to
metal oxides suspended in the solution. The solution will develop a surface foam if
agitated.

FLASH POINT
A. Not applicable. The solution is non flammable.

BOILING POINT and pH
Approximately 222 F, pH is 2.1-+.2 or -. 2.

TOXICITY
Rust Eliminator is non-toxic and will not stain skin or react adversely with skin under
normal conditions. Normal precautions am advised. Rust Elrninator will dry tacky on
the skin; it can be removed by applying water to this area. Persons with sensitive skin
should be careful when handling Rust Eliminator. The operating temperature for Rust
Eliminator in an industrial appiication is btween 125 F and 190 F. depending upon the
customer's operation. Workers should be cognizant of this temperature and avoid
contact with the solution at this temperature. NO HARMFUL VAPORS ae given off by a
heated bath of Rust Eliminator.

STORAGE
Rust Eiiminator solution should be stored above 38 F. The solution should not be
allowed to freeze. Room temperature storage for prolonged perods Should be in plastic
containers.

METAL CLEANING PROCEDURE
Rust Eliminator can be heated to not more than 190 F for fastest cleaning results.
HOwever, 125 F wil result in less metal dissoltion than 190 F; each customer has

|different rereents. The solution shol be contained in a plastic container capable
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-4. i of withstanding this temperature or a stainless steel tank. The best results are obtained
by immersing the part to be cleaned in the solution for a suitable time depending on

*metal composition. After the part is removed from the solution it should be thoroughly
rinsed with water to remove all loose oxide from the surface. A dip in a hot water tank
will clean the surface and promote quick drying to prevent the formation of rust on a
steel part. Steel cleaned by this procedure will not rust for up to 12 hours under rmaconditions. Steel cleaned with Rust Eliminator has proved to be superior to HC1
cleaned steel in resisting rust formation after cleaning.

RUST ELIMINATOR BATH TEMPERATURE
When the Rust Eliminator solution is heated to the recommended operating
temperature, water vapor will escape from the bath. The volume of the bath should
never drop more than 10% without the addition of water to make up this volume. The
reaction of Rust Eliminator with the surface to be cleaned can be enhanced by agitation
of the solution. Immersion time requireo ,or cleaning is controlled by bath temperature
and oxide thickness on the metal. A thin rust coating is removed in 20 minutes at 190 F.

THEORY BEHIND RUST ELIMINATOR
Unlike typical acid cleaning methods, Rust Eliminator does not react with the oxide on
the surface. The chemicals in Rust Eliminator attack the oxide bond at the metal oxide
interface, reducing the strength of the bond, permitting it to be removed entirely with
rinsing after immersion in a Rust Eliminator solution. The maximum cleaning potential of
the solution is realized if the oxide coating is thin. A heavy oxide coating will be removed
but could require extended immersion times.

METAL ATTACK BY RUST ELIMINATOR
Rust Eliminator does attack the surface of the metal after the removal of the oxide layer.
The metal surface attack produces a slightly etched layer that is ideal for application of
a coating. The amount of surface attack varies by grade. Tests conducted have shown
no attack on stainless steel (304 and 321) for extended times. For carbon steel the
metal removal during a typical cleaning cycle is less than 20 microns.

PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE
Although Rust Eliminator is a new product in the metal cleaning arena it has proved its
worth in several applications.
1. A motor rebuilding company was using haturdous acids'to try to clean out ruste

cooling chambers in the motor housing. The acids were dwneou to use andi c
not perform well. In this situation the scids would Mttack tti Wited metal housi
anid not cean out the rusted water flow chambers. This cuomer t Fst
Eliminator by immersing the entire housing in a heated bath. Within one-haf hor
the previous rust cloged passages wore opeved and the painted hourki was NO
untouched. The workers for this company no longer have to wear cumbersome
protective gear when cleaning the motors. The compN had foun a rMIOM
method to cean out these motor hoing. The company hIm now exanded tte
operation due to the re;etabe results obtained with Rust Eliminator. Rust
Eliminator allows it to rebuild a motor at a more competitive cost nd provide quick
turnaround.
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-.7 2. Another company is installing Rust Eliminator in its cleaning line to remove rst
'4 from its product prior to painting. This customer estimates the throughput Al be

* .. double the current rate with Rust Eliminator as the cleaning agent.
:4 3. A third company has used Rust Eliminator to remove the calcium build-up on the

pipes of a boiler system. In this instance Rust Eliminator was circulated through the
system for the appropriate time; discharged, the system was flushed with water
then put back into operation. This procedure dramatically reduced down *ie on
the boiler and eliminated the need for an expensive teardown of the boiler.

4. A company which fabricates brass pipes has found Rust Eliminator to be a good
inprocess cleaning solution. In tests conducted by an outside laboratory the
cleaning time was shown to be reduced by one-half by raising the bath
temperature from 130 F to 198 F.

5. A midwest plating company is evaluating Rust Eliminator as a surface cleaner prior
to deposition of a coating. In this instance Rust Eliminator will replace a
complicated mechanical cleaning system.

6. A metal cleaning firm has substituted Rust Eliminator for acid cleaning in its
production line. The results have been positive in two ways for this user. First the
reliability of cleaning has improved dramatically and secondly, the waste disposal
problem has been cut dramatically. In the past this customer was changing the
acid tanks every week to ten days depending on operating conditions. With Rust
Eliminator the tank did not need to be changed for up to ten to twelve weeks.I 7. An independent laboratory evaluated several commercially available rust removers
for use on stainless castings. In this study Rust Eliminator was compared to
Chemprime, Decon 90 and Marraclean. Rust Eliminator was the only product to
test negative in the Ferroxyl test. This indicates that Rust Elimintor removed all free
iron from the surface of the castings.

DISPOSAL OF WASTE
The bulk of the oxides removed from the metal surface are insoluable in the Rust
Eliminator solution. The metals can be filtered or precipitated from the solution by
conventional techniques. Disposal should be in accordance with local, state and federal

S laws applicable to the discharge location.

-i == =..=. ll,, ..
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SDSTO-ME-E (750-51a) 22 February 191

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Rust Eliminator; A Corrosion Removal Product

1. A demonstration of 'Rust Eliminator', a nontoxic, nonhazardous rust rmovmer,
was given at TOAD in August 1988.

2. After viewing the demonstration and discussing the specifics of the process,
PED personnel, decided not to pursue additional testing of the product for the
following reasons:

a. Although 'Rust Eliminator' is nonhazardous when initially formulated,
it will become hazardous after our parts are processed through the solution.

b. The cost of the solution is approximately five times that of our crrett
pickling solution.

c. To remove a light coating of oxidation, parts must soak in 'Rust
Eliminator' for about 20 minutes, compared to approximately 5 minutes that it
now takes. This additional soak time would significantly slow the through~j u f
work in the Plating Shop.

d. It is not known if the chelates used in 'Rust Eliminator' would interfere
with the Sulfide Pretreatment Process.

e. 'Rust Eliminator' cannot replace our pickling solution and there is no
additional space in the Plating Shop to install another process tank.

3. If further information is required, contact Mr. Pat Tierney, X6724.

PATRICK T. TIERNEY
Chemical Engineer
Plant Engineering Section
Engineering Branch VOW
Production Engineering Division

CF:
DO/Maintenance
DO0

i -- .-



PEI ASSOCIATES, INC.

MEMORANDUM

To: Craig MacPhee DATE: 8/4/89

SUDJECr: Trip report: Tooele Army Depot FROM: Jeff Davis
Contract No. DAAA15-88-D-0001 Fred Hall
Task Order No. 0004 Dick Gerstle

FILE: 3769-4 CC: Bob Hoye
Paul Lurk

USATHAMA and PEI personnel participated in meetings and a tour of the facilities at the
Tooele Army Depot (TEAD) on June 18 and 19, 1989. The purpose of this visit was to acquire
Information on the operations at TEAD that are relevant to the referenced task order.
Specifically, information on VOC emissions, plastic media blasting (PMB), chemical paint
strippers, degreasing, and generation of metals-contaminated sludges was sought. Additionally,

* information on a rust eliminator compound trial test was obtained as an item of special interest.
This Is one of a series of visits to eight depots being made to acquire comparable data on these
topics. In the near future, USATHAMA will use this Information to select and define research
projects that will be conducted by PEI under this task.

TEAD Is located in Utah; about 36 miles southwest of Salt Lake City and three miles south
of Tooele. Mr. Paul Lurk represented the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency
(USATHAMA). PEI personnel present were Fred Hall, Dick Gerstle and Jeff Davis.

Our primary contacts at TEAD were: Mr. John Cluff, Chief of Faclities, Engineering
Division; Sue Richards, Chemical Engineer; Gerald Webster, Electrical Engineer; and Mr.
Clarence Allred, Chief of the Metal Processing Branch. Lloyd Layok gave us a tour of the depot
facilities. We also met briefly with Mr. William Stem, Chief of Environmental Affairs.

The purpose of this trip report is to document the information obtained during the site
visit. The trip report Is presented In eight sections to address pertinent topics Included in the
scope of work of Task Order No. 0004. These sections are: Background, VOC Emissions and
Paint Operations, Blasting Operations, Alternate Chemical Strippers, Alternate Degreasers,
Electroplating Operations and Metal-Contaminated Sludges, Other Areas of Interest, and
Conclusions/Riommerddaons.

TEAD's primary mission s to maintain and supply combat vehicles (prImartly trucks).
tralers, electrical generator sets. and reWled mobile equipment. The det employs about
6,000 people. The site covers 440, acs, whih of aout 24.000 re de -oled to depot wd
equiont sloag ac$vtes. The remainder of ie ste Is dvoted to I lmatln and
delouting chemical warfare ent. This pen of the ot (ie south ae) was not pert-of tis
Inspection. In diftin. rired mainenanoe shop under TEAM uldlobn we imposle at m
Air Force Be, about 60 miles north of ft site. Envlrommnal mies at tie rail shop are
under Hill's control.

1.
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TEAD is currently in compliance with environmental regulations. All hazardous wastes
are stored in designated areas on site, and then manifested and taken to permitted sites by a
licensed contractor. A list of the amount and cost of waste disposal is attached to this report.
These wastes are listed below in decreasing order of the total-cost of disposal for 1988.

WASTEGENERATED COST FOR DISPOSAL IN CY 1988 (S)

Poly (CARC) paint sludge 136,690
Sodium hydroxide tanks 123,157
Paint filters 97.200
Phosphoric acid tanks 57,802
1.1,1 -trichloroethane 54,464
Blast residue 43,327
Carbon-removing compound/paint stripper 21,092
Other drummed wastes 18,975
Poly (CARC) thinner 15,194
Acoelagold 10,784
Enamel sludge 5,684
SmutGo 5,220
Sodium hydroxide sludge 4,943
Gasoline 1,312
Sump sludge 139

TOTAL $595,983

In calculating the above costs, each drum was assumed to contain 55 gallons, the paint
sludge was assumed to weigh 730 pounds per drum (reported density is 13.33 lb per gallon),
and the paint ilers were assumed to weigh 300 pounds per drum. These costs do not include
those associated with the purchase of replacement chemicals or materials.

The following is a summary of the buildings visited and a brief overview of the processes
conducted In each building.

* Industrial Waste Treatment Plant (Drive by only)

* Building 600-C
- Solvent Recovery Plant

* Building 612
- Large drive-in paint booths for final painting of trucks

•Building 602RPefrbsh, assemble and paint large( 25KW) electrical generar sets

* Building 611
- Refurbish smailer electrical genralor sets

SBuilding 647. -Coodae Pain Facllty
- Degreesing, daing d pal ing of tuc engine

•Buldng 615- Mta Processin rNS
- Ol"tig (Alumini Oxide)
- P&ti (lrW drive-in booths with dry lilters)
- Choemlal song

2
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* Building 637 - Engine Rebuild Branch
- Rebuilds engines
- Vapor degreasing
- Chemical cleaning In dip tanks

o Building 639
- Engine container painting
- Drive-in water-wall paint booth being Installed

0Building 609
-Initial steam cleaning of vehicles, and radiator and fuel tank testing and repair

VOC EMISSIONS AND PAINTING OPERATIONS

TEAD operations currently emit approximately 500 ions of VOCS per year(see atached
list of sources). Utah air pollution regulations (Section 4.9.6 g(2)(c)and (d)) limit VOC
content of paint used on small parts to 3 to 3.5 1Wgal, depending on the t"p of paint. VOC
emissions from painting larger parts Ike truck bodies are not specifically regulated and the
depot has negotiated permitted limits for their painting operations. Current emissions we
apparently within these permitted limits and there Is Wite Incentive to reduce VOC emissions.

Only limited amounts of methylene chloride are used for paint stripping at this plant.
This solvent is exempt from air pollution regulations, but does cause employee exposure sWW
disposal problems.I ~Most painting at TEAD Is done using the tw-opnn CARC systm (which has a 1higherVOC content than the single component CARO). Some single component CAFIO Is also used. Air-
assisted De Vilbis paint spray guns are used. The depot Is moving toward high-volume low-
pressure guns to Improve paint transfer efficiencies. Each year new replacement spray guns
that are purchased are of the low-pressure type. A total of12 guns have been ordee son far,
and personnel plan to order 100 guns next year. TEAD uses about 420 paint spray pins per
yer Enamel paints are used on engines because CARC emits toxic fumes when heated ove
4006F. Some depots are not permitted to use enamel paints because they have higher VOC
contents than CARC.

Some operations use electrostatic spay paint application. but Its use is not wWIdmead
at TEAD. A robotic engine paint system using eetsticpaint application was lbee- ud. Thi

StM Cost 5350000 In 1983 and reduced paint co npio from 1 25 to 0.9 galu PeT
engine. Personnel noted that in robotic paintg less wast Is generated If the robot only pakfts
with one color. If a robotic system Is used bo paint with several colors. the apray gun ambe
cleaned out between colors.

Wost pait boothe at TEAD use dry Nonr to W"p paintiie. ftMa Uteri anused
In many of tims dry boot and the filtes we ocm ell sted oF p~kby usig bo--

* remiooving compoumd end reused. FiberglssSa reao usedin acmbootin addftn o t
stee filters. The fiberglmassmltr in soacm e, ads wre W-aged at learmc a week and w
dspoed as a hmwdmu wais. Ome othe"M dM dpe ftW Sas 11 It M ndou ..1 I.

* ~The podn am are One of TEAs aet M ONage s Im. il new" ly o MW0.6 n
dpea in IM6. Ptaru * klite tha fte y thur ijims git@e-i baa W e e

waerW4%* pain bcct ed ret lees makisem A easpIs dW usrw boafts am
00cn16 te-doYM 3ussrolyeaWo

A low wsrw boafs on weed ut Inw bOmts 1h 0er bm dow i aM al Uft
rea of fte p01i bct am an air ven tugn st~b go boalt eem tom wid So. hW a
wough. The p&k pwlosss Wm wowdi Un a th" PM gom~ tem MW.T
low em al W ;=i (slIe) "e kM a muoba S s a t ft b w aim So
oft11e OW sd MWn urIs Alcyalld. Two w~ow n w rn.. m blife MW oft
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dewatering systems installed soon. These dewaterlng systems were reportedly in storage, but
the only equipment that could be found were two pumps. More specific information on the
dewatering systems was not available.

The floors and walls of the dry paint booths awe covered with a removable plastic eotn%
This coating is occasionally removed and disposed as a hazardous waste.

MfLATNGOPERATKMN

Numerous blasting booths are located throughout the depot, and several types of bintbrg
media awe used, Including walnut shells, aluminum oxide, steel shot (#25), and cccasionally
glass, beads. The spent media are not separated by type prior to-disposal. In 1988. 393,680 tb
of blast grit was disposed as a hazardous waste at a cost of $0.1 1/lb. for a tOta cost of
approximately $43,000.

Walnut shell are used in two booths at the depot to blast aluminum trucks,
differentials, and engine blocksi. The walnut shells are collected from the floor of the boolt Wx
recycled. The recycling system consists of a simple alr separator, In which lighter partce
are entrained In the air and transported to containers for disposal. and heavier particles awe
returned to the booth for reus. Aluminum oxide is sometimes added to the walnut shells lo
remove rust. Maintenance costs for walnut shell blasting are high, and the dust created durv
blasting presents an explosive hazard as defined by OSHA. Personnel are interested In spepiig
these operations with sodium blcarbonate or plastic media bliat (PMS). A booth In Buildn
615 Is supposed to be capable of blasting with plastic media, but personnel indiae that It dos
not operate well. Wainu shells, are currently used In the booth.

TEAD personnel have tried PMB for paint stripplg In a glove box. These tests iiiei
encouraging, and showed that plastic media reduced dust, laste longe, and achieved faster
paint-removal rates than did walnut shells. Personnel indicated that they are Interested in
acqukrin a new PUB booth. However, purchasing or converting existing booths for plastic
media blatin would be very expensive; no funds are currently available for converting to PUS
and there Is not much Incentive to switch.

ALTERNATE CHEFMA STRIPPERS

-Numnerous stripping operations are used throughout the depot. Larg quantities of
sodium hydroxide are used for paint stripping. A tota make-up of approxjumately 7.000 ganrs
Is required dxxt every 6 weeks. The tenks are occasionally pumped out as neeed and desposed
Ua hazardous waste. A tota of 43 drums of sludge we gene rae om these operations in
1986, and 56,927 gallons (aproimae' 1.100 drums) of sodium hydroxide solton wen
dispsed at $2.09 per gallon. The spent sodiulm hydroxide cioleF n t~ depotssn colest
Iinardous weost. Tise hazardos waste could poten0%l be reduced &I oonwaul or
Festainc', ft rI k "ir sodiu "0roid sokans to exted " tir S of ti" slipl

dw ank s011oans.
P1hosphi a=W 1B cureTmy used for rust removal. A tOW d 16421@@In of awe

Oposed In IMS at a coat of SMlw Csuubisn @6 t I ppIu mid anid au
IV 10o1ide WS MOMn for tabuedIWPOW O F. prIiNO 01 "h moet may be

hs~dM to edmos Von weom wsmns.
DSSCOM has indicate isr in a' Inl U5 a1 pu"o mdiiuit e w

ph~r Onepil ac0iM bu tr 1W mvb met.- fk emPON at TepemAny Depot

booiiiisen holy 01 Woe meeU In~ c ZW C ",WSWwat a hbsmus Wo, t F a
WSWNoa We WSWi 01 "be ft ~ a pE111111sl Poo "M SIM by

houd, ft $den of t Ime en Sepu. ord te m skewi ~
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bottom of the tank is a very small waste stream at TOAD; therefore, even complete elimination
of this waste stream would result in only a small reduction in hazardous waste generation.
Personnel at TOAD, however, had been told that TEAD had purchased several drums of the
product as a substitute for phosphoric acid.

TEAD performed several tests with Rust Eliminator on a variety of different parts;
results of these lasts are provided as an attachment to this report. Personnel concluded that the
product performed about as well as phosphoric acid, but 0hat It was much more expansive. The
manufacturer sold the material on the basis of its being a nonhazardous waste; however, after
use, the product is a hazardous waste because of the solubilty of some metals. TEAD also tested
the product for long-term rust inhibition, but again the product fared no better than phosphoric
acid. Personnel at TEAD ordered only one drum of the product, and have some left over. Reports
that TEAD personnel are satisfied with Rust Eliminator and are planning to replace phosphoric
acid solutions with this product are erroneous.

TEAD uses a small quantity of methylene chloreased paint strippers and larger
quantities of sodium hydroxide solution. The methylene chloride strpper is brushed on parts
with small areas of paint left on after abrasive stripping.

Some phenol-containing chemical strippers were previously used, but these have been
replaced. The IWTP has experienced no problems with Total Toxic Organics (TTO) since these
strippers were replaced.

A carbon-removing compound (Mil C-196533) is also used for paint stripping. A total
of 118 drums are disposed per year at a total cost of $21,092.

In Building 615 (the Metal Processing Branch), aluminum and ferrous parts are
segregated. Ferrous parts we treated with a sodium hydroxide strip, a cold water rinse, a
phosphoric acid solution for rust removal, a hot alkaline rs, and compressed air for drying.
Aluminum parts are treated with an F-type paint stripper (MN C.4011GA), an etchingsolution (Mil C-5541C), a nitric acid solution (MR C-5541C, trade name Smut-Go), and

Accalagold (Mil C-5541C), with each step being followed by a cold-water rinse.

ALTE 'TE DEGREA RS

Degreasers using Stoddard solvent and 1.1,1-trlchioroethane are widely used at TEAD.
These degreasers are equipped with chiller systems to minimize losses and to comply with State
regulations. Spent solvents - Including 1,1,1 -trichloroethane, stodderd solvent, and lacquer
and polyurethane thinners - are sent to an on-site recovery plant where tey are distilled and
the product reused. The solvent recovery p-n is f new and consis of 3 Separate stills

nuactured by PRI (Progressive Reocovery. inc.) PolMe Systems. Paint tinner is recycled
md used for wash down. The thinners we occeeonaly added to paint when twe Is a kt of it. but
quality control personnel will not allow thi practice to beoome Ind-d uless Iests ae
condmcted showing that the recycled #nner does not ato pint quit. The uinnros are
allowed to stoad bfre slhsammn, so tha te paint sludge esf end lie tin Uqud on top can
be doc d and dilleWd. p lmateo 60 peItnt of the inner is rmovo"ed

$toam feaning is w*Is sed to dgIm pat. The ahos of viper dgring or se"am
of eaing dep 0d on t pean to be gleaned In generaol vapor digremlng Is on pre81rred
alternative, especially for very groywtm Now WNI I!ewn cleain Is qukir 1or large.
so eurfaces end V"W dogrooesiOa ewnat be Wsed on powt csaNI 1g nft it= "l h 1,1,1.
1b0lchlimtm woul disslve t er. Skge *am oa. als l el is dipaW In an on-she
hrdous waste ndl evin o Is no ACAA hauus. witr Nm o m lt in is

8e- in t idusti wae nmlisp . nd o g t e w sled
solids.
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ELECTROPIATNO OPERATIOINS AND METAL-CONTAMINATED SLUDGES

TEAD conducts no plating operations at this ltme. Aluminum aodiing is performed, ba
this does not result In a waste problem. Some anodizin solutions contain chromium. The To
anodizing solution contains cyanide, which IS Chemically bound In the solutin and therefore no
very Volatile.

AN wastewater enters, a new wastewater tratment pluit owned and operte by an
omtide conractor The plant treats approximately 140.000 gallons of wastewater per day.
Effluent IS of drinking water quality and IS recycled for plant process use. Sludge is dewasred
In a Oite press and Sent off s as a hazardous waste beause Of Its metal (chromium,
cadmium,. and lead) content. Prior to construction of t plant, a Study was conducted thtt
concluded that segregation of wastewater streams to reduce toe volume of sludge treated as
hazardous would not be worthwhile. Water from the sludge dewatering Is returned to the
teatment plant inlet. Backwash water from reverse Ososisf and san flter cleaning is -mill
and returned to the plant Influent or sent to the Tooele City treatment plant. The plant
occasionally experiences problems with a high pH due to spilling of the Sodium hydroxide paft
stripper. It also occasionally receives Slugs of oil and grease. The facility is a 5-year,
temporary plant, and personnel indicated that In general it Is operating well.

OTHER AREAS OF V1NTEREST

Was oil Is a large waste stream at TEAD bemause of t engines processed. Spec ON i
sold though ORMO, and non-spec: oil IS disposed off site at a net expense. Personnel sypessed
an Interest in burning the waste oil In the on-site slsam-generating facility.

A furnace folowed by blating Is used to remove paint from some parts. TEAD persotmw
believe improvements can be made In this area and are Interested In observing the fluidized tal
demonstration test to be conducted at Red River Army Depot under Task Order No. 0005.
Clarence Allred and loyd Laycock should be contacted regarding these tests.

The depot is also concerned with closing an old wastewater treatment lagoon, and cdmi g
up groundwater contaminated with solvent.

The wase $JreM. at TEA tha COst the mos for disposal Is CAMC paint sludge. Two
dowating system will be Installed soo tha could red=c the shudge volume, but we wse
unabe to colec Momailon an how twes syses oeakes& PEI shoul maitain contact wt

wit redwIFI "aM sN1011.
hdo allon gier at bothTohmn y Depot(TO)andTEADindcts

Elimllnator Is rOt a .osetlivee sube farW p"VoeP""rou acm as a rus remave. Man
duoft hav bee ervaut t use of Rt Eliino ud are unawar or mlmlifone !-@sb
=IA~Iwlls at oter ftpots. The h-M mui in NO, ~ed -in t " rep" shoul fws be
N wordo a o iwwl"dto 001"N

Psenmns at TEADWe niletd in it a.of pltA fto lahowseer m
wre w wifuty&W avto lr wduae of a new booa& or for emmverelon of a mehul sha busS hbr
-" no pbf waft.

TheINS b %1 prs so toew potn!e MAZMIN prlns on ~tlu UA W oMA

*t "U ~eea s we th n painmitr at TMA we hzau s asts



0 Assist with purchasing a plastic media blasting booth or converting an existing boos
for use with plastic media. Conduct demonstration tests on parts at TEAD to de -10p
data to support the purchase of a new facility.

0 Evaluate the use of filters to extend the lives of sodium hydroxide solutions.

Evaluate methods to extend the lives of phosphoric acid solutions.

* Evaluate combining the phosphoric acid and sodium hydroxide waste streams IN
neutralization followed by precipitation of the metals to reduce the volume disimed as
a hazardous waste.

0 Conduct tests to determine whether the use of recycled thinners in paints afftM paift
quality.

o Keep personnel informed of the results of the fluidized bed demonstration tesu at Red
River Army Depot.

TEAD's Interests and needs will be compared to those of other depots that have b
visited. TEAD personnel should be kept informed of the results of any testing relevant o
needs conducted under the current HAZMIN effort. TEAD staff were especially intereslel im
fluidized bed parts cleaning.

7
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Documents obtained from TEAD

Hazardous Waste Contract Disposals, CY 1988

List of cleaning solvents, paints and solvents/thinners used in 1988

Hazardous waste generation and disposal in 1988 at TEAD and the Hill Air Force Base Rail Shop

VOC emissions inventory

Results of Rust Eliminator evaluation



HAZARDOUS WASTE CONTRAT DISPOSALS

CY 1s8s

RECAPITULATION

1,1,1-TRICHLORDETHANE 233 DRUMS (4.25 GAL)

CARBON REMOVING COMPOUND/PAINT STRIPPER 118 DRUMS (3.25 GAL)

GASOLINE 9 DRUMS (2.65 GAL)

StV'P SLUDCE 9 DRUMS (o.28 CAL)

SODIUM HYDROXIDE SLUDGE 43 DRUMS (2.09 GAL)

POLY (CARC) PAINT SLUDGE 333 DRLS (og56 LB.)

POLY(CARC) TH1NNER 85 DRUMS C 3.25 GAL)

OTHER DRUIL ,ED WASTES 138 DRUMS

" VARIOUS " (GAL) 134 GAL ' ST.

of VARIOUS " (LBS)

J BLAST GRITS 393,880 LBS f.11 PER LB.)

SODIVM HYDROXDE TANKS 58,927 GAL (2.09 PER CAL)

PHOSPHORIC ACID TANKS 16,421 CAL (3.52 CAL)

PAIN FILTERS 144 DRL'BS (2.25 Lt.)

ENAMEL SLUDGE 39 DRUMS (2.65 GAL)

SMLT GO 26 DR (3.65:GAL)

ACCELAGULD 57 DRL'MS (3.&4 CAL)

d
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ft. ;SO.VEN' 4W(-LAILFZ &-:7Ss) : UKEL PE. 14h YP

W,0 :toddard c:r Var. tan; s W'A 9
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TOOELE ARMY DEPOT

1. Steel Grit. Eliastin.g, Building 615 A 637, KSN 5350 00 271 5966, 8,750
.,alllorns, Density: 15.5. It~ gal, Or'-Day Yard, END Lot, Picked up by
USPCI
2. Sodiumn Hydroxide, P-arts C~leaning, Bldg. 615 & 637, NSN 6850 00 935.

2,850 gallons, Density: 13.33 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, [NO0 Lot, Picked up by
* ,spcI.-

3. Glass Bead Blast, Blasting, Bldg. 604, 611, and 600, NSN 5350 00 935
7697, 75C. galors, Dersity: 25).66 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, EMD Lot, Picked up
*y USPCI.

4. Polyurethane Paint Sludge, Painting, Bldgs 615, 637, 647, 691. 604,
'12, E6)9, 611, and 602, NSN 8010 01 160 6742, 17,000 gallons, Density:
3.33 lDS/G&~ , 9Zj-Day Yard, EMO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

5. Enamel Paint Waste, Painting, Bldgs 637, 609, 647, and 691, NSW 8010
1397,170glos Dest: 8.996 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, END Lot,

icked up by USPCI.

6. Paper Filters, Paint Booths, Bldgs 612, 615, 691, 604, and 637, USK~
* .130 00 087 7V C, 10,700 gallons, 90-Day Yard, END Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

,7. Plat ing Solution, Metal Shop, Bldg 608, ?'SN 6850 01 064 1687, 1,500
iiallons, Density:. 9.746 lbs/gals, 90-Day Yard, EMD Lot, Picked up by

UiSPC I.

8. Carburetcr Cleaner, Clean Parts, Bldg 637, NSN 2945 00 x 79 1203. 150
jallons, Density: 9.704 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, END Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

9. Sump Sludge, Bldgs 637, 602, and 604, 350 gallons, 90-Day Yard, END
.ot, Picked up by USPCI.

10. Carbon Removing Compound, Clearing, Bldgs 615, 637, and 612, VSU 685D
)0 550 74534, 6,100 gallons, Density: 10.83 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, END Lot.
Picked up by LISPCI.

11. W/O 91 Acid Waste, Cleaning, Dip Tanks, Bldg 615, WSN 6850 00 X77
3164, 1,200 gallons, Density: 9.16 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, ENO Lot, Picked

*up by USPC1.

12. Aluminum Brightener, Cleaning, Oldgs, 615 and 637, 14SW 6850 01 184
*7043, 350 gallons, Density: 9.496 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, [NO0 Lot, Picked up
by USPCI.

13. Phosphoric Acid, Stripping, Bldgs 615 and 637, ESM 6850 00 551 9577.
100 Ialons, Density: 11.66 lbs/gal, 90 Day Yard, ENO Lot, Picked up by

14. Paint Stripper, Stripping, Bldg 615, 1431 8010 S45 3508, 450 gallons,
Density: 10.16 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard,. END Lot, Picked up by USPCI.



I

15. Silicone Brake Fluid, For Brakes, Bldgs 619 and 602, NSN 9150 01 102
9455, 250 gallons, Density: 8.06 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, EMO Lot, Picked wp
by USPC].

16. Sulfuric Acid, Bldg 605, NSN 6?10 00 893 8138, 100 gallons, Density:
10.70 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, E1O Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

17. Corrosion Preventive Compound, Bldg 612, NSN 8030 01 127 3683, SO0
gallons, Density: 7.1055 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, EMO Lot, Picked up by
USPCI.

18. Polyurethane Paint Chips, Paint Booth Cleaning, Bldgs 691, 615, 602,
612, and 647, NSN 8010 01 160 6742, 3,250 gallons, Density: 11.7 lbs/gal,
0-Day Yard, £MO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

19. Turbine Oil, Used in Engines, Bldg 600, NSN 9150 00 681 5999, 50
gallons, Density: 8.25 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, E1O Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

20. Trichlorethane, Cleaning, Bldg 611, 615, 637, 602, 612, 647, 594, 691,
and 600c, NSN 6810 00 551 1487, 5,750 gallons, Density: 11.13 lbs/gal,
90-Day Yard, EO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

21. Poly Thinner, Painting, Bldgs 600, 612, 615, 609, 691, 602, 611, 647,
637, and 604, NSN 8010 00 181 8079, 4,750 gallons, Density: 7.4554
lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, E1O Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

I

22. Lacquer Thinner, Painting, Bldg 605, 594, and 647, NSN 8010 00 160
5788, 150 gallons, Density: 6.85 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, EO Lot, Picked up
by USPCI.

23. Walnut Grit, Blasting, Bldg 617-B, NSN 5350 00 X71 4071, 11,500
gallons, Density: 7.08 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, EO Lot, Picked up by USPEI .

24. Paint Dust, Bldgs 615, 637, and 612, 250 gallons, 90-Day Yard, £?D
Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

25. Smut Go, Stripping, Bldg 615, NSN 6850 00 X77 4070, 1,300 gallons,
Density: 9.996 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, EO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

26. Brass Brightener, Bldg 615, 6 gallons, 90-Day Yard, E140 Lot, Picked up
by USPCI.

27. Gasoline, Bldgs 600, 619, 611, and 691, 200 gallons, 90-Day Yard, [NO
Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

28. Enamel Alkyd, Bldg 691, NSN 8010 00 664 4761, SO gallons, Density:
9.163 lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, £NO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

29. Latex Paint Waste, Bldg 615, NSN 8010 01 X84 4291, 150 gallons, -Day
Yard, ENO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.

30. Toluene, B149 5201, N 6810 00 1627, SO gallons, Density:, 0.A6
lbs/gal, 90-Day Yard, E14O Lot, Picked up by USPCI.



1. Thermal Furnace Ash, Bldg 600, 50 gallons, 90-Day Yard, EMO Lot,
Picked up by USPCI.

2. Accelagold, Bldg 615, NSN 6810 01 X84-.4251, 2,850 gallons, 90-Day
Yard, EMO Lot, Picked up by USPCI.



HILL AIR FORCE BASE RAIL SHOP

1. Primer Surfacer, Filling sand scratches, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 X77
8883, 6 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

4

2. Enamel END Gray, Spray finishing metal on Army Gen. Plants, Bldg 1701,
NSM 72915 8133054, 5 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

3. Polyurethane Enamel Yellow, Spray Finishing metal on Locomotives, Bldg
1701, NSN 8010 00 181 8292, 6 gallons, Density: 7.772 lbs/gal, ORMO,
Picked up by USPCI.

4. Polyurethane Enamel Blue, Spray Finishing on Air Force Locomotives,
Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 839 5663, 2 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

5. Enamel Reducer, Thinning Enamel Paints, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 558
7027, 10 gallons, Density: 6.364 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

6. Epoxy Primer Thinner, Thinning Epoxy Primers, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 01
212 1704, 24 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

7. Polyurethane Reducer, Thinning Polyurethane paints, Bldg 1701, NSN
8010 00 181 8079, 6 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

8. Primer Zinc Chormate, Priming Non-ferrous metals, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010
00 515 2211, 12 gallons, Density: 9.913 lbs/gal, ORMO, Picked up by USPCI.

9. Polyurethane Eng. Black, Spray finishing metal on locomotives, Bldg
1701, NSN 8010 00 X87 5251, 24 gallons, ORMO, Picked up by USPCI.

10. Epoxy Primer, Priming metal parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 01 187 9820, 2
gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

11. Polyurethane Enamel Green, Spray finishing metal, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010
01 160 6742, 2 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

12. Enamel Black, Spray finishing locomotive parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00
297 0591, 60 gallons, Density: 9,246 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

13. Enamel 0.D., Spray finishing parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 290 6648, 5
gallons, ORNO, Picked up by USPCI.

14. Enamel Gray. Spray finishing parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 286 7731,
24 gallons, Density: 8.663 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by.USPCI.

IS. Primer Red Oxide, Priming Loco's & parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 290
4078, 24 gallons, Density: 6.672 lbs/gal, DMO, Picked up by USPCI.

1. Bituminous, Sealing roofs on Navy generator & Army, Bldg 1701, Bldg
1701. USN 8030 00 709 3127, 5 gallons, Density: 8.080 lbs/gal, DNO,
Picked up by USPCI.

17. Wash Primer, Pretreatment of bare metal, Bldg 1701, NSN 8030 00 281
2726, 12 gallon, Density: 7.997 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.



18. Enamel Reducer, Thinning enamel paints, Bldg 1701, NSN 54636RHK179. 12
gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPC1.

19. Lacquer thinner, Thinning lacquer paints & primers, Bldg 1701, USE
3010 00 160 5789, 120 gallons, Density: 6.789 lbs/gals, DRMO, Picked up by
USPCI.

20. Lacquer Acid Resistant Black, Painting Battery Compartments, Bldg
1701, WSN 8010 00 290 6158, 1 gallon, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

21. Tar Base (Liquid Plastic) Roof coating, Sealing roof seams on Navy
generators, Bldg 1701, 2 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

-. 22. Enamel O.D., Spray finishing Army generator parts, Bldg 1701, USE 8010
00 577 4381, 10 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

23. Enamel Reducer, Thinning enamel paints, Bldg 1701, WSN 8010 00 812
2800, 36 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

24. Enamel reducer, Thinning enamel paints, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 935
9889, 36 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

25. Denatured Alcohol, Cutting films on safety glass, Bldg 1701, USE 6810
00 543 7415, 12 gallons, Density: 6.664 lbs/gal, ORMO, Picked up by USPCI.

26. Epoxy Primer, Spray priming metals, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 01 193 0517, 6
gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

27. Sand Blast Grit Abrasiv.e Grain, Sandblast operations, Bldg 1704. NS
5250 00 276 6123, 16,800 lbs, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

28. Sodium Hydroxide, Alkaline hot tank cleaning operation, Bldg 1701,
20450 lbs, Density: 8.722 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

29. Primer Zinc Chromate, Priming Non-ferrous metals, Bldg 1701, USE 8010
00 X77 3446, 6 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

30. Stoddard solvent, Cleaning electrical parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 6850 00
264 9039,1230 gallons, Density: 6.497 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

31. Tuner Renu C1610, Cleaning of small electrical parts, Bldg 1701, NSN
6850 00 X82 4166, 18 gallons, DRM0, Picked up by USPCI.

32. Tuner Renu C240, Cleaning of small electrical parts, Bldg 1701, USE
6850 00 X82 4168, 3 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

33. Electronic Products Degreaser & Wash PH200, Cleaning of small
electrical parts, Bldg, 1701 NSN 6650 00 X86 7983, 3 gallons, DRNO, Picked
up by USPCI.

34. Electrical Contact Cleaner Sprayon 200Z. Electrical contact cleaser,
Bldg 1701, NSN 6850 00 X87 4453, 3 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.



,-35. Crystal Clear 1301 Krylon, Protectant coating after cleaning
electrical parts, Bldg 1701, NSN 8010 00 990 7289, 4.5 gallons. DRMO,
Picked up by USPCI.

36. Insulating Red Paint, Spray insulation of electrical parts, Bldg 171,
NSM 5970 00 785 4098, 3 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

37. lsulating Varnish Red, Spray insulation of electrical parts, Bldg
1701, NSN 5970 00 167 1564, 3 gallons, DRMO, Picked up by USPCI.

38. Trichlorothane 1,1,1, Parts degreasing & cleaning, Bldg 1701, NSU 6SSD
00 551 1487, 500 gallons, Density: 11.004 lbs/gal, DRMO, Picked up by
USPCI.

a ' " °- - .. . . , , °
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DISPOSITION FORM
Fw in of vp.& .s ee AR 340 16. the p~opotwnt *Vncv is IAGO

fLIF.fCE Oft OFFICE SYMBOL SUS.ICIl

SDSTE-VAE-S A Rust Eliminator Study

'ATHRU Dir/VKainte~tt7rf,,j" e ~ Chief, Pdn Engrg Di v 11 January 1989
Dir/Engrg & Logs Ict Mr. Webster/pf 3148I

TO Chief, Env Mgmt Of c

1. Request your office review the attached rust eliminator study and provide commnts.

2. Specifically, are the figures and findings correct as far as you can determine?

3. Request a response by 19 January 1989.

Enc 1 E . '
Acti ng Chi ,Production Engineering Division

£D~~TE-E~F (:*Ci.: t Elir-.ntor StLIC-S

Mr. Va.ce/ril4/?C

~. E-=ert 4cr t~s io..r ten! t he irnicrff~tior, ir, the study is tc-ret
to L-%- ;ri lte

6. FL:ct Ellarar~tct- rfc, tie &E th&:=rcC.L'S w6Ete rfter LseE b*Ea;L'E&C cr
ic.;icity (r.eEv'y mretc-ls cocentratcins" Tthec assmpirtonI th-et the :e
costs -Fcr Rust Eli.irtc,- will be riegliiiblo m~ay be arroneo .t. I he
ZhCzphcic c:t. is not cc:. te&rnte6 %*.:th mev.~etE-l beFOre Us!e. t

cz44:ce t '- te fletelE corteirrmjretir ,f sc res.:l1t c- vv

w.u 4cunc---------- that phcwpnoric acid could not be sen.t wz

the 4&cil-.ty.

2. PCC 4cr this ir.formation is Jay V~r~c*, Environnrtal Manaqement
Cjfflco, a t. Z-154.

CPT Pat Endres
Chief , Environme#ntal

ma~e~ment 0ffice

A"t 0.2496 PmtvsOUS IDITIOMS WILL ME USED Wro 19t7 0 - 172-426



rk.-bject: Rost Elimina.tor 'Testing

'T o FED

From: ESFS

e;ic-cy of rorlac~nq Fhosphe'-~c A4cic Dip in- m~etpi Cleanirr ;-.ei-f 1itth F
cropriet~pry f;ture ce'Led "Rs Eliminator".

.'Test procedure:
d.Distillation tari in luvilding 600CC wag Us.c4 to r-.sn tort.

-test cond~icted at !c4 * I degr-ees F.
-items tested were as follows-
;-EM CONDI'TION TIME

Cover plate interior scriC 5 min: 50%. removal v4 ocr'e
2,'401 steel 1 C) : 307. remaining

(Ibhese are ident24yirg appre.! !-0 der;: pccIets
r-L-Mbers)remai r.; ng

n~br)rinsed, let cry: L-rrc- inr.ert~co'
noted interior 41avs. rL-.st.

Prat e shoe surlace scal e 5 fr r: sl i V, t r vduct itlos
Cost iron I

15 ':30%. rentinno
25~. 1 24:,% rem?.irncn

Tt-.im sheet I 10ht SUrfkce 5. mi n: clean s---f4ce Aorv~'-a'c
3:''rLt ti n rinted, let Cry: vrc ; r;c

41 A noted -F Iash rvest v oo;2 to. t'~ v
perienced with FtcithCre A:co

V& rLif ted blikci. o::jde 5 min: Color 33gte5ci
Cast itemf coakting rinsed, let ce-v: tcc-n nr.
*Irf~dy tlrL rioed light 41r-vh ru~st,
14CIH line

Cast getar heavy rtist 2 nr.: little Ocg-'e

VE 45 clr-ed' te. r-es-
rinsed, let dry:. uron 3pbore.ticr
noted li-ght flegh rL'st

fqr.I a drumf heevy scal 5na, little crhangie
A'. &t rapt 3 4) : little ChAb.'IP0

47 40" :Cleane. eaval tv V-vs*?,.
rinsed, let dry; ut.Lon 3flsptCto-

noted light #lash rust

30'40 steel light rt 5 min 1 50% redLctso'
35 t :Cleaned eaual to Prespnv

Cost item light rust 5 min 1 50% reduction
*9 15 1 cleaned equal to present



.)Economics

Phosphor ic Ac id PV S t El 1filao
Cost per Gallon to acQuire iCr.
N~e~rly cost to charge tani s i. ezz 1
Lost per Gallon to dspose of S1.86 .

Yea~rly cost to dispose of (f16'?.. 24te
Present flow of parts N&OH dependent f'Jat* oenvr.-at
Temperature tank heated to OF + 10 1:
- see note 3
Flesh Rust Inhibition 10' days N t e 4
metal removal SO1 tc v 6 mg !X. t c. Wr
- see note 5
Level o4 rework after .5%. if indoors Nvte 6~
processing

Note 1: Assuming that the disposel cost of "Rust Elirintor" e~v re
nr';ligible after neutralization. With the low pH, it is noi rnssibe to
landfill this material iathout neutralization, regardless on' cr-i"sttttent
(violation of land ban). Also, COnCluided that due to loC~tion .2r the
stripping process there would be the same level of metal cotenar-tion f
Phosphoric Acid presently receives.

In addition, the present disposal cost of Fhosphorit Acid stve
curtail as this is one of the materials that we will be a-ble to 3e't
house via the water treatment plant. This is p'er the EMC.. .. ' V~'-ce. E
FE, Bob Kinsinger.

Note 2: As stated in Note I,.this is assumed to berecot.
longer period of testing will need to be &ccomplished te. v'-:4v t?.
manufacturer claim of "unlimited tant. if4e". Due to th'e c~cr.s:r-tric-n o-
drag out and material remaining on the surface of parts. *.dc~r; to,_ter *%'i
eventually dilute the SOILticre. In the event that the- "PLtist Elrritor"
mterials is a hydrated salt, additional ccensideratiic'! nears to ta
&-:tended to the aMount of matcesial being removed fro':, processeld Jtarts a
the Possibility of corrosion stress being induced. Onlyi zrot2a3 testincr
completed to this point.

Note ".: Due to the present temperature cortrcollers. !i-are '*cdrot ' s
significant energy savings, acco'mol ished.

-Note 4s Presently, rework an parts stored inside due to ru-sting is
negligible (loss than 5%). Further, parts are normally stored liess tu.; '
days indoors before surface coatings are applied (the constraint twrt-~
storage space). However, parts that are stored cutsiceu (urria13v :n
conjunction, with 604) are apt 'to *:per.rnce rewor: (a tid+ in W=Cess C.,

At the present time it is impossi"ble to verify the manufa6ctawer s
Claim that this rusting would be inhibited. Testing is underwal tv prov
or disprove this aspect. Exposure is eng made o4 the above tested and
Coated parts. However consideration Orust be given to the fact ttmet 1fiti
rvsting occurred after treatment to go'% degree on the tettwo zarte.
(Level was comparable to what 3a presently experienced w:tb c,szubr:c
Acid.)



Notir 600 This dq-term:nation was made comparing noew Phosphoric Acad at
strength end operating conditions used in 615 and 67.7 to -RLust
Eli1mi nator ". Temperature was as noted above. Thir is an 8eLro .ato
4irst analysis.

Note 6: Farts that fro stored! inside ore general]%- stored 4or less thi
live days (due to space constraints) beore paintlrp. The%& parts rart
contribute to a rewori problem. Re.work occurs in conjunction witha part
that are stored outside (such as at 66)4) durinip wet periods (this, enhar
rusting). At this point, rewo~crI is estinsated to bc- 25 per cent.

4) CoclCusionsI The application that wa, being ccnsieered here was ti
substitution of the' deruwster, Rust Eliminator, for the presently "sod
Phosphoric Acid material. Do& to the fact that the Sociumf Hvdfoc~ade
treatment (which servos as a coating remover and dermster) 4or the lferr
metal parts is the bottle nedt in the processing, re c.~roct tame **vinej
will be accomplished by SUbStitLIUM9 "Rost Eliminateor" for Phiost-ho-c:
Acid. The only savings that ray# be reil13. with the "FLIt Elair-ator-
naterial wo~Ltd possibly be a cecrepse in the amount o4 rewrrI *4 itemsf
excposed to the environment. This if being actively e--plored. b;.t this
stu'dy will tat.& some time, depending on e.'posure conditions. Cone cthe
Question that may be o4 sigrificance is the, quality cortrOc in the
4orMLlation Of the material. The proported pH in the literature is =.f
.2; however, laboratory analysis indicated a pH c% 17

S5This brings up the consideration of rewort.. How mu-Lch monetary savinips
could be achieved through a rodLictior, Of rewori- to prefent, %tem* or 41&
root prevention. Based on the data gathered at this rpcnnt, the level c
rework due to sutbseQuenrt process fleFsh rustng or inadoLIte initiail
treatment, is as high as =5%/, but pgijy during periovs o4 inclisernt weett-
(precipitation). As a result, the figures indicate tnat tihe material
"Rost Eliminator" Must be tested further in this areai %no =rove Mut

-favorably to be conisidered ir'v further from ^n ecoroftrc rtandpo~c~nt. 41
this point, considering cost. covered stcbrage areas iare also svVgested
be considered.

The bottom line of this study is that the "Rust Eliminator" woultd n
have a life of at least 4lut- years to be economic (*r~:r, a Jber far-
and downtime on the metel Orr-costing line to arrive ft this) writh the
promise that the waste treatment plant will bw. able to acc Aodte eizs-c
of used process Phosphoric Acid. The only other rationale bar purchase
this material would be very -Favorable results on inhiitimof 04 w-uting
Curing extended time outdoors during incliment contittcons.



perparm.j follow up on "Bust Eliminator". The Items that I had phaedCii rjtd- to)
west-ar h.ad faired no better than those conventionallY treated (Phosr~h~rj Ac!41.
Cannzt be optoriatic about this product.

De -.o the performance I noted In rust prevention. it is cry opinion ttat "F~us'
E11i.:nator" not be used tc: replace Phosphoric Acid. Further, request if there i E an),
desire by managmient for further testing, please inform d64..Mer. ci. etc-tDAJ

HAZEL THOM~AS


